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AbstractDistrict heating (DH) has the potential to play an important role in enabling atransition to a low carbon, affordable and secure energy system, because of itsability to utilise renewable and waste heat sources as well as to provide a meansfor energy storage and flexibility. Countries new to DH, such as Great Britain, arelooking to establish innovations in governance structures, business models, andpolicy approaches to overcome the numerous and complex barriers that exist forincreasing deployment of DH.This thesis uses socio-technical transitions literatures to explore a case study ofDH development in Great Britain, an example of a liberalised energy market andcentralised energy system. ‘Niches’ are highlighted in the literature as playing animportant role in enabling transitions. The processes that take place within nichesenable the creation of a protected space where an innovation can be demonstratedand developed. Niche processes also act as a catalyst for driving change in thewider ‘regime’ of established norms and practices that have formed around theincumbent technology configuration. However, debate continues within the socio-technical transitions literature about how actors can develop the agency to governfor more radical change.Using analysis of case study data, this work considers the potential of actors fromacross the sectors to utilise different governing measures to support nicheprocesses and drive a transition to DH. The work shows that effective governingmeasures develop the capacities of niche actors to exploit tensions in theincumbent regime and enable strategic development of DH at the local level. Thisrequires support from actors across geographical scales and sectors. However,actors’ agency to govern a transition is strongly influenced by dynamics in theincumbent regime. Support for niche processes needs to be complemented withactivities to bring about destabilisation of the incumbent regime.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The challenge of mitigating climate changeMitigating the most dangerous effects of climate change requires significantreductions in greenhouse gas emissions across the world within the comingdecades (IPCC, 2014b). In a review of climate mitigation scenarios, theInternational Panel on Climate Change found that scenarios where warming waslikely to remain within 2oC were characterized by atmospheric concentrations ofabout 450 ppm CO2 equivalent in 2100, requiring substantial reductions ingreenhouse gas emissions by the middle of the century (p.10, IPCC, 2014c). Evenby limiting warming to 2oC, there are likely to be significant and life-changingimpacts on millions of people and species (IPCC, 2014a). It is therefore widelyargued that it is crucial to introduce measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissionsat sufficient speed to ensure effective mitigation.Finding a way to drive decarbonisation within the necessary timescales to mitigatethe most dangerous effects of climate change is critical. Greenhouse gas emissionsare produced through activities across the economic sectors (see Figure 1). Thelargest proportion of emissions is produced from electricity and heat production,which account for a quarter of all greenhouse gas emissions. It is this sector thatforms the primary focus of this thesis.
2Figure 1: Global direct greenhouse gas emissions by economic sector in 2010 (p.9, IPCC, 2014c)Numerous visions and scenarios suggesting technological and behaviouralinnovations to achieve decarbonisation of heat and electricity have been developedover recent years (Connolly et al., 2014; IEA, 2013; Delta Energy & Environment,2012). Arguably, the challenge is no longer about finding plausible scenarios forhow a decarbonised energy system could be achieved, but instead setting inmotion the processes for delivering decarbonisation in a timely manner, whilstalso ensuring secure and affordable delivery of energy services across the world.This thesis works on the basis that achieving energy decarbonisation in thetimeframes required to mitigate the most dangerous effects of climate changerequires active governing of the energy system. It draws on theories oftechnological change to draw lessons on how the complex systems of technologies,infrastructures, and their surrounding institutions, economies and cultures can begoverned to enable a transition towards a decarbonised world.There are a range of technological innovations that have the potential to contributeto energy system decarbonisation, each with distinct characteristics andchallenges. This thesis considers the challenges of governing a transition to lowcarbon heating, focusing on the role of district heating (DH) in particular.
Electricityand heatproduction25%
Agriculture,Forestry andOther LandUse24%
Buildings6%
Transportation14%
Industry21%
OtherEnergy10%
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1.2. The role of district heating for decarbonising heatThe International Energy Agency described heat as the “sleeping giant of lowcarbon energy potential” (IEA, 2007). Heat demand accounts for more than half ofthe world’s final energy consumption and is highly dependent on fossil fuels(Eisentraut and Brown, 2014). As nations begin to take on the challenge ofdecarbonising heat there has been a growing recognition of the potential of DHtechnology to play a role in achieving a low carbon energy system (Connolly et al.,2014). This decentralised infrastructure of highly insulated pipes can transportheat over several kilometres, taking heat in the form of hot water or steam from aheat source to where there is demand. Use of DH can enable utilisation of heatsources that would otherwise be wasted, such as intermittent waste heat fromindustrial processes, large-scale water source or ground source heat pumps, orgeothermal heat. It can offer benefits of affordability with increased efficiency anduse of waste heat sources. It can also offer flexibility to the wider energy system,with options of seasonal storage (for example, to enable use of solar thermal heatsources during winter), as well as storage of excess electricity generation fromintermittent renewable generation such as wind turbines. This has beendemonstrated in countries such as Denmark, Sweden and Finland, where the oilcrises of the 1970s catalysed a transition to the use of DH, initially with gas-firedcombined heat and power plants. The percentage of citizens served by DH in thesecountries now reaches 61%, 48% and 50% respectively (Euroheat & Power, 2013).As these countries begin to decarbonise their heat supply, they are able to makeuse of a wider range of low carbon heat sources than would have been possiblewithout DH.DH can operate at a range of scales, from networks that connect just two buildings,to networks that connect up entire cities. The most appropriate scale and locationfor a network are defined by the physical, cultural and institutional context of anarea. However, schemes of sufficient scale to interconnect multiple and potentiallyintermittent heat sources (e.g. making use of waste heat from industrial processesalongside heat from CHP plants or thermal power generation plants), have beenshown to offer greater environmental and economic benefits (IEA, 2005).
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Therefore, this thesis is primarily concerned with the integration of large DHnetworks which offer these greater benefits for energy system decarbonisation.
1.3. Case study: Introducing district heating into Great BritainIn order to draw lessons for governing a transition to DH, this thesis uses a casestudy of the experiences of actors seeking to introduce DH into the energy systemin Great Britain. DH delivery in the context of Great Britain is particularlychallenging due to factors such as a highly centralised energy system, liberalisedenergy market, and extensive natural gas networks with building-level boilersproviding a relatively cheap and familiar means of heat supply to consumers.Individual natural gas boilers used at the household-level currently dominateheating provision (DECC, 2012a). Accessing suitable financial investment optionsand securing customer contracts in the UK’s liberalised energy market can alsoprove particularly challenging for proposed projects (Hawkey et al., 2013). At thelast estimation, DH supplied only 2% of UK heat demand (Poyry and FaberMaunsell, 2009).The UK and Scottish Governments have both recognised the potential of DH forplaying an important role in a future low carbon energy system (DECC, 2012a;Scottish Government, 2015). Local authorities are seen as key actors for enablingsuitable local conditions for development of DH schemes and ensuring strategiccoordination. Many are seeking to take on the role of facilitating and supportingdevelopment and sometimes owning and operating schemes. This new role forlocal authorities in energy system development can often prove challenging due tolack of resources and limited experience of DH amongst local authority officers(BRE et al., 2013). DH policy approaches to date have largely focused on increasingthe capacity of local authorities to better support DH development at the locallevel. In particular, resources have been prioritised towards developing heat mapsto inform identification of potential projects and planning, as well as supportinglocal authorities through sharing best practice and enabling access to consultancyexpertise. These activities are considered as transition governing measures withinthe thesis analysis and are explored in more detail within chapters 6 and 7.
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Development is also supported by wider low carbon energy policies, some ofwhich offer a potential source of financial support for projects.Despite the attempts of policy makers to stimulate the development of new DHschemes, to date, successful projects have mainly been small-scale, stand-aloneschemes that have relied on the endeavours of key local actors to create asupportive local context that enables delivery (Hawkey et al., 2013). To realise thefull potential benefits of DH for energy decarbonisation, these developments needto move beyond one-off successes, to strategically located networks operating at ascale that enables use of multiple and intermittent heat sources and storage,integrated with the wider operation of the UK energy system.
1.4. Governing socio-technical transitionsThe thesis draws on the socio-technical transitions literature to structure analysisof the case study for drawing lessons on governing a transition to DH. Within thisdeveloping body of literature, the complex interrelations between the social andtechnical dimensions of the world are considered as an interrelated ‘socio-technical’ system (Geels, 2004; Bergek et al., 2008; Foxon, 2011). Processes ofsocial and technical change within a system are understood to be shaped byexisting practices and norms that have built up around an existing technologicalconfiguration (called the socio-technical ‘regime’ (Geels, 2004). This socio-technical regime can act as a barrier to new innovations diffusing, and the regime –which evolved to support the previous technology - must undergo a phase oftransition to a new, supportive regime in order to enable the innovation to diffuseand embed (Geels, 2004). In recent years, the study of transitions has increasinglyturned its attention to governing and managing low carbon and sustainabletransitions in response to the challenges of sustainability and climate change(Markard et al., 2012).In particular, the thesis focuses on the role and governance of niche spaces forcatalysing and shaping transition processes. Niches are concept in the literaturewhich refer to a form of protected space where actors can experiment with anddevelop innovations to the point where they can induce changes in the incumbent
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regime (Kemp et al., 1998). The concepts of niche ‘shielding’, ‘nurturing’ and‘empowering’ processes have been introduced to differentiate between differenttypes of governing activities that support the creation of a niche environment andbuild capacities to enable niche actors to influence wider regime change (Smithand Raven, 2012).Niche shielding processes are on-going activities or policies that act to shield theniche from the barriers imposed by the incumbent regime. These can take the formof taxes, subsidies or grants that support creation of a niche space for theinnovation to develop. Niche nurturing processes are activities that enable actorsto develop and strengthen capacities to apply an innovation. Strategic nichemanagement (Kemp et al., 1998) is seen as one approach which supports nichenurturing processes. This approach recommends that niches are strengthened bygiving support to niche actors to learn and develop skills relevant to an innovation,create actor networks that enable the innovation to be applied effectively, anddemonstrate the innovation’s value to encourage future applications (Schot andGeels, 2008). A key aspect of strategic niche management explored in this thesis isthe role of intermediaries, who are actors that facilitate learning and sharing ofknowledge between niche actors (see chapter 7). Finally, niche empoweringprocesses support the diffusion of an innovation beyond the protected niche space.Empowering processes may work to reconfigure the incumbent regime to enablethe innovation to diffuse (to ‘stretch and transform’ the incumbent regime) or, toadapt the innovation sufficiently to enable it to diffuse without significant regimechange (to ‘fit and conform’ with the incumbent regime) (Smith and Raven, 2012).This body of literature and its associated concepts are introduced in detail withinthe discussion of the theoretical approach used within the thesis, presented inChapter 3.Existing research in this area has largely focused on how various actors canmanage the creation and development of niche spaces through shielding andnurturing processes. However, research is is still underdeveloped on how nicheactors can develop the capacities and agency to shape these processes to influencethe direction of wider regime change, and more empirical studies are needed(Smith and Raven, 2012). Indeed, a key question in the literature is whether it is
7
possible for niche actors to shape a transition at all (Hodson and Marvin, 2010).Despite protection provided by the niche, actors must still interact beyond theniche to access resources, skills and influence wider changes. Existingconfigurations of actors, institutions and resources can prevent actors achievingthese objectives, particularly when they hold more radical visions for change thatthreaten existing practices in the regime. These key issues of actor agency,particularly for shaping niche empowering processes are discussed to variousextents throughout chapters 6, 7 and 8. Chapters 6 and 7 focus on specificgoverning measures that actors use in the case study to support DH development.Chapter 8 shifts the analytical focus to consider the influence of regime resistanceover actors’ approaches to governing a transition to DH.
1.5. Thesis structureThe overarching research question of this thesis asks:What lessons can be drawn from a case study of DH development in GreatBritain for actors seeking to govern a transition to DH as part of a lowcarbon energy system?In considering ‘governing’ of a transition, this question seeks to explore theactivities that various actors can undertake to drive regime change to bettersupport DH. The work considers the potential roles and capacities of actors acrossthe public and private sectors to influence regime change through taking specificactions. Therefore, the lessons drawn in the thesis are not aimed solely atgovernment policy actors but at actors across the sectors.Analysis to address the research question is focused at the level of local DH projectdevelopment. Drawing on the socio-technical transitions literature outlined above,the actors involved in delivery of these local projects in the case study areconceptualised as niche actors who are seeking to create and develop socio-technical niches. Analysis is structured around the existing literature in this areaon the role of niche shielding, nurturing and empowering processes in governing atransition to DH (Smith and Raven, 2012). The work primarily seeks to make anapplied contribution relevant to actors in countries seeking to stimulate greater
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utilisation and integration of DH as part of a low carbon energy system. However,the work also provides empirical evidence to support and contribute to these areasof the socio-technical transitions literature, in particular to the under-developedareas of niche empowering processes and actor agency.
1.5.1. Focus of the empirical chaptersThere are four empirical chapters presented within the thesis. Chapter 5 presentsa pilot study which is used to explore the case study in more depth as well as toidentify promising areas for further and more focused investigation for addressingthe research questions. Given the fast moving context of the case study and therelatively few existing studies focusing on DH in Great Britain, this pilot study wasimportant for ensuring that the later empirical chapters were focused on pertinentareas. This pilot study focuses primarily on the visions of local authority actors inthe case study, who are highlighted by the UK Government and ScottishGovernment as crucial actors for enabling strategic development of large-scalenetworks (Scottish Government, 2015; DECC, 2013c). The analysis explores localauthority actors’ visions for DH and comparing these to the developmentapproaches used by local actors to deliver new DH networks. Taking on a role inDH development means taking on a new role in the energy system for these localauthorities. Exploring their drivers and approaches therefore provides a usefulfirst focus for empirical analysis. The chapter focuses on the following researchquestions:1) What are local authority actors’ visions for a DH transition?2) What decision criteria and approaches are used to develop DH?3) Do these approaches support realisation of local authority visions forDH?4) What role do non-local authority actors play in supporting DHdevelopment?Chapters 6 and 7 then go on to explore the potential of specific governingmeasures identified within the pilot study for supporting DH niche processes - heatmapping decision support tools in chapter 6 and intermediary actors in chapter 7.The early stage of DH development in the case study makes the socio-technicalliterature on the role of niches in transitions particularly relevant. The process of
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DH development in the case study is therefore conceptualised as a form of nichecreation and niche development to support longer-term regime change to DH.Since niche actors have limited control over shielding measures within the casestudy, analysis focuses on niche nurturing and empowering processes. For eachgoverning measure, the chapters ask:5) How does the governing measure support nurturing and empoweringprocesses within the case study?6) What lessons can be drawn from this aspect of the case study forgoverning a transition to DH?The final empirical chapter, Chapter 8, then broadens the focus of the analysisbeyond the niche, to consider the impact of regime resistance on actors’ agency todeliver governing measures and support niche processes. The chapter considersthe political narratives of actors working on DH development in the case study anduses them as an indicator of the type of transition approaches that actors areadvocating more generally. Are they seeking to ‘stretch and transform’ theincumbent regime to enable alternative approaches to energy technologydevelopment and operation that suit DH? Or are they seeking to ‘fit and conform’their approach to DH development within the existing norms and practices of theincumbent regime? The chapter asks the following three research questions:7) What types of transition approaches (‘stretch and transform’ or ‘fit andconform’) are indicated by actors’ translation narratives used to supportDH niche empowering processes?8) How does resistance from the incumbent regime appear to shape actors’translation narratives?9) What lessons can be drawn from this analysis for governing a transitionto DH?
1.5.2. Summary of research questionsA summary of the research questions and structure of the thesis are includedbelow (Box 1). Figure 2 also shows a diagrammatic representation of the thesisstructure and indicates where each of the research questions of stages 1 - 3 isaddressed.
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Box 1: Summary of the three stages of research questions
Overarching research question:What lessons can be drawn from a case study of DH development in Great Britain forgoverning a transition to DH?
Local authority visions and development approaches for district heating in Great
Britain (Chapter 5)1) What are local authority actors’ visions for a DH transition?2) What decision criteria and approaches are used to develop DH?3) Do these approaches support realisation of local authority visions for DH?4) What role do non-local authority actors play in supporting DH development?
Exploring measures for governing niche processes within the case study (Chapters
6, 7)Chapters 6 and 7 focus on specific governing measures to explore their potential fordelivering niche processes (heat mapping decision support tools in chapter 6, andintermediary actors in chapter 7). For each governing measure, the chapters ask:5) How does the governing measure support nurturing and empoweringprocesses within the case study?6) What lessons can be drawn from this aspect of the case study for governing atransition to DH?
Understanding niche actor agency in governing transitions (Chapter 8)Following on from these analyses, chapter 8 broadens the focus of the work to considerthe influence of regime resistance over actors’ approaches to governing niche empoweringprocesses. It asks the following research questions:7) What types of transition approaches (‘stretch and transform’ or ‘fit andconform’) are indicated by actors’ translation narratives used to support DHniche empowering processes?8) How does resistance from the incumbent regime appear to shape actors’translation narratives?9) What lessons can be drawn from this analysis for governing a transition to DH?
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Now that the thesis research questions have been introduced, the followingchapters of the thesis set out more details of the case study, theoretical approachand methodology used to inform the empirical chapters. Chapter 2 details thebackground and context of the chosen case study, giving an overview of thecharacteristics of DH as a technology, as well as the policy and historical context ofthe UK energy system. Chapter 3 reviews the socio-technical transitions literatureand justifies the choice of theoretical approach in the context of alternativeapproaches. It also highlights in more detail relevant criticisms and gaps in thesocio-technical literature and key aspects where this work seeks to make acontribution. Then chapter 4 outlines and discusses the methodology used toexplore the case study and address key research questions.
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1) Introduction
2) Background andcontext of DH in the UK 3) Theoreticalapproach
4) Methodology
5) Local authority visions anddevelopment approaches fordistrict heating in Great Britain
6) Heat mapping as ameasure for governing atransition to districtheating
7) The role of intermediaryactivities as a measure forgoverning a transition todistrict heating
8) Challenging incumbentregimes – niche actor agency ingoverning transitions
9) Discussion, suggestions for further work,and conclusions
Pilot study:
Research questions
1, 2, 3 and 4
Research questions
5, and 6
Research questions 7,
8, and 9Figure 2: Overview of the thesis structure by chapter, indicating where each the research questions are addressed12
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2. A case study of district heating in
Great Britain: context and
background
As was introduced in chapter 1, the thesis uses a case study method to drawlessons on how to govern a transition to district heating. The choice of researchapproach is discussed and justified in detail in chapter 4. This chapter outlines keyaspects of the case study’s context and background and justifies the choice of casestudy for addressing the research questions set out in chapter 1.District heating (DH) - which can sometimes be referred to as a heat network - is adecentralised infrastructure of insulated pipes that distributes heat to multiplebuildings in the form of hot water or steam for space heating and hot waterprovision1. DH networks can transport heat over many kilometres, drawing heatfrom multiple sources and sometimes incorporating provision of short-term orlong-term thermal storage. In some cases, DH networks supply heat to whole citiesand their surrounding areas.Through a similar means, district cooling can also be used to supply the coolingneeds of multiple buildings. District cooling distributes chilled water throughinsulated pipes. Cooling energy is supplied from sources such as cold water fromthe sea, lakes or rivers. Alternatively, absorption cooling and heat pumps can alsobe used to chill the district cooling water to the required temperature of between6oC and 12oC. Although many of the challenges of introducing district cooling arevery similar to those for district heating, it is out of scope of the thesis since therewas very little evidence of planning or delivery activities around district cooling atthe local level within the case study.
1 District heating is distinct from communal heating, which refers to distribution ofheat from a central source throughout one building where there are multiplecustomers (Heat Network (Metering and Billing) Regulations, 2014).
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Integrating and embedding DH into an energy system offers opportunities toprovide low carbon heat supply, energy efficiency improvements across the energysystem, flexibility for electricity network balancing, and security of supply throughthe diverse range of heat sources that can be incorporated into a network. Schemescan offer these benefits at a range of scales, depending on the context of thescheme, but a study of existing schemes by the International Energy Agency foundthat the greater environmental and economic benefits were achieved for the largercity-scale and district-scale schemes (IEA, 2005). These large-scale schemes areable to integrate multiple (and intermittent) heat sources and connect to a diverseset of heat customers for a stable heat demand profile and more efficient and lowcarbon operation. The focus of the thesis on a transition to DH specifically refers tointegration of large-scale, interconnected networks that offer multiple benefits forthe energy system in terms of decarbonisation and resilience.In the rest of this chapter, section 2.1 details the key characteristics andconsiderations for developing district heating (DH). Section 2.2 gives an overviewof the UK heat policy context, and details about existing DH projects. Section 2.3discusses why this choice of case study was used to address the thesis researchquestions. Finally, section 2.4 reviews the relevant applied literature, coveringresearch on both techno-economic and socio-political dimensions of DH andhighlights key gaps in the literature. It also sets out the applied contribution of thethesis relevant to actors within the case study. In this way, the thesis seeks to makeboth a theoretical and applied contribution.
2.1. Introducing the key technological aspects of district
heatingThere are three components to consider within DH functionality: heat supply,distribution and demand. Integrating DH infrastructure into an energy systemrequires consideration of all three of these dimensions. Throughout the thesis, areference to DH development refers to the necessary connection of all of thesedimensions to enable a fully operational DH network.
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Figure 3 illustrates how a low carbon energy system with integrated DH systemmight function, utilising multiple renewable heating sources, integrating thermalstorage to manage peaks in heat demand, and reducing pressure on electricitydemand for heating. In the figure, there are a range of options for heat supply,including solar thermal, geothermal and use of high-temperature waste heat fromsources such as industrial processes or thermal power stations. In addition,electricity can be used with electric boilers for DH heat supply. Heat is transportedfrom the various heat sources to areas of heat demand. In the scenario illustratedhere, less dense heat demand areas such as in the suburban areas continue to usethe gas network infrastructure, fed by biogas as a low carbon fuel. The nextsections describe the characteristics and considerations for each of the dimensionsof DH in turn: heat supply (section 2.1.1), heat distribution (section 2.1.2) and heatdemand (section 2.1.3).
Figure 3: Illustration of how a low carbon energy system with integrated DH might function. (Diagram
adapted from DECC (2015), p.9)
2.1.1. Heat supplyThe need to supply low carbon heat has brought an increased interest in DHbecause of the flexibility of heat supply options that can be integrated into use withthe technology. In the past, the driver for use of DH networks in countries with
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large heating demands was for energy efficiency gains that could be achieved usingthem with coal or gas-fired combined heat and power (CHP) plants, feeding thegenerated electricity in an electricity grid and using the heat to supply a DHscheme. Use of CHP plants can enable increased efficiency of the energy system asa whole, since the heat generated during the process of electricity production atcombustion power plants is captured and used, instead of treated as a wasteenergy. Although CHP plants continue to form an important heat source to DHnetworks, alternative low carbon heat sources are increasingly being incorporatedinto networks. Combustion of non-recyclable waste (mainly composed of biomass-based waste) in an energy-from-waste plant is one potential low carbon source,again offering the potential to generate both electricity and heat. Renewablesources of heat include geothermal heat, solar thermal, along with biomass andbiogas used within boilers or CHP plants. Recovery of waste heat from sourcessuch as industrial processes, or thermal power generation is another importantpotential heat source. Low-grade waste or secondary heat sources can also be usedas a heat source, combined with large-scale electric heat pumps to increase thetemperature to the required level for the DH network. For example, in Helsinki,Finland, an 82MW heat pump is used to increase the temperature of purifiedsewage water from 50oC to 62oC. During the winter, this is used to pre-heat the DHwater before finally using boilers to increase the water temperature to thenetwork operating temperature of 80oC (Element Energy and Carbon Alternatives,2016). Electric heat generation more broadly can also be used to generate heat,offering an option to utilise electricity when the price of electricity is low, or forelectricity grid balancing purposes to manage intermittent renewable electricitysources. Use of electric heating sources in conjunction with appropriately locateddistrict heating can also offer efficiency gains over individual building electricheating systems by reducing the overall installed capacity required to meet peaksin heat demand.DH also offers the opportunity to make use of thermal storage over the short-term(hours / days) or long-term (across seasons). Thermal storage is technicallysimple, typically storing the heat in a large body of water in an insulated watertower or underground pit. Its use can also reduce the need for installed heat
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generation capacity to meet peak heat demand points, and instead enables a morestable heat generation profile where the system draws on the stored heat to meetpeak demand. Seasonal storage is particularly useful for making use of solarthermal hot water generation during the summer months, and storing it for spaceand water heating until it is needed during the winter. The diversity and number ofheat sources that can be integrated into DH systems offers flexibility and securityof supply that would not be possible without the presence of DH infrastructure.
2.1.2. Heat distributionHeat is distributed from its source via a network of insulated pipes, usually usinghot water of between 60oC – 90oC, although steam can also be used where the heatsource is at a high temperature. DH infrastructure has a lifetime of between 40 –70 years (Frederiksen and Werner, 2013). For large-scale networks, transmissionpipes are used to transport the heat at high pressure and speed over longerdistances, and then distribution pipes are used to deliver the heat locally to pointsof demand. Depending on the heat demand required, transmission pipes have adiameter of up to 1.2m and are usually made out of steel. Heat loss is minimal inlarger pipes due to the lower surface area of exterior pipe per cubic meter of hotwater being transported. The longest transmission pipeline in Europe covers adirect distance of over 30km (Andrews et al., 2012). Heat exchange units are usedto transfer heat from the transmission pipelines into local distribution networks,where smaller and lower cost pipes (which can be made out of plastic for systemtemperatures that normally stay below 80oC) are used to supply to each point ofdemand, via another heat exchanger into a building's central heating and hot watersystem (Wiltshire et al., 2014). Heat losses of systems are typically around 10 –20%, but these can be much lower when a system’s transportation distance is low,e.g. the system is supplying to an area with a dense heat demand and the heatsource is close to the place of demand.
2.1.3. Heat demandThe heat demand profile of a DH scheme is an equally important consideration asthe supply and distribution. Technically, a scheme can function most efficientlywhen it has a steady heat demand profile with few peaks and troughs. This isachieved by connecting a range of different types of customers from domestic
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households, to commercial shops and offices, to larger and more constant heatusers such as hospitals and swimming pools. Economically, the location of heatdemand is also important. The high capital costs of a network are minimised byconnecting to areas of dense heat demand. When heat demand becomes less densethe capital costs of the network can prevent the heat supply from being financiallyviable (for example, in rural or suburban detached domestic household areas). Therisk of investing in the high upfront capital costs of a scheme can also be mitigatedusing heat demand, by securing heat supply contracts with key customers(preferably with long-term contracts for 10-20 years). These anchor loadcustomers tend to be large heat users such as universities, shopping centres orhospitals, but can also be secured with large numbers of domestic connectionssuch as in new-build housing developments. DH customers are usually charged intwo parts for their heat supply; (1) through a set-standing charge which covers thecapital costs and maintenance costs of the network, (2) for each unit of heat usedby the customer (measured with a heat meter with a variable price according tothe price of heat supply to the system).
2.2. The UK energy system and heatEstablishing a balance between the supply, distribution and demand-side for newDH schemes can be challenging and is highly dependent on the social, economic,and physical context in which a scheme is being developed. In this section weoutline the context of the empirical focus of this thesis: the energy system of GreatBritain.
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Geographical focus of this thesisThe case study scope used in this thesis focuses on the context of DH within theboundaries of England, Wales and Scotland. Energy policy in Northern Ireland is devolvedand is excluded from this study to simplify analysis and discussion.Across England, Wales and Scotland, gas and electricity policy is a reserved power thatremains under the responsibility of the UK Government. In recent years a new policyagenda for heat has emerged, aiming to drive decarbonisation of heat, including increasingDH development. Heat policy in Scotland is devolved to the Scottish Government, and theUK Government is responsible for heat policy in England and Wales. Where differences inthe policy approach exist between Scottish and UK Government, they are highlighted inthe discussions throughout the chapters.Despite the complicated devolved responsibilities for energy across the nations within theUK, much academic, statistical and policy documents address the UK as a whole. Thefollowing sections outline historical and contextual factors that are relevant to GreatBritain, although it has been necessary to draw on references that refer to the UK.
2.2.1. History of the UK energy systemRüdig (1986) identifies links between the organisational structure of electricitysupply institutions and the rate of uptake of DH since CHP formed an importantheat source for many DH schemes in recent decades. Using the example ofGermany, Rüdig demonstrated that development of DH was more likely wherelocal-level organisations such as municipalities had retained a role as electricitysupply utilities. Centralised electricity supply organisational structures, such as inthe UK, created a significant obstacle (Rüdig, 1986). The structure of an energysystem as a whole (for electricity, heating, and cooling) therefore plays animportant role in enabling or hindering DH development.Historically in the UK, the introduction of CHP into the electricity supply of anenergy system was a strong driver for DH development. At the beginning of thetwentieth century there were nearly 600 small-scale electricity suppliers in the UKowned by municipal utilities or funded through private capital (Thorp and Marvin,1995). After the Second World War, in the context of fuel shortages and increasingelectricity demand, the UK government nationalised the electricity sector in 1947and set up the British Electricity Authority, which later became the Central
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Electricity Generating Board (CEGB, 1957) (Lehtonen and Nye, 2009).Nationalisation of electricity at this point led to the development of large-scalecentralised power plants. This change also ended local authorities’ role inmunicipal-level energy supply, removing the presence of an actor in the energysystem focused at the local level (Thorp and Marvin, 1995).Under nationalisation, responsibility for energy system policy and organisationwas given to industry managers at the British Electricity Authority. The socialobjectives of the Labour government at the time of nationalisation provided initialgovernment support for CHP and DH technologies as part of an agenda to rebuilddestroyed cities and to clear slums. However DH and CHP were viewed aschallenging technically for balancing the grid as well as a potential drain on scarcecapital investment funds (Russell, 1993). Although the Electricity Act had a specificprovision that required the British Electricity Authority to ‘investigate’ options forCHP, investigations were done on BEA-imposed economic assessment terms andlarge centralised electricity plants were favoured over numerous smaller CHPplants integrated with DH networks. Strong lobbying from the gas industry alsoensured that there was no subsidy for CHP projects which might compete with gasas the increasingly dominant heating fuel (Russell, 1993).Alongside changes in electricity supply, changes were also taking place withinheating provision. Increased use of gas central heating systems was leading to asteady fall in domestic sales of coal during the 1960s and 1970s. The National CoalBoard saw DH as a way to retrieve parts of the domestic market and startedcompeting for delivery of heat services to large customers such as local authoritiesand hospitals (Russell, 1993). However, there was a lack of knowledge andexperience of how to install and operate DH, and projects could not competefinancially with cheap natural gas. “Unreliability, technical failings and costlyrepairs; high charges and accumulating debt; the additional tasks and problems forhousing managers in administering the only utility not vested in another statebody; and lack of consumer control and of an acceptable heat meter all combinedto engender widespread dislike of DH among consumers and authorities” (Russell,1993, p.43).
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Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government was elected into power in the late1970s with an agenda of strong liberalisation after the severe economic downturnexperienced after the oil crisis (Lehtonen and Nye, 2009). The energy sector wasprivatised in the late 1980s, firmly steering it away from government-ledobjectives towards profit maximisation for shareholders, in the context of a highlycentralised electricity system with heating mainly provided through individualgas-boiler central heating systems (Lehtonen and Nye, 2009).Today, the UK energy system continues to be highly centralised with a liberalisedenergy market and a high penetration of natural gas networks for heat supply tobuildings (Hawkey and Webb, 2014). An independent energy regulator, OFGEM,has a regulatory approach that minimises public sector intervention in the dailyoperation of electricity and gas networks and encourages market-basedcompetition. In general, the UK Government’s market-led approach to energypolicy seeks to be technology and fuel neutral in order to let the market select themost effective solution (Bolton and Foxon, 2013).
2.2.2. Heat policy and district heating in the UKHeat supply currently accounts for the largest proportion of final energy-consumption (42%) and contributes 38% of the UK’s carbon emissions (DECC,2013c). Domestic sector heat demand was responsible for 25.9% of the total UKenergy consumption in 2011, the majority of which is generated using natural gas(65%) with the rest coming mainly from electricity and a small proportion fromothers such as oil, coal and wood (DECC, 2013c).The publication of the UK’s first Strategic Framework for heat reflected thegrowing recognition of the importance of decarbonising the heat sector, whilstbalancing this with priorities for affordable and resilient energy supply (DECC,2012a). This policy document highlighted an important role for DH amongst a mixof technologies needed to meet future low carbon heating demand. An action planfor heat, published a year later in 2013, suggested that 14 – 40 % of heat demandcould be supplied through DH by 2050 (DECC, 2013c). Even the lower end of thisscale signifies large-scale change from the current energy system. Data on thelevels of DH within Great Britain is not yet readily available. At the last
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approximation in 2009, only 2%2 of the heat demand was delivered by DH in theUK as a whole (Poyry and Faber Maunsell, 2009).The UK Government has introduced new policy support measures aiming todevelop low carbon heating technologies including DH, the main one being theRenewable Heat Incentive (RHI). The non-domestic RHI (Ofgem, 2015), introducedin 2011, is designed primarily to incentivise renewable heat uptake in theindustrial, commercial and public sectors, but is also applicable to heat generationfor DH supplying domestic properties. The Energy Company Obligation (ECO) – ascheme which obligates larger suppliers to deliver energy efficiency measures todomestic premises in Britain – has also been used to support DH development(DECC, 2013a), although this has been subject to policy change over recent yearsand is likely to cease to operate in its current form from April 2017. Local planningpolicies have been used at the local level to encourage, and in some cases require,DH development in new build developments. For example, in the Greater Londonarea, borough councils have used strong planning policy (supported by planningguidance from the Greater London Authority (GLA)) to require new developmentsto install DH where feasible as a condition of planning permission.The dominance of gas and electric heating systems means that there is currentlyno formal regulation of heat supply in the UK covering issues such as customerprotection or technical standards. Regulation has been limited to gas andelectricity markets. Recognition of the need for such regulation is growing anddebate is on-going over the best way to do this. For example, the ScottishGovernment established a Special Working Group of its Expert Commission onDistrict Heating to consider potential regulatory frameworks for district heatingand provide advice to Government (Scottish Government, 2015). Although there isno regulated customer protection, a voluntary industry-led customer protectionscheme was launched in November 2015 (Association of Decentralised Energy,2015). DH operators can take part in the scheme voluntarily, which seeks toensure a common standard in the quality and level of protection given by heat
2 Statistics on DH are not published regularly and it is likely that this number has increased since2009.
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supply contracts and offers heat network customers an independent process forsettling disputes. However, it does not cover any aspect of heat price.
2.2.3. A new role for local authorities in the UK energy system?Internationally, municipal governments are highlighted as having an importantrole in DH development for countries with a significant proportion of DHembedded in their energy system (Grohnheit and Gram Mortensen, 2003; Riahi,2015). They have either developed systems themselves or created conditions forother actors to successfully develop them with use of policies that enabled long-term financing of projects, using measures such as financial underwriting toovercome the short-termism of global financial systems (e.g. Denmark, Sweden,Germany) (Ericsson, 2009; Hawkey et al., 2013). In an analysis of the Danishapproach to heat policy, Chittum and Ostergaard (2014) identify local strategicplanning exercises and powers to enforce them as critical to the success of DanishDH.In the UK, a potential role for local authorities is recognised in the UKGovernment’s strategic framework for heat:
“Heat networks can be integrated with local authority plans for urban growth
and regeneration aimed at tackling social deprivation and environmental
issues such as air quality. They can also be part of an integrated low carbon
system as already seen in some European cities.” (P. 59, DECC, 2012a)Local authorities hold local planning powers which can be used to influenceconnection of new developments to DH networks. They can also use their ownestate (often containing large office blocks, leisure centres, social housing, etc.) asanchor loads of heat demand to reduce the risk associated with pay back times onscheme investments.In practice, UK local authorities often face constraints on resources and capacitythat make it challenging to take on a new planning role within the energy system(BRE et al., 2013; CAG Consultants, 2015). Local authority budgets and staffinglevels have suffered significant cuts in recent years and they face constraints interms of knowledge, experience, and staff time. As a result, their financialresources are limited for procuring much-needed feasibility studies and other
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consultancy services, legal advice, and providing the significant upfront capitalcosts of networks (BRE et al., 2013). Bale et al. (2012) also point out that localauthorities face financial and structural barriers that prevent them taking on a rolein strategic energy planning, including the need to work across multipledepartments (planning, waste, finance, legal, and procurement) simultaneously,contrary to the way their governance systems usually function.In England and Wales, the Heat Network Delivery Unit (HNDU) was set up withinthe UK Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) in 2013 to support localauthorities in taking on a new facilitating role for DH development. This unit seeksto tackle the issues of ‘capability and capacity’ faced by local authorities by offeringguidance, support and funding to commission studies by consultants to feedexpertise into local authorities (DECC, 2014). In Scotland, a distinct programme ofsupport exists through the Scottish Heat Network Partnership which offers localauthorities access to expertise from existing Scottish organisations includingcommercial, legal and technical advice, and funds consultancy work wherenecessary. The number of local authorities that are actively considering options forDH is now growing steadily (for example, 115 local authorities have undertakensome kind of DH development activity under the HNDU funding programme (CAGConsultants, 2015)) and these support mechanisms are beginning to encourage theuse of heat maps, energy masterplanning and stakeholder engagement toovercome the early hurdles of DH project development. However, as yet most ofthese projects have not reached the delivery stage and DH development has rarelybecome part of the mainstream business of local authorities.
2.2.4. Fuel poverty and district heatingIssues of fuel poverty are often included in discussions of heat supply options inthe UK. Fuel poverty is the term used to represent the concept of a householdbeing unable to ensure adequate energy services within its living space, and spaceheating is often seen as a particularly important part of this due to its implicationsfor people’s health. In the UK, it was estimated that 10.9% of households were
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living in fuel poverty3 in 2011 (DECC, 2013b). Its causes are often described as acombination of three main factors: low income, poor energy efficiency and highfuel prices (Ürge-Vorsatz and Tirado Herrero, 2012), the latter being the dominantdriver (Jenkins et al., 2011).There is increasing recognition of the potential for some DH projects to contributeto fuel poverty reduction alongside carbon emissions reduction, under the rightgovernance and business models (Walker, 2008; Andrews Tipper, 2013; DECC,2013c). Its use of waste heat and efficient generation technologies result in lowerfuel consumption and therefore lower energy costs. Individual consumers are notresponsible for the maintenance of the delivery system; an aspect which earlyresearch suggests is favoured by consumers since it removes households’vulnerability to technical problems and unforeseen costs (DECC, 2013c). Somelocal authorities have already begun to create heat networks with the dual aim ofreducing fuel poverty and reducing carbon emissions (e.g. Webb, 2015; UKDEA,2013).
Example: Aberdeen Heat and PowerAfter an energy appraisal of Aberdeen’s housing stock in 2002, the city’s multi-storey blocks of flats were identified as having particularly poor energyperformance and were classed as difficult to heat with a reliance on electricheating systems that were expensive for residents to run. Many of the residentslived in fuel poverty and could not afford to heat their homes sufficiently, resultingin damp and poor health conditions (Aberdeen Heat and Power, 2012). DH wasidentified as the lowest cost solution in the long term. The city council created anarms-length, not-for-profit company called Aberdeen Heat and Power to set-upand run DH around the city with the explicit aim of reducing fuel poverty for theresidents of Aberdeen.A number of DH projects were developed using gas-fired CHP as a heat andelectricity source, focusing on multi-storey social housing flats, and connecting toother nearby public sector-owned buildings such as swimming pools. The
3 This figure is based on the updated UK Government definition of fuel poverty: ‘Low income highcosts’.
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company was able to make use of grants and 0 % interest loans to cover parts ofthe capital costs of schemes, and as a result, the projects achieved typical financialsavings on energy bills for the residents of 40-50% per month, making a significantimpact on fuel poverty levels and improving the desirability of the homes toresidents (Aberdeen Heat and Power, 2012).
There is potential to both reduce fuel poverty and carbon emissions using DH.However, this is dependent on how the individual projects are developed andgoverned as well as their physical characteristics. The physical context,governance and business models still vary greatly from project to project and notall schemes are able to offer such significant cost reductions for customers.
2.3. Choice and scope of the case studyThe case study of DH in Great Britain has been selected as a useful empiricalexample with which to explore challenges of governing niche processes to drivelow carbon transitions. As a researcher based in Great Britain, selection of this casestudy made the practicalities of data collection easier to manage. In addition, itoffers an example of a low carbon technology at the early stages of deployment.Existing DH networks within the UK have come about due to specific localcircumstances (Hawkey et al., 2013), which can be conceptualised as a form oflocal niche. Similarly, the majority of policy measures and DH developmentactivities in the UK are focused on forms of niche creation and development. Thisearly stage of DH development within the energy system of Great Britain makes it auseful case study specifically for exploring aspects of niche empowering processesand actor agency.This case study therefore presents a particularly challenging example of barriersthat face many low carbon technologies. As a technology, DH connects all threefunctional aspects of the energy system: energy generation, distribution anddemand. Its nature as a local infrastructure technology also means that issues suchas high capital costs and investor risk perceptions, as well as lack of institutionalsupport or strategic coordination are particularly strong. Furthermore, the historyof Great Britain’s energy system, with energy nationalisation, followed by
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privatisation and liberalisation, has left it with a highly centralised system and amarket-led approach to introducing new low carbon technologies (Bolton andFoxon, 2013). This culture of minimal government intervention also provides aninteresting case study to explore the role of actors from across the private, publicand civic sectors; going beyond government-led policy and instead consideringcross-sector governance arrangements.
2.4. Existing research on district heatingApplied research into DH has increased in recent years, particularly across Europe,as recognition of its potential role in low carbon heat delivery has grown. In thissection, an overview of the relevant research landscape is given, first exploringstudies using a techno-economic focus, followed by studies with a socio-politicaland governance focus. Gaps in the applied literature are highlighted in section2.4.3.
2.4.1. Techno-economic approaches to DH researchTechno-economic approaches to DH research have been used to explore a wide-range of research questions, considering problems of economic and environmentaloptimisation (Keirstead and Calderon, 2012; Finney et al., 2012a; Finney et al.,2012b; Keirstead et al., 2012), modelling to fill in data gaps (Connolly et al., 2014),and future scenarios to inform strategic energy planning (Poyry and FaberMaunsell, 2009; Connolly et al., 2015; Energy Technologies Institute, 2012).Techno-economic modelling of DH can prove challenging as models need to takeinto account spatial dimensions such as distances and capacity of potential heatsupply sources, heat demand density, geographical obstacles such as railway linesor rivers, and existing schemes that have the potential to be expanded. In the UK(and many countries across Europe), relevant and accurate data to inform thesetypes of analysis are often not collected, or are considered commercially sensitive,and therefore need to be estimated with modelling or proxy-indicators (Connollyet al., 2014; Finney et al., 2012b). Despite these challenges, techno-economicanalyses continue to play an important role in informing the decisions of policymakers and local delivery actors through local heat mapping exercises, assessing
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financial viability of projects, and setting of policy targets for DH uptake (ScottishGovernment, 2012; Scottish Government, 2015; DECC, 2013c).The assumptions within techno-economic analyses are necessarily based uponfactors shaped by the socio-political context, and they can have a significant impactover results. For example, modelling exercises considering future scenarios forDH-levels in the UK gave significantly different outputs, from up to 14% (Poyryand Faber Maunsell, 2009), to 43% (Energy Technologies Institute, 2012), to 70%(Connolly et al., 2015) of heat demand delivered by DH by 2050. The outputs ofthese various exercises depended upon the assumptions and selection criteriaapplied by the researchers about the context in which DH is being installed. Thehighest scenario (Connolly et al., 2015), suggesting a penetration of 70% of heatdemand in 2050 assumed that the lowest cost, low carbon heating technologywould be installed regardless of financial viability, whereas the Poyry and FaberMaunsell scenario (2009) considered financially viable schemes under a change inmarket and regulatory framework, including a carbon price and "de-risked" cost ofcapital. The wide variations between these results demonstrate the importance ofunderstanding the socio-political drivers and barriers to DH introduction, as wellas the techno-economic aspects.
2.4.2. Beyond techno-economic research on DH in the UKThe socio-political dimensions of DH can make it a particularly complextechnology to develop and embed into an energy system. For large-scale schemesit requires cooperation and coordination between numerous actors with differingobjectives and circumstances (Summerton, 1992). In contexts where there is littleexisting DH, it is often perceived as a high investment risk because of the highupfront capital costs of the DH infrastructure, lack of knowledge and skills tosupport its installation, operation and maintenance, and uncertainty on thedemand side around public opinions and trust of the technology. Institutionalbarriers can also play a role, such as unsupportive regulatory frameworks or theabsence of the necessary business models (Riahi, 2015; BRE et al., 2013; Hawkey,2012).Research considering socio-political aspects of DH development within the UKcontext is still relatively limited. Studies to date have highlighted the barriers
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posed by a highly centralised institutional context of the UK energy system(Hawkey, 2012; Hawkey et al., 2013; Webb, 2015; Bolton and Foxon, 2013). In ahistorical account of the lock-out of DH and CHP from the UK energy system,Russell (1993) described the impact of nationalisation of energy, resulting in acorporatist electricity authority which favoured large centralised systems overCHP and DH. After privatisation and market liberalisation, the impact of the UKgovernment's neo-liberal policy approach also worked against introduction of DH,with a reluctance to intervene in energy markets and a systematic weakening oflocal authority powers and resources (Bolton and Foxon, 2013).Where schemes have been successfully developed within the UK, Hawkey et al.(2013) described their success as "irreducibly bespoke and tied to local context,multi-organisational networks of expertise, bridging local knowledge,governments and financial and energy markets" (p.29). They highlight a relianceon social capital to overcome barriers. In an example of the arms-length municipalenergy company, Aberdeen Heat and Power, Webb (2015) demonstrates a processof “innovation through improvisation”, where actors influenced and responded totheir specific local circumstances to create a political convergence of fuel povertyand climate change issues. This enabled them to redefine Aberdeen localauthority’s assessment of ‘best value’ investment to mean “lowest cost in use” forlocal residents, thereby providing an accepted justification for using DH. Bothstudies suggest that embedding of DH into the UK will require a shift from top-down command and control planning to "centrally established supportivestandards and incentives and developed municipal powers" (p.30, Hawkey et al.,2013).
2.4.3. Gaps in the socio-political literature on DH in the UKThe existing studies have provided a rich foundation for exploration of governing aDH transition in the UK, but the limited number of socio-political studies to datemeans that there are still a number of key gaps in the literature. The studiesoutlined above have primarily explored characteristics for successful DH delivery.Although they begin to discuss implications for governing a transition to wide-spread uptake of DH, they do not explore specific measures in detail. This presentsan opportunity for this thesis to contribute to a gap in the applied, socio-political
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literature on DH in the UK, to explore measures for governing a transition to DH.By considering the role and perspectives of actors involved in a broader range ofprojects – not only the successful ones - the thesis seeks to add to understanding ofhow to move the UK beyond one-off project successes to systemic delivery of DH instrategic locations.
2.5. Chapter summaryThis chapter has introduced and discussed the choice of case study. It has set outthe key characteristics of DH as a low carbon technology, alongside relevantaspects of the context in Great Britain. In addition the chapter has considered gapsin the applied, socio-political literature on DH in the UK. The thesis particularlyseeks to make a contribution to this applied literature on governing a transition toDH, as well as drawing policy lessons for actors in Great Britain. Chapter 9 bringstogether the results of each of the empirical chapters (chapters 5 – 8) to discussthe contribution of the thesis as a whole.Next, chapter 3 considers the existing theoretical literature and presents therelevant areas that are used to inform analysis of empirical data from the casestudy. It presents a critical review of the literature on governing socio-technicaltransitions and highlights existing gaps in this body of literature. Finally, it sets outthe theoretical approach used as the basis of analysis for answering the thesisresearch questions and highlights areas of theoretical contribution made by thethesis.
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3. Theoretical approach
3.1. IntroductionThe increasing awareness and urgency surrounding challenges such as mitigatingclimate change has led to an increased research interest in how it might bepossible to bring about a transition to a more sustainable global society. Ofparticular relevance to the focus of this thesis on governing for a transition todistrict heating (DH), a number of theories have developed around how technologyinnovations are introduced and diffused. The empirical analysis draws on theoriesof socio-technical transitions, which consider the interaction between the socialand the technical dimensions of a system. There is a range of theory that has beendeveloped in this area using similar concepts but placing different lenses over theprocess of transition (Geels, 2002; Rip and Kemp, 1998; Bergek et al., 2008; Foxon,2011). Due to the early stage of development of DH in the case study, particularfocus is given to the role of protected niche spaces in enabling actors to governsocio-technical transitions.This chapter presents a critical review of some of the key parts of the literature ontransitions. Section 3.2 defines the critical concepts used within this body ofliterature: socio-technical systems, regimes, and transitions. Section 3.3 presents acritical review of theories relevant to questions of governing transitions. Finally,the chapter sets out and justifies the theoretical approach used throughout thethesis to inform analysis.
3.1.1. Key concepts in socio-technical transitions
Socio-technical systemsThe concept of a socio-technical system considers the interaction andrelationship between the social and technical dynamics of the world. Geelsdescribed a socio-technical system as:“The linkages between elements necessary to fulfil societal functions (e.g.transport, communication, nutrition). […] They consist of artefacts,knowledge, capital, labour, cultural meaning, etc.” (p.900, Geels, 2004)
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The socio-technical system is an analytical concept and can therefore be appliedwith different scopes and geographical scales within empirical examples.This concept has been explored by numerous researchers as part of endeavours togain a greater understanding of the complex process of change that takes placewhen a technological innovation enters into widespread use (Kemp et al., 1998;Geels, 2004; Bergek et al., 2008; Foxon, 2011). The concept has been developedfrom a range of theories (sectoral innovation systems, technological systems andlarge technical systems) which recognise systems as a web of interlinked elements(Geels, 2004). The system is not static, but instead evolves over time.
Socio-technical regimesAnother important theoretical concept used throughout this thesis is the socio-technical regime. Drawn from the literature on socio-technical transitions (Rip andKemp, 1998; Geels, 2004), the socio-technical regime is used as a way tounderstand the dynamics of socio-technical systems over time and makes ananalytical distinction between socio-technical systems and the actors, rules andinstitutions within them. The rules and institutions of the socio-technical systemprovide a form of coordination for activities within the system. Interrelated rulesand institutions, such as for policy, users and markets, politics, or science, formrule-regimes. These regimes are autonomous with their own rule-sets, but alsointerdependent and influenced by each other. Together these different elementsform sub-regimes of an overall ‘socio-technical regime’ for a given socio-technical system.“Socio-technical regimes can be understood as the ‘deep structure’ orgrammar of socio-technical systems.” (p.905, Geels, 2004)Different elements of a socio-technical system are understood to co-evolve overtime, guided by the rules of the socio-technical regime. Changes in one aspect ofthe system shape the socio-technical system as a whole (Geels, 2004).Actors undertake activities within the socio-technical system in order to improvetheir situation. This could be to improve the efficiency of existing technologies andprocesses, or to respond to tensions and challenges within the system. The deep‘structure’ of the socio-technical regime influences the types and extent of changes
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that actors make. The introduction of an innovation into the system when it doesnot fit within the existing set up of the socio-technical regime is challenging. Whenchanges occur in elements of the system, they take place incrementally with a‘path-dependency’. This creates stability in socio-technical systems. Geels arguesthat these paths are shaped by the rules of the regime, actors organisationalnetworks, and physical / material aspects of the system (Geels, 2002; Geels, 2004):The cognitive rule sets of the socio-technical regime define which issues are seenas important and focus development on particular skills and knowledge. The rulesalso create expectations on actors about how it is appropriate to behave within thesystem, and can prevent actions that fall outside of these rules. These cognitiverules are often further reinforced through the development of regulative rules,such as laws and contracts, which can further limit actors’ choices for action.Actors form networks within the socio-technical system that support particularactions. These networks build up organisational capital as they become moreestablished and can develop commitments and vested interests in the existingsocio-technical system that prevent alternatives developing. Physical and practicalmanifestations of the existing socio-technical system can create further barriers tochange, (for example, in terms of existing infrastructures, or economic investmentsin the existing technologies).This stability creates lock-in to a particular socio-technical system and limits thetype of change that can take place within the system. Introducing radicalinnovations that do not ‘fit’ into the existing system requires fundamental changesto the socio-technical regime and its surrounding system.
Socio-technical transitionsA ‘transition’ is the term used to describe the complex process of deep structuralchange to a socio-technical system. It involves “alterations in the configurations oftechnology, policy, markets, consumer practices, infrastructure, cultural meaningand scientific knowledge” (p.24, Geels, 2011). Interest in understanding socio-technical transitions has grown with awareness of global sustainability challenges.Finding solutions to ‘wicked’ problems such as climate change, over-consumptionof natural resources and environmental degradation will need radically altered
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socio-technical systems (Markard et al., 2012). The pressing need to actively shiftto more sustainable systems has stimulated a research and debate into how re-configuration of socio-technical systems could be actively governed throughmechanisms of policy or wider actions (Kemp et al., 1998; Kemp et al., 2007).
3.2. Theoretical approaches to governing transitionsThere are a number of different proposed theoretical approaches that cancontribute to understanding of how regime change might be governed. Theseapproaches have been designed with different purposes in mind, from frameworksto structure academic analysis for understanding the causes and dynamics ofregime change (Geels, 2004), to practical methods for informing policy decisionmaking processes (Loorbach and Rotmans, 2006).The different theories on governing transitions are a source of much debate. Keyaspects of these debates focus on the causes of regime change; the capacities ofdifferent actors to influence change; and which actors are responsible forgoverning a transition. Some scholars question whether it is even possible togovern change in a complex socio-technical system, especially given that the actorsseeking to govern change are acting from within the system itself and affected bythe incumbent regime (e.g. Shove and Walker, 2007).In the rest of this chapter, key aspects of the socio-technical transitions literatureare presented and discussed in relation to their relevance for addressing the thesisresearch question:What lessons can be drawn from a case study of DH development in GreatBritain for actors seeking to govern a transition to DH as part of a lowcarbon energy system?A comprehensive review of all the literature in this area is not provided here.Instead theories and approaches that are deemed to be particularly prominent andrelevant are discussed to give a sense of the different ways that systemic changecan be conceptualised and understood. First, the role of niches as a mechanism forstimulating regime change are discussed, including the strategic niche
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management approach, the role of intermediaries, and the concepts of nicheshielding, nurturing and empowering processes (section 3.2.1 – 3.2.4). Then twobroader conceptual frameworks aimed at analysing the broader dynamics ofregime change are discussed – the multi-level perspective and the co-evolutionaryframework (section 3.2.5 and 3.2.8). These complementary, but distinct,approaches encourage different analytical foci and as a result can offer differentcontributions to understanding complex systems change. Further developments inthe multi-level perspective and socio-technical transitions are also presented onregime resistance (section 3.2.6) and questions of geography in transitions(section 3.2.7). Following this, theories on technology innovation systems andtransitions management are discussed as examples of applied theories ongoverning transitions aimed at policy makers (section 3.2.9 and 3.2.10). Thesevarious approaches are discussed in terms of their relevance for analysis of thecase study of DH in Great Britain – an example of a technology in the early stages oftransition where actors are seeking to apply the technology in many locations forthe first time.
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3.2.1. Niches as mechanisms for stimulating regime change
Niches are a key concept within socio-technical transition processes, and form asignificant focus in this thesis (Kemp et al., 1998; Kemp et al., 2007). Niches are‘protected spaces’ within a socio-technical system where innovations can developaway from the selection pressures of the incumbent regime. The protectionprovided by a niche enables demonstration and refinement of an innovation. Theyalso give actors an opportunity to learn relevant skills and build surrounding actornetworks necessary for successful application of an innovation. Niches are notnecessarily defined by a geographical area (although they can be) (Geels, 2011),but instead might refer to the distributed application of an innovation e.g. usemicro-generation across an energy system.The socio-technical transitions literature views niches as playing an important rolein enabling a wider transition to take place (Kemp et al., 1998; Geels, 2004; Smithand Raven, 2012). Theoretically, they enable development of an innovation until itis at a stage where it can be diffused within the wider regime. As a result, they havereceived a great deal of attention in the literature on governing socio-technicaltransitions – especially for sustainable transitions where many technologies havebeen at the early stages of application and diffusion (Smith and Raven, 2012). Thefollowing three sections present various aspects of the transitions literaturerelated to the role of niches in transitions: Strategic niche management, the role ofintermediary actors in niche development, and the concepts of niche shielding,nurturing and empowering processes.
3.2.2. Strategic niche managementStrategic niche management was one of the early theories of governing transitionsthat focuses on the role of niches in driving transitions. Kemp et al (1998) definedit as: “The creation, development and use of promising technologies by means ofexperimentation, with the aim of (1) learning about the desirability of thenew technology and (2) enhancing the further development and the rate ofapplication of the new technology”. (p.186, Kemp et al., 1998)
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In a later review of the developing literature on strategic niche management, Schotand Geels (2008) summarised the theory into three activities that were requiredfor development of a successful niche:1. Articulation of expectations and visions for the innovation – these neededto be shared by actors across the niche; be specific enough to give guidanceon actions to support the innovation; and be backed up by practical, on-going projects to iterate and improve on initial expectations and visions.2. Development of social networks to support the technology – the socialnetworks should include multiple kinds of stakeholders who are able toinfluence and mobilise commitment and resources from within their ownnetworks.3. Learning processes over multiple dimensions (both technical and social) –learning processes should endeavour not just to achieve first-order learning(i.e. “the accumulation of facts and data”) but to also achieve second-orderlearning that allows changes in “cognitive frames and assumptions” (p.541,Schot and Geels, 2008).Strategic niche management is not carried out by just one actor or institution, butis instead a “collective endeavour” of multiple actors (Kemp et al., 1998) who steerthe process from within the niche (Schot and Geels, 2008). Kemp et al. (1998)highlight an important role for government in the process to steer action in thedirection of the collective good, and away from being dominated by the specialinterests of particular actors or institutions. However, this focus on governmentactors has been cautioned in later studies. Smith (2003) and Hodson and Marvin(2010) both point out that governments are often deeply embedded in the existingregime and so tend to support incremental innovations rather than encouragingradical ones. A study by Lovell (2007) also supports this view. In her work, Lovellapplies strategic niche management to the case of low energy housing in the UK toshow how privatisation of many of the delivery sectors in this area means that thepower that government has to affect niche development has diminished greatly.Instead niche development came about through the cooperation and actions ofmultiple stakeholders outside of government. Recognition of the need forinvolvement of multiple stakeholders and sectors, and that niche development is
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not simply a process that can be led by government is an important new dimensionof analysis when considering strategic niche management.This recognition that ‘governing’ of transitions is a process of cooperation andinteraction between multiple stakeholders is important for addressing theresearch questions within this thesis. This is discussed further in section 3.3 wherethe theoretical approach of the thesis is set out in more detail.
Local and global nichesGeels and Deuten (2006) developed the concept of niches further by introducing adistinction between ‘local’ and ‘global’ niches. Experiments with the same type ofinnovation may take place in multiple niches with different local contexts. Each ofthese niche spaces is a ‘local’ niche, and collectively they form a ‘global’ niche. Overtime, experiences and learning from local niches can be shared and, wherepossible, aggregated to form a collective knowledge about the innovation at theglobal niche level (see figure 4). Geels and Deuten (2006) argue that this processmay “gradually result in the stabilisation of a global technology trajectory for theinnovation” (p.275). They recommend that policy should pay greater attention tolearning processes between local niches and highlight an important role for‘intermediary’ organisations in facilitating knowledge sharing and aggregation.
Figure 4: Phases in development of collective technological knowledge (Source: Geels & Deuten (2006),
p.269)
3.2.3. IntermediariesThe concept of ‘intermediary’ actors is drawn from innovation studies, where it isdefined as:
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“Actors who create spaces and opportunities for appropriation andgeneration of emerging technical or cultural products by others who mightbe described as developers and users” (p.296, Stewart and Hyysalo, 2008).In the context of socio-technical transitions, the definition of intermediaries isbroadened to consider socio-technical innovations as the focus of intermediaries’work (including facilitating learning processes, building relationships andmediating between different actor interests and priorities), rather than only‘products’ (Geels and Deuten, 2006; Hodson et al., 2013). Kivimaa et al. (2014)explores intermediary actors in more breadth and specifically their role instrategic niche management. They find that intermediaries can contribute to allthree of the strategic niche management’s processes (Schot and Geels, 2008), andthey also note their potential to go beyond internal niche creation to contribute tosystemic change for a socio-technical transition. Chapter 7 focuses on the role ofintermediaries within socio-technical transitions for DH, and a detailed literaturereview on intermediaries is outlined there.
3.2.4. Niche shielding, nurturing, and empowering processesThe final section of literature on the role of niches presented in this chapterfocuses on the properties of niches. Smith and Raven (2012) argue that previousliteratures on niches have failed to systematically interrogate niches as a concept,and they distinguish between three distinct functions that they can perform:‘shielding’, ‘nurturing’ and ‘empowering’:
Shielding processes act as a form of protection for an innovation so that learningand development can take place away from the full pressures of the regime. Thismay take the form of ‘passive’ shielding, where a niche is naturally created thanksto contextual circumstances such as an off-grid area of the energy system. ‘Active’shielding uses active measures to shield the niche, for example tax incentives orsubsidy, which shield the technology from the market environment. Multiple formsof protection will often be required to offer an effective shield from the resistantdimensions of the incumbent regime (Smith and Raven, 2012).
Nurturing processes support actors to learn and develop the skills, networks andcapacities required to be able to apply an innovation (Smith and Raven, 2012). The
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functions of strategic niche management (discussed in section 3.2.2) are examplesof how such processes might be supported.
Empowering processes act to translate practices from the niche into the widerregime, to enable an innovation to be applied outside of niche spaces. Theprocesses are iterative and can involve multiple actors (Smith and Raven, 2012).Smith (2007) describes the activities that enable empowering processes to takeplace as ‘translations’ of niche rules and practices to enable some form ofincorporation into the socio-technical regime. Similar to the typology of socio-technical transitions pathways developed by Geels (2007), the presence oftensions within the incumbent regime are important enablers of successfultranslation processes, where actors can exploit tensions in the incumbent regimeto argue for change or present a solution in the form of their innovation. Smith &Raven (2012) highlight two distinct types of empowering processes:
‘Fit and conform’ processes seek to enable an innovation to competewithin the selection environment of the incumbent regime. This requireslearning processes within the niche to enable innovations to develop to anextent where they can function within the incumbent regime, through bothfirst order and second order learning4.
‘Stretch and transform’ processes seek to alter the practices and norms ofthe incumbent regime sufficiently to enable the innovation to be appliedwithout the need for protection or adaptation.Context, power and agency are important determinants of the influence or successof empowering processes (Smith, 2007; Smith and Raven, 2012). Activities tosupport niche empowering processes are shaped and determined by actors’ accessand commandment of “material and non-material resources, and collective action”(p.1031, Smith and Raven, 2012). They identify the importance of discursivestrategies and narratives as a mechanism for actors to mobilise these resources,
4 Smith (2007) refers to first order and second order learning processes within niches. First orderlearning is described as learning about the “immediate, surface features” of a socio-technicalinnovation, whereas second order learning “questions the values and assumptions that frame thesocio-technical configuration” of an innovation.
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actor networks, and to influence the regime context. Global niche actors (seesection 3.2.2, Geels and Deuten, 2006) play an important role because of theirability to draw on experiences and evidence from local niches and adapt theirmessages for key actors. For ‘fit and conform’ empowering processes, embeddedregime actors are a key audience, whereas for ‘stretch and transform’ empoweringprocesses, a key audience are actors who are lobbying for institutional reformalready. Smith and Raven (2012) highlight three types of characteristics theyexpect to see in narratives aiming to empower innovations:1. Positive expectations about a future with widespread uptake of theinnovation and niche practices2. Arguments for specific institutional reforms that would favour the nicheinnovation3. Criticisms of the incumbent regime, to highlight tensions where theinnovation can provide a solution.Smith and Raven (2012) emphasise how empowering processes are likely to bemessy, and full of competing narratives from different niche and regime actors.Translation processes are two-way and iterative, not just translating practicesfrom the niche into the regime, but also resulting in adapting the practices of theniche according to translations from the regime (Smith, 2007). Translations ofniche practices do not necessarily take all aspects of the original innovation. Forexample, Smith (2007) illustrates how the process of empowering organic foodsupply resulted in only certain aspects of the original sustainable organic foodniche being translated and adopted by the regime (i.e. large-scale organicproduction for distribution and supply by multi-national supermarkets rather thansmall-scale, local organic farming distributed by local shops). This left the nicheactors within the study unsatisfied with the loss of many of their originalsustainability objectives and led to the adoption of alternative translation activitiesfocusing on local and seasonal food (Smith, 2007). Further empirical studies ofniche processes have explored various issues such as niche creation for transportinnovations, energy innovations and agriculture innovations (e.g. Truffer et al.,2002; Raven, 2005).
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Smith and Raven (2012) note that the socio-technical transitions literature is leastdeveloped on the subject of niche empowering processes, despite researchers’interest in niches being driven by their potential for catalysing transitions in thelong term. Empowering processes and the concepts of translation narratives andagency are explored in more detail in particular in Chapters 8 and 9. A theoreticalcontribution of this thesis is therefore to add to understanding of how empoweringprocesses take place and might be governed.
Criticisms and further developments of theories on niche processes in transitionsThere have been various criticisms and calls for theoretical and empirically-baseddevelopment of the literature on niches, particularly regarding empoweringinnovations and stimulating reconfiguration of the socio-technical regime. Forexample, in a review of empirical studies applying strategic niche managementtheory, Schot and Geels (2008) argue that many cited case studies were notsuccessful at stimulating deep socio-technical change. The presence of nichesenabled first order learning such as technical adjustments or development ofdelivery processes, but rarely enabled second order learning such as re-framing ofa problem or shifting understanding of how an innovation should be valued (Schotand Geels, 2008). They recognise that the process of niche creation and innovationdevelopment is not sufficient to stimulate a regime transformation on its own.Broader forces and pressures across the socio-technical system are needed.Hargreaves et al. (2013) cautions that diffusion or scaling up of an innovation isnot always desired by actors in a niche. They highlight the diversity of visions andcontexts in community energy examples, and argue that for some local, grassrootsinnovations it is more appropriate for intermediaries to focus on innovating withina local space, rather than aiming to scale up and alter the socio-technical regime.Work by Seyfang and Smith (2007), also focusing on community energy groups,distinguishes between ‘strategic’ niches which seek to scale up innovations tobecome part of the regime and ‘simple’ niches which instead seek to enable orprotect space for grassroots innovations. Studies of sustainable transitions need toconsider whether strategically managing niche spaces is appropriate.
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3.2.5. The multi-level perspectiveNiche processes are an important part of governing and understanding transitions,but the literature recognises that these processes are not sufficient to catalyseregime changes on their own (Smith et al., 2005; Kemp et al., 2007). The widercontext and dynamics of the system have an important role as well.The multi-level perspective is an analytical framework that seeks to conceptualisethe influence of the wider system context within transitions. It is an analyticalframework and seeks to add to understanding the transition process, rather thanto provide an approach to governing transitions (Geels, 2011). The frameworkdescribes socio-technical regime reconfiguration taking place at multiple levels(macro-, meso- and micro-levels).At the meso-level, the actions of social groups of actors enable reproduction of thesocio-technical regime along relatively stable pathways. The internal dynamics ofsub-regimes occasionally create internal tensions within the overall socio-technical regime, which present opportunities for a transition (Geels, 2002).At the macro-level, pressures from the external landscape shape the socio-technical regime. The landscape represents “an external context that regime actorscannot influence in the short run” (Geels and Schot, 2007) such as globalpopulation dynamics, wars or political philosophies. Dynamics at the landscapelevel do not directly impact on the regime, but are perceived and interpreted byregime actors who adapt to these influences (Geels, 2011). The landscape can beboth destabilising and stabilising to a regime. For example, influences such asclimate change can act as a destabiliser, enabling low carbon technologies toestablish and begin to reconfigure the regime. Conversely, landscape trends suchas individualisation within societies could act as a stabiliser to a regime alreadyconfigured towards personal car-use (Geels, 2011).At the micro-level, actors experiment and develop innovations within niches; aprocess outlined in detail in the preceding sections. Over time, niche-levelinnovations can establish their own socio-cognitive rule sets and stabilise in adominant design, making them a stronger pressure on the socio-technical regime.
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Niche innovations use ‘windows of opportunity’ provided by tensions within theregime to begin a reconfiguration process and break into the regime.Geels (2002) represented the transition processes pictorially (Figure 5). At themeso-level of the regime, thin arrows represent the relatively stable co-evolutionof 7 sub-regimes. Shorter arrows represent internal regime tensions. Pressuresfrom the macro- and micro-levels then act on the socio-technical regimetrajectories, and altered regime configurations allow innovations to diffuse into thesocio-technical system.
Figure 5: 'A dynamic multi-level perspective on technological transitions' from (Geels, 2002)Although the multi-level perspective is described through hierarchical concepts(originally described as a “nested hierarchy” (p.1261, Geels, 2002) where nicheswere created within regimes), Geels later adjusted this in response to criticismsfrom Shove and Walker (2010) that niches are not necessarily realised in thisspatial way. They were refined to be understood as “different degrees ofstructuration of local practices, which relate to differences in scale and the numberof actors that reproduce regimes (and niches)” (p.38, Geels, 2011).
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Criticisms and developments of the multi-level perspectiveThe multi-level perspective has been widely applied as a basis of analysis of theprocess and drivers of socio-technical system change (Markard et al., 2012). Inempirical studies, the multi-level perspective is often applied to historical cases toenable consideration of a complete transition process (e.g. the transition from sailship to steam ship (Geels, 2002), biogas development in Denmark (Geels andRaven, 2007), and periods of change in the gas industry in the UK (Arapostathis etal., 2013). Its allure has been attributed to its ability to consider multiple andcomplex drivers of transitions (Smith et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2010). However,despite its widespread application, it has been subject to a number of criticismsand has a number of areas in need of further development. This section discussesvarious aspects of these debates and also presents developments in the literaturethat have arisen in response. Of particular importance in this thesis, section 3.2.6presents the influence of regime resistance in transitions and section 3.2.7presents discussions on how to consider aspects of geography in transitions(section 3.2.7).A number of criticisms of the multi-level perspective focus on how scholars haveunderstood and applied the key concepts of niches, regime and landscape “levels”in empirical analysis. The subjective definition of the boundaries of the socio-technical regime within empirical studies leaves the process of analysis vulnerableto potentially missing important influencing dynamics by drawing artificialboundaries around a system (Markard et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2005). Forexample, it could be argued that the UK’s system of heat supply has its own socio-technical regime within an empirical study. Alternatively it could be viewed as asub-regime of a wider UK energy regime, or indeed as part of broader European orglobal energy regimes. Consideration and discussion of the implications of regime‘boundary’ choices is therefore important when applying the multi-levelperspective empirically.A second criticism centres on the lack of detail provided by the multi-levelperspective literature on how the regime and landscape levels interact with nichesand each other to shape a transition pathway (Geels and Schot, 2007). Despite anoriginal aim of the multi-level perspective being to give greater consideration to
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the influence of regime and landscape dynamics within transitions, the frameworkhas continued to receive criticisms for being a “bottom-up” process that is toofocused on niche innovations (Berkhout et al., 2004). Smith et al. (2005) alsohighlighted a lack of attention to the detailed characteristics of regimes withinempirical examples, resulting in a perception of the regime as a “monolithic” or“homogenous” entity and “neglecting important differences in contexts” (p.1492,Smith et al., 2005).In an attempt to develop applications of the multi-level perspective approach instudies beyond this assumption of a ‘bottom-up’ process, Geels and Schot (2007)present a typology of transition pathways, to add clarity and detail to theinfluences of the meso- and macro- level dynamics:
 Transformation transitions take place purely due to influences from thelandscape-level. Niche innovations are not sufficiently developed to be ableto take advantage of the window of opportunity. As a result the regimedynamics are reconfigured through adaptation of internal regimeprocesses.
 De-alignment and re-alignment transitions take place when there is noclear niche innovation that is sufficiently developed, but tensions within theregime are sufficiently strong to prevent re-alignment of the regime byexisting regime actors. This leaves space for several under-developedinnovations to compete and begin to diffuse, until a new regime stability isestablished, incorporating the winning innovations.
 Technological substitution transitions take place when a nicheinnovation is sufficiently developed to break through and replace theexisting regime at the point where a window of opportunity is presented(generally as a result of landscape ‘shock’).
 Reconfiguration transitions take place when ‘symbiotic’ innovations areadopted on a small-scale within the incumbent regime to solve localproblems. Over time, their presence triggers adjustments to the regimestructure as a whole.
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These are presented as distinct typologies, but in practice Geels and Schot (2007)recognise that pathways are unlikely to conform purely to one form. For example,they may take place over a sequence of different sub-transitions (Geels and Schot,2007).
3.2.6. Regime resistanceA further development in research on the multi-level perspective has focusedexplicitly on considering politics and power in the incumbent regime and how thiscan lead to an active resistance to sustainable transitions (Turnheim and Geels,2012; Geels, 2014). This avenue of research was in response to a third set ofcriticisms of the multi-level perspective that argues that the framework neglectedto consider the politics and agency affecting actors working to reproduce anincumbent regime, or working to support shielding, nurturing and empoweringprocesses for innovations (Smith et al., 2005; Smith and Raven, 2012; Shove andWalker, 2007). In particular, for analysis considering a normative approach tosocio-technical transitions, they recognise that there has been too great anexpectation that supporting sustainable innovation alone will be sufficient to bringabout a sustainable transition, without giving sufficient consideration to theagency of niche actors and the resistance posed by the incumbent regime.Späth and Rohracher (2012) argue that the multi-level perspective does not paysufficient attention to the influence of regime-embedded actors in enabling a nicheinnovation to diffuse into the regime. Local niche actors can be supported but alsohindered by the actions of regime actors who have influence and power within theregime. For example, Hodson and Marvin (2010) explore the role of cities indriving sustainable transitions using a case study of the Greater Manchester, UK.They argue that the formation of actors’ visions and strategies at the city-levelwere influenced and restricted by national and regional interests towardsfavouring the prevailing regime, preventing consideration of more radical visionsinformed by local actors less invested in the incumbent regime.To take greater consideration of politics and power within the multi-levelperspective, Geels (2014) build on themes of regime ‘lock-in’ within the socio-technical transitions literature, and highlights four ways that incumbent regimespose a resistance to transitions:
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1) Use of instrumental forms of power: Regime actors can use their existingaccess to resources such as money, staffing capacities, or access to media ordecision makers to further their own interests. Regime actors usually haveaccess to greater resources to support regime reproduction andincremental adaptation than niche actors (Avelino and Rotmans, 2009).2) Use of discursive strategies: Regime actors can use their existing powersand resources to frame what and how is being discussed; seeking to shapewhat people care about (and what they don’t think is important), and whatpeople see as the ‘best’ solution to a problem.3) Use of material strategies: Regime actors can draw on their existingdeveloped technical capabilities and financial resources to improve thetechnical sub-regime, making radical innovations seem less necessary.4) Use of broader institutional powers: The regime can have embeddedpolitical cultures, ideology and governance structures that grant privilege toembedded regime actors e.g. a liberalised market ideology, where ‘pickingtechnology-winners’ by government is discouraged, grants privilege toactors with established capabilities, market positions and resources.(Geels, 2014)The concept of ‘destabilisation’ of regimes has also begun to be explored (wherereproduction of core elements of the regime are weakened). For example,Turnheim & Geels (2012) explore the process of destabilisation by drawinglessons from the history and destabilisation of the British coal industry. Theyhighlight the commitment of industry actors to an ‘industrial regime’ defined byspecific technological knowledge, core beliefs, mission and industry regulations.They argue that the fossil fuel industry actors “will not simply roll over anddestabilise” (p.46, Turnheim and Geels, 2012). For their historical example, theyfound that the destabilisation process was multi-dimensional with a range ofimportant influencing external and endogenous pressures, from policy approaches,public discourses, political strategies of incumbent actors, economic industrialproblems within the incumbent regime, as well as a need for attractive andlegitimate visions of alternative futures. They argue that “cultural criticisms and
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political contestations of the incumbent regime are just as important asstimulating green innovations” (p.49, Turnheim and Geels, 2012).This area of the literature is still under-developed empirically. Chapter 8 makes anempirical contribution to the understanding of regime resistance anddestabilisation by exploring actor agency in the context of empowering processesfor DH niches in the UK. Resistance from the incumbent regime is considered as acentral part of the analysis.
3.2.7. Consideration of geographical scale and geographical unevenness in
socio-technical transitionsLinked to these arguments for more elaboration on socio-technical transitionsprocesses, there have also been calls to explore the role of geographical scale intransitions in more detail (Bridge et al., 2013; Coenen and Truffer, 2012; Coenen etal., 2012). These arguments recognise that the impacts of a socio-technical regimemay vary across different geographical contexts (e.g. variation in forms ofeconomic activity and structure within a system, impacts on urban vs. rural areas,etc.). A significant proportion of studies of socio-technical transitions to date havefocused on national level systems (38%), whereas only a minority focus on othergeographical scales such as urban (6.5%) or regional levels (6%) (orinternationally) (Markard et al., 2012).Initial studies on the role of geographical scale within the multi-level perspectiveframework have sought to move beyond treating the spatial context of transitionsas a “passive background variable” (Coenen and Truffer, 2012). They highlight howa transition can vary across space, influenced by specific local contexts. Coenen etal. (2012) challenge the implicit assumption within the multi-level perspectiveframework that transition actors are able to interact, regardless of thegeographical scale at which they operate. In reality “actors might substantiallydiffer in their access to resources at different geographical levels” (Coenen et al.,2012). They point out that there is a link between the spatial embeddedness ofinstitutions and the strategies that actors employ to deploy innovations and diffusethem. (Bridge et al., 2013) build on this idea, and highlight the impact of the spatialembeddedness of the incumbent regime in terms of the physical built environmentand infrastructures of the incumbent regime that have sunk capital investment
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costs, as well as the “place-based cultures of consumption that surround certainenergy technologies” (p.338, Bridge et al., 2013). These spatial barriers causeadditional resistance to a transition to wide scale uptake of a new innovation.A further dimension of geographical scale to consider within the multi-levelperspective framework is the “geographical unevenness of transitions” (Coenen etal., 2012). The differences in the physical, institutional, and political contexts ofterritories can lead to uneven development and diffusion of innovations, withsome areas particularly suited to niche creation, while others being more resistant(Bridge et al., 2013; Coenen et al., 2012). For example, an off-gas area mightpresent less resistance to innovations with alternative heat technologies than onewhere the innovation must compete with cheap gas boilers with existing gassupply infrastructure.Späth and Rohracher (2012) use an empirical example of the remote alpine regionof Murau in Austria, to demonstrate how a reconfiguration of actor networks cansupport the diffusion of sustainable energy. This demonstration at a regional levelwithin an incumbent regime enables the alternative configuration to gainlegitimacy for wider uptake.“Cities and regions are often large enough to incorporate at least some ofthe systemic properties of existing regime structures. […]. At the same timethey can be small enough to exploit the advantages of proximity for thecreation of new actor networks, discourse and institutions for alternativesocio-technical configurations.” (p.467, Späth and Rohracher, 2012)These regional specific configurations can lead to uneven development, but alsovariations in transition pathways across space within a regime. For example,uneven development allows for the possibility for the co-existence of multipleniches and transition pathways in different spatial territories across a regime(Bridge et al., 2013). These alternative spaces can compete with or support oneanother. For example, Garud and Karnøe (2003) show how the formation of thewind industry in Denmark was supported by the development and eventualcollapse of the wind industry in the US. Considering the reasons for spatialdifferentiation in transitions offers an opportunity to identify some of the changes
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that might be needed from the incumbent regime to adopt a new innovation. Giventhe important spatial dimension of introducing decentralised DH into the casestudy’s highly centralised energy system, issues of geographical scale andunevenness are considered at various points within the empirical chapters of thethesis and discussed again in the final discussion chapter (Chapter 9).
3.2.8. Co-evolutionary frameworkThe co-evolutionary framework combines socio-technical transitions theories withco-evolutionary approaches (Foxon, 2011). It seeks to provide a more explicitconsideration of user practices and economic factors (two dimensions ofsustainable transitions that are considered to have been under-represented withinsocio-technical approaches) (Shove and Walker, 2007; Foxon, 2011).Co-evolutionary approaches were developed from theories of evolutionaryeconomics, where Norgaard (1994) first pioneered the application of evolutionarytheory outside of biology. The theory considers actors to have bounded rationalityrather than assuming neo-classical rational actors (Dosi et al., 1988). Bounded
rationality recognises that actors must make decisions with incompleteinformation in a complex world, and so heuristics are used to guide decisions toact, shaped by previous experiences and cultural norms surrounding the actor.Therefore, actions do not seek to maximise for the best possible outcome, butinstead seek to reach a satisfactory outcome defined by the actor (Gigerenzer andSelten, 2002). The approaches use the biological evolution theories of variationwithin a population, retention of characteristics from one generation to the next,and selection according to the characteristics most suitable to the selectionenvironment (Norgaard and Kallis, 2011). The concept of evolution is appliedmore broadly, not only to species populations but also to populations oforganisations, technologies and ideas, (Kallis, 2007), that together form socio-technical-environmental systems. Two systems are said to co-evolve when theyhave a “causal influence on each others’ evolution” (p.2262, Foxon, 2011).The co-evolutionary framework identifies five critical co-evolving systems(Figure 6), in which each evolve under their own dynamics but also co-evolve witheach other (Foxon, 2011). Guiding definitions for these five dimensions within theframework are detailed below, although Foxon qualifies that these definitions are
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not prescriptive and should only be considered as a starting point for any analysis(Foxon, 2011).
Figure 6: Co-evolutionary framework (Foxon, 2011)
Ecosystems are defined as the “natural flows and interactions that maintain andenhance living systems” (p.2262, Foxon, 2011). For example, this could refer tonatural renewable resources such as wind or solar energy, or fossil fuels such as oiland coal.
Technological systems are defined as “systems of methods or designs fortransforming matter, energy and information from one state to another in pursuitof a goal or goals” (p.2262, Foxon, 2011).
Institutions are “ways of structuring human interactions”.
Business strategies are “the means and processes by which firms organise theiractivities so as to fulfil their socio-economic purposes”.
User practices are “the routinised, culturally embedded patterns of behaviourrelating to fulfilling human needs and wants” (p.2263, Foxon, 2011).The framework differs from socio-technical transitions theories by viewing eachdimension of the framework as a system in its own right, with its own evolutionarydynamics, but which co-evolves with the other systems. In contrast, the socio-technical approach emphasizes the interconnectedness of social and technical
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factors specifically. By considering the causal interactions between each evolvingdimension separately, Foxon (2011) argues that the co-evolutionary frameworkoffers a more detailed understanding of why the overall system dynamics takeparticular trajectories, creating a level of analytical detail that would notnecessarily come out through the multi-level perspective. He suggests it can beapplied at the micro, meso or macro level studies. To date, the co-evolutionaryframework approach has mainly been applied to meso and macro-level studies toinform policy and understand how systemic change can take place. For example,studies have considered long-term pathways to change, focusing on infrastructurechange such as energy networks or storage (Roelich et al., 2015; Bolton and Foxon,2013; Taylor et al., 2013) or scenario pathways to a low carbon electricity system(Foxon, 2013) and the introduction of non-technical innovations such asalternative energy service company business models (Hannon et al., 2013).
3.2.9. Technology Innovation SystemsThe Technology Innovations Systems (TIS) approach seeks to assess the success ofa specified system for development, diffusion and use of a particular technology, orset of technologies (Bergek et al., 2008). It was designed as a framework to guidepolicy-maker thinking about approaches to facilitating introduction and diffusionof sustainable technologies, rather than the more traditional research approach ofmaking a specific policy recommendation (providing policy “insights” rather than“recipes”) (Markard et al., 2015).The technology innovation system is conceptualised as a socio-technical systemmade up of actors, networks and institutions that influence the innovation processfor a chosen technology. It is used as an analytical concept rather than necessarilyperceived as a system by the actors, networks and institutions of which it iscomposed. The TIS approach focuses on processes within the system, known asfunctions. This focus on functions aims to move analyses beyond focusing solely onstructural aspects of a system, such as infrastructures, institutions, networks andactor capabilities, which may result in different outcomes across different systems(Bergek et al., 2008).Bergek et al. (2008) formalised a scheme of analysis for TIS to enable bettercomparisons between studies, outlining a series of steps for analysts to use. Key
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aspects of these steps include defining the boundaries of the TIS for analysis andcharacterising the system in terms of structural elements and functional elementsof the system. They outline seven key functions for consideration within thisprocess, drawing from key literature on technology innovation:1) The knowledge development and diffusion function of the TIS considershow the system combines and shares knowledge to support developmentand diffusion of the technology.2) The TIS influence over the direction of search considers how well the TISis able to attract actors, firms and organisations to participate in the systemand enable its development.3) Entrepreneurial experimentation considers the capacity of the TIS toexperiment in the face of uncertainty and risks.4) Assessment of market formation within the TIS considers how developeda market is for the technology (nursing, bridging, or mature), and the rangeof factors, such as user demand profiles or institutional stimuli, that driveor hinder market formation.5) Legitimation within the TIS considers social acceptance of a technologywithin a system and the factors that facilitate this.6) Resource mobilisation considers the ability of the TIS to mobiliseresources including financial resources, human capital, and complementaryassets such as supporting infrastructures or services.7) Finally, development of positive externalities considers how thefunctional dynamics of the system as a whole are mutually supportive andtherefore increase the success of the system as a whole. For example, anincrease in the number of actors participating within the system (function(2): successful influence over the direction of search) could add to thelegitimacy of the system (function (5): legitimation), and stimulate greaterawareness and demand for the technology (function (4): marketformation). (Bergek et al., 2008)
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After the functions of the system have been characterised, these are used to assessthe ‘goodness’ or ‘badness’ of the TIS function as a whole. Bergek et al. (2008)suggest that this assessment should consider comparisons with the performance ofother TIS examples, as well as the phase of development of the system, i.e. theperformance of a system in the early phase of formation should not be judged onthe same conditions as one that is in a growth phase. Based upon this assessment,the analyst can identify inducement and blocking mechanisms within the systemand specify key policy issues to focus policy-maker thinking.To date, the TIS approach has largely been applied to emerging technologies suchas renewable technologies (Jacobsson and Bergek, 2011). The prominence ofstudies at the early phase of TIS development has led to criticisms that theapproach needs further empirically-based development to enable it to betterexplore more advanced and long-term transitions. It has also received criticism forbeing inward-orientated (Smith and Raven, 2012), and for not taking sufficientaccount of the context around the TIS or the resistance posed by the incumbentregime (Geels, 2011).
3.2.10. Transitions managementThe transitions management literature argues that complex sustainabilitychallenges require a different type of governance to enable necessary transitionsto take place. Transitions management was proposed by a number of Dutchresearchers as a normative approach to governance of transitions, building onsocio-technical theories on co-evolution of regimes (Loorbach and Rotmans, 2006;Kemp et al., 2007). Application of transition management in practice has beenimportant for iteratively developing the theory (Kern and Smith, 2008; Loorbachand Rotmans, 2010). Perhaps most notably, the approach has been applied by theDutch Government, who introduced it as official government policy within theFourth Dutch National Environmental Policy Plan (Kern and Smith, 2008).Transitions management is described as “directed incrementalism” (p.87, Kemp etal., 2007) and aims to “utilise innovative bottom-up developments in a morestrategic way by coordinating different levels of self-organisation through newtypes of interaction and cycles of learning and action for radical innovations
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offering sustainability benefits” (p.80, Kemp et al., 2007). It is structured with amulti-scale operational model, outlined in figure 7.
Figure 7: Multi-level approach to transition management (p.83, Kemp et al., 2007)Creating shared visions for a transition is a crucial part of transitions management.To facilitate operation of the strategic level of the model, the concept of a transitionarena was introduced with the aim of providing a separate space for discussionsand consensus building, which could overcome challenges such as short politicalcycles and bypass existing policy processes that exist within the incumbent regime(Loorbach and Rotmans, 2010). A mix of public and private sector ‘front runner’actors are selected to participate in the transitions arena to explore and frame asustainability challenge and to develop long-term goals. The theory suggests thatthese front-runners should be selected carefully and be composed of a majority ofniche-actors, as well as a number of supportive regime-actors (Loorbach andRotmans, 2010). Based upon these long-term visions for transitions, a range ofexperimental short-term innovations and actions are defined. The processpromotes diversity in these experiments, and emphasises learning processes foractors and networks, with reflection and evaluation incorporated as a key part ofan iterative management approach (Loorbach and Rotmans, 2010; Kern and Smith,2008).
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Challenges and criticisms of transitions managementAlthough transitions management was adopted by the Dutch Government, it hasattracted significant academic criticism as an approach. The notion of transitionvisions that are able to transcend incumbent regime resistance and individualactors’ agendas is a particular challenge to the approach. Kern and Smith (2008)highlight the inherently political process of selecting actors to take part in thetransition arena. They argue that the process for making this selection, as well asthe composition of the resulting actor group shapes the visions and actions thatare proposed. Berkhout (2006) also challenges the idea of the “meta-existence” ofvisions implied by the transitions management approach, to say that “it is likelythat dominant and incumbent actors will be the most effective at defining anddiffusing future visions” (p.300), and therefore alternative actors’ visions mayneed active support to allow them to gain traction. This lack of consideration ofpolitics and agency has also been a key criticism of the multi-level perspectiveconceptualisation of transitions (Smith et al., 2005; Shove and Walker, 2007; Smithand Raven, 2012).Shove and Walker (2007) highlight the lack of consideration specifically oftechnology users and their habits and demand patterns in influencing transitiondynamics. Applications of transitions management to date have all been to theearly stages of facilitating a new transition (Loorbach and Rotmans, 2010) and thishas not given relevant experiences for the development of appropriate conceptualtools “with which to enter these ordinary areas of everyday life” (p.768, Shove andWalker, 2007).The delivery approach of transitions management has also come under criticismfor lack of consideration of actor agency and regime resistance. Despite thetheoretical creation of ‘protected space’ for transition experiments to develop, theestablished political networks and policy processes “do not easily give way to newroutines” (p.4101, Kern and Smith, 2008). Transitions management advocatesencouraging diversity of experiments and therefore the role of government shouldnot pick specific ‘winners’ to support with policy measures. However, Kern &Smith (2008) argue that this can result in a lack of challenge to the incumbentregime and presents a major obstacle to enabling a successful transition. They
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suggest that treatment of the incumbent regime requires more theoreticalattention within transitions management. Both of these criticisms suggest thatwhen considering approaches to governing transitions consideration must begiven to the influence of the incumbent regime over different actors’ agency, aswell as the politics of who sets visions and designs governing measures to realisethem.
3.3. Theoretical approach used in this thesisThe range of theories discussed in the preceding sections show the variety ofpotential theoretical lenses that could be applied to support analysis of the casestudy and address the research questions. It also highlights on-going debates in theliterature that would benefit from consideration in the analysis within this thesis,particularly around actors’ agency and the politics of governing of transitions.The case study used in the thesis is an example of an energy system with littleexisting DH in the early stages of a potential transition. Where networks have beensuccessfully developed this has been driven by local champions who have enabledsupportive local circumstances for delivery of a project (Hawkey et al., 2013). TheDH development process is therefore conceptualised as a number of local nichespaces and analysis draws on theories on the role of niches and the capacities ofniche actors to govern transitions. In particular, the theories of strategic nichemanagement (Kemp et al., 1998; Schot and Geels, 2008) and niche processes(Smith and Raven, 2012) are used to form the theoretical basis for structuringanalysis.As was noted earlier in the chapter, the defined scope of a socio-technical systemwithin a study has implications for how the dynamics of a system are understood(for example, whether the regime boundaries defined by geography or sector)(Markard et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2005). Within this thesis, the socio-technicalsystem is viewed as the energy system of Great Britain. Although many of theactors involved in the DH development process interact within international policycontexts and markets, the local nature of DH development makes the local,regional and national context particularly influential. These international
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influences are therefore viewed as landscape pressures on the dynamics of GreatBritain’s socio-technical system.As first discussed in Chapter 1, the focus of the overarching research question on‘governing’ transitions seeks to draw lessons on the potential roles and capacitiesof actors across the public and private sectors to influence regime change throughuse of specific actions. In taking this normative approach, the analysis does notassume that it is possible for a single actor or a group of actors to control atransition. Instead, it looks to explore how different actors can drive and influencethe direction of regime change by deploying specific governing measures. Forexample, Chapter 6 considers how local authority actors make use of heat mappingtools and Chapter 7 considers the role of intermediary activities at differentgeographical scales in supporting niche nurturing and empowering processes forDH.As has been highlighted within this chapter, a key debate within the transitionsliterature is around the extent to which different niche and regime actors seekingto govern or influence a transition have the agency to choose their approach. Forexample, as was discussed in the previous section, transitions management hasbeen criticised for a lack of consideration of the politics and power strugglesinvolved in creating shared transition ‘visions’ (Berkhout, 2006). On a similar note,regime resistance can affect actors’ agency to take actions which support moreradical forms of change, for example preventing them from accessing resources tosupport such activities (Smith et al., 2005; Hodson and Marvin, 2010). Thesedebates of actors’ agency in governing transitions are particularly relevant forconsideration within analysis to address the thesis research question, which seeksto draw lessons for governing a transition to DH. Therefore, these themes arediscussed throughout the empirical chapters, and the influence of regimeresistance forms the primary focus of Chapter 8, which considers the politicalnarratives used by a range of actors across the case study with regards to atransition to DH.
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Now that the thesis aims and research questions has been presented in the contextof the existing theoretical and applied literature, the next chapter discusses thechoice of methodology used to address the research questions.
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4. Methodology
This chapter details the methodology applied to the development of the thesis. Ashas been introduced in chapter 1, the thesis research questions seek to explorespecific aspects of a case study of district heating (DH) in Great Britain, to drawlessons for how to drive a transition to DH.As first discussed in chapter 1, the challenges of governing a transition to DH in thecontext of Great Britain, where DH provides only a small proportion of heat supply,are concerned with the interaction of both social and technical factors. In order toconsider both of these dimensions of governing a transition, analysis of the casestudy is informed and structured by a body of literature on governing socio-technical transitions.DH is a technically mature technology that has been used and developed fordecades in some countries. However, DH development in Great Britain is still at anearly stage. The majority of activity is still focused on project planning andfeasibility to create a viable business case for investment (CAG Consultants, 2015).Actors must create supportive local circumstances that enable a projectinvestment decision to be made in the context of minimal national heat regulationsand relatively inexperienced stakeholders. Where schemes have been delivered,their success has been attributed to the leadership of key local actors’ social capitalenabling the alignment of local circumstances for the benefit of the project(Hawkey et al., 2013; Webb, 2015). Aspects of the socio-technical literature ongoverning niche processes are therefore particularly relevant to this case study. Asintroduced in chapters 1 and 3, this literature considers processes that supportactors to develop an innovation within a form of protected space that reduces thebarriers imposed by the incumbent regime. Qualitative data is used to provideempirical evidence to explore the thesis sub-research questions; focusing oncurrent gaps in the literature around niche empowering processes and actoragency in governing niche processes, seeking to add empirical evidence to informdevelopment of this area of the literature.
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This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 outlines the reasons for the use ofa case study approach and choice and scope of the case study. Section 4.2 coversthe processes used for data collection including data collection methods andselection of interview participants. Section 4.3 outlines the method of analysisused to consider qualitative empirical data collected throughout the thesis. Section4.4 discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the chosen methodology and itsimplications for the validity and reliability of the results. Finally, section 4.5discusses ethical considerations within the thesis.
4.1. A case study approachWithin the thesis, a case study of DH in Great Britain is used to draw lessons onhow a transition to district heating can be governed. Case study approaches canvary in their focus and application, but are broadly described as:"A strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation ofa particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context usingmultiple sources of evidence" (p.178, Robson, 2002) .Yin (2014) suggests that case studies are best applied when seeking to understand"how or why some social phenomenon works" or where an in-depth description ofa social phenomenon is required to answer the research questions (p.4, Yin, 2014).The preceding chapters have highlighted the complexity of low carbon transitionsand the need to introduce multiple, diverse technologies into a socio-technicalregime that is not configured to support them. In order to be able to draw lessonsfor how to govern a low carbon transition, an in depth understanding of howdifferent governing measures can shape social and technical change withindifferent contexts is required. Each technology has different characteristics andrequires different forms of actor practices and support for their diffusion.Differences in context can also influence the type of governance approach that isneeded.Given limited time and resources available for this thesis, restricting the scope ofthe study to look at the introduction of one particular technology, DH, enabled the
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level of detailed analysis necessary for considering questions of governance ofcomplex socio-technical systems. This would not have been possible in the timeframe with inclusion of more technologies or a wider geographical scope.However, the relevance of the thesis findings for technologies and contexts beyondDH in Great Britain are considered and discussed in more detail in chapter 9.
4.1.1. Choice and scope of the case studyThe single case study of Great Britain was selected for several reasons. First, GreatBritain has a highly centralised energy system and a market-led approach tointroducing new low carbon technologies following a history of energynationalisation, followed by privatisation and liberalisation (Bolton and Foxon,2013). This context of minimal government intervention enables betterexploration of the socio-economic drivers and barriers to introducing newtechnologies.The scope of the case study was restricted to Great Britain, i.e. England, Wales andScotland, rather than considering the whole of the UK. Northern Ireland wasexcluded because responsibility for energy was wholly devolved to the NorthernIrish Assembly and the context of its energy system is therefore separate anddistinct from the rest of the UK.The focus on DH also provides a particularly interesting technology focus for a casestudy. It is concerned with all three aspects of energy supply, distribution anddemand. Its nature as a local infrastructure technology also means that issues suchas high capital costs and investor risk perceptions, as well as lack of institutionalsupport or strategic coordination are particularly strong. Finally, as a researcherbased in England, selection of this case study made the practicalities of datacollection easier to manage.
4.2. Data collectionA flexible research design was used for data collection to inform the case study(Robson, 2002), enabling the data collection process to be adapted and be re-focused as analysis of initial data increased the researcher’s understanding of thecase study’s context and actors. DH development in the UK is in its early stages and
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the energy policy context changed and developed several times during the periodof this study. It was therefore important to be able to respond to these changes andexplore their impacts on processes within the case study.Given the importance of social aspects of change processes involved in governing atransition to DH, and in particular a need to consider subjective issues such asactor perceptions and agency, qualitative data was felt to be an important form ofdata to address the research questions. The focus of data collection was thereforeon qualitative data sourced from key stakeholders and institutions involved insupporting DH development in Great Britain. Three types of data collection wereused for this qualitative data: semi-structured interviews, a decision theatreresearch process, and primary literature.Chapter 6 also uses quantitative data to complement qualitative analysis. Thechapter, which explores the role of heat mapping as a governance measure forsupporting niche processes, uses the outputs from a qualitative analysis to test thepractical implications for design of a heat map to better support niche processes inthe case study. The resulting heat map uses publically available quantitative datasets such as government published statistics. The data sets utilised are listed inAppendix E.
4.2.1. Semi-structured interviewsThe main source of data used came from semi-structured qualitative interviewswith key stakeholders involved in DH development. Semi-structured interviewswere used over structured interviews since policy and practitioner approaches toDH delivery was in a period of fast development. In addition the under-researchednature of this area, particularly in countries with little existing DH such as GreatBritain, made it hard to predict the focus or significance of an actors’ involvementbefore an interview had taken place. This meant that it was important to haveflexibility to follow up on particular areas of interest and shape the focus of aninterview to the areas of activity of a given stakeholder.Interviews were conducted face-to-face where possible. Where a face-to-facemeeting was not possible interviews were conducted on the telephone. Allinterviews were audio recorded and transcribed for use in Nvivo software during
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analysis (all transcriptions were done by the researcher except for 12 interviewsoriginally conducted as part of an additional study, where funding had enabled thisto be done by a paid transcriber. More details on this additional project are givenin section 4.2.4). Interviews each lasted approximately an hour and werestructured according to the research questions that were in focus during the phaseof data collection.
4.2.2. A decision theatreIn addition to semi-structured interviews, a decision theatre research process wasused to offer an alternative form of data collection. The method, first developed byArizona State University, uses data visualisation, modelling and simulation tosimulate a complex decision process with a group of stakeholders (White et al.,2010; Walsh et al., 2013; Bale et al., 2014). The method applied within this thesis isadapted from the original approach, which focused heavily on the use of detailedmodelling and simulation to inform participant decisions. In order to enableunderstanding of the interactions between stakeholders throughout the stages ofthe district heating development process in the case study, scenarios werepresented using maps, basic data and verbal descriptions of actors. This adaptedapproach aimed to stimulate discussions about actor interactions and attitudes aswell as the technical data. The decision theatre research process is described inmore detail in chapter 7.
4.2.3. Primary literature sourcesPrimary literature sources were also used as a form of data. These were compiledfrom formal policy documents published by the UK Government and the ScottishGovernment. The sources were used to explore the formal government policypositions, as well as to provide a form of data where formal interviews could notbe obtained with relevant stakeholders (as was the case with the UK Governmentheat policy team). The primary literature sources used within analysis were:- Association of Decentralised Energy. 2015. The Heat Trust. [Online].[Accessed 01/11/2015]. Available from: http://www.heattrust.org- CAG Consultants. 2015. Evaluation of the Heat Networks Delivery Unit.London, UK.
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- DECC. 2012. The Future of Heating: A strategic framework for low carbonheat in the UK. London.- DECC. 2013c. The Future of Heating: Meeting the Challenge. London, UK:Department of Energy and Climate Change.- DECC. 2015. Delivering UK Energy Investment: Networks. London, UK.- Scottish Government. 2015. The Heat Policy Statement: TowardsDecarbonising Heat: Maximising the Opportunities for Scotland. Edinburgh,UK.- Scottish Government. 2013. Heat mapping - a guide - For use by localgovernment or other contracted organisations. Edinburgh, UK.- Wiltshire, R., Williams, J. and Woods, P. 2014. A Technical Guide to DistrictHeating. Watford, UK: BRE Trust.
4.2.4. Phases of data collectionData collection was structured into three phases and analysis was conducted ateach phase. This supported the flexible research design by adding an additionallevel of understanding of the case study context and the approach of key actors ateach phase. Later phases built on this understanding to shape the research focusand selection of research participants.
Phase 1 involved 14 semi-structured interviews conducted with a rangestakeholders involved in DH development between May 2013 and September2014, combined with relevant primary literature from the UK and Scottishgovernments. This data forms the empirical basis for chapter 5, which is a pilotstudy to gain an in depth understanding of the case study as well as to identifypromising areas for further and more focused investigation for addressing theresearch questions.
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12 of these interviews were originally conducted as part of a project funded bythe Chesshire-Lehmann Fund5. The funded project sought to explore thepotential of spatial mapping to enable use of DH for alleviating fuel poverty(Bush et al., 2014). As part of the research process for this project, a set of 12interviews were conducted with a range of local and regional levelstakeholders involved in supporting development of DH projects. Interviewswere split into two sections; section 1 focused on understanding the objectives,drivers and barriers of actors for deciding to try to develop a DH scheme, andsection 2 explored how heat maps were used within the development process.Within the thesis, data from the two interview sections are used in separatechapters; section 1 of the interviews contributes data to chapter 5 and section2 of the interviews contributes data to chapter 6.
Phase 2 involved the decision theatre (see section 4.2.2) in October 2014,where eight stakeholders representing a range of local actor types took part.This data is used to explore the role of intermediary activities in supporting DHdevelopment and niche processes. The decision theatre approach offered anideal method to capture data relevant to intermediary activities aboutconnections, relationships and interactions between different stakeholders.The analysed results from data gathered during this day-long process arepresented in chapter 7.
Phase 3 involved collection of a further 29 semi-structured interviewsconducted between March and August 2015, and inclusion of further primaryliterature sources published in the intervening period. This phase of datacollection significantly expanded the number of stakeholder-types included inthe study to add more assurance to the validity of the findings. Intervieweeswere selected based on information collected in the analysis of the previous 2phases of data collection. They were made up of representatives from across
5 The Chesshire-Lehmann Fund was set up to support research into issues surrounding fuel poverty(http://www.chesshire-lehmann.co.uk). It is administered by the charity National Energy Action.The project funding of £5,000 covered costs of travel for conducting interviews, interviewtranscription, the creation of a video to communicate the results of the research to relevantstakeholders, and contributed towards the costs of creating an online mapping tool. The outcomesof this work are presented as parts of chapter 5 and chapter 6.
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the public and private sectors, and from across geographical scales (local,regional and national actors). Interview questions in this phase focused onactors’ long-term approaches and attitudes to DH development, exploring howthey had changed over time and their perceptions of risks and threats to asuccessful transition to DH in Great Britain. Analysis of data collected in phase3 formed the empirical basis for chapter 8.In addition, relevant data collected from local and regional public sector actorsthroughout the three phases, (representing 11 local authority actors and 3 regionallevel authorities), were combined to form the basis of analysis in chapter 6focusing on the role of heat mapping in niche creation processes. The interviewquestions used for the semi-structured interviews are included in Appendix C, Dand G.
4.2.5. Participant selectionEnsuring the interviewees were made up of a relevant and diverse selection ofactors was key to building a valid and in-depth understanding of the case study.Based upon a review of the existing applied literature on DH in the UK andinternationally, the interviewee selection process began by focusing on localauthority actors as a key point of coordination or facilitation in many projects.Through the process of these early interviews with local authorities, further actor-types were identified as having a potential influence over the local DHdevelopment process. Over the first phase of data collection, and continuingthroughout the second and third phases, an understanding of the range of actorsinvolved in supporting or delivering DH was built up. This was used to select typesof actors for interview. The range of actors interviewed in each of the phases isdetailed in table 2. These were divided up into actors directly involved infacilitation or delivery of projects (local niche actors), and other actors involved inbroader activities connected to DH such as policy makers, the regulator,consultants, trade associations and gas distribution companies (global nicheactors).
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Table 2: The range of actor-types interviewed in each of the data collection phases
Phase of data collection
Actor type Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Localn
icheac
tors
Local authority 5 5 7Housing association 1 - -Public sector energy manager - 1 -Community energy group - 1 -Energy company 2 - 6
Global
nichea
ctors
Regional authority 2 1 3Consultant - - 3DH trade association - - 2Gas distribution company 1 - 3
Number of distinct organisations
represented
11 8 24
Total interviews 14 8 29
Representatives of each actor-type were selected for interview based uponrecommendations and observations of the DH sector over the three-year period ofthe research (2013 – 2015). They were selected as key leaders, decision makers orspokespersons for DH in their institution or industry. Numerous industryconferences, workshops, and government stakeholder consultation events wereattended throughout this period of time, enabling the researcher to build upunderstanding and knowledge of the community of actors involved in DHdevelopment. In addition, a number of international DH-focused conferences andstudy visits were attended, enabling further contact with UK actors seeking tolearn from international experience, but also enabling a greater understanding ofhow DH has been developed and embedded in other countries. A list of events that
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were attended during the course of the thesis is included in Appendix A. The earlystage of DH development in Great Britain meant that there were still a relativelysmall community of actors involved in project development. For example, therewere only 115 local authorities funded in England and Wales under the HeatNetwork Delivery Unit (CAG consultants report) and in Scotland, 29 localauthorities took part in the Heat Network Partnership Strategy SupportProgramme (Heat Network Partnership for Scotland, 2015). There were two tradeassociations representing institutions working on DH: The Association ofDecentralised Energy currently has 22 members related specifically to DHdevelopment (although many more related to CHP and consultancy) (Associationof Decentralised Energy, 2016), and the UK District Energy Association has 17 fullmembers (and 99 associate members) representing all aspects of DH development(UKDEA, 2016). Therefore the activities described above were sufficient to enableeffective identification of relevant stakeholders, and in particular meet and speakinformally with many of them.Given the early stage of DH development within the case study, the actors involvedin DH development focused primarily on building niche actors’ capacities to enableinitial identification of opportunities and to deliver projects. The technology userperspective was often not yet the focus of their concerns. As a result, technologyusers mentioned within interviews was mainly limited to large heat consumers,particularly in the public sector, such as hospitals, universities and social housing.Although the perceptions and experiences of householders as potential technologyusers was recognised as crucial to the future success of the technology, the earlystage of development of many projects meant that most actors were not yetengaging with the general public beyond social housing residents or through housesales in new housing developments. As a result of this focus, data collected in thisstudy related to the technology user perspective is restricted to actors who haveresponsibility for large heat demands, who often also had an interest in owning orco-owning a network.However, it would be anticipated that as a transition to DH developed, and thecapacities of key actors within the case study became more established, then the
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household-level technology user perspectives would become a greaterconsideration for niche actors seeking to support DH empowering processes.
4.2.6. Stratego project experienceThe researcher’s understanding of the case study and knowledge of relevant actorswas also built up through a practical involvement in supporting DH delivery inScotland. The researcher was employed part-time during the period of research tomanage the Stratego project (Scottish Government, 2014) on behalf of the ScottishGovernment. The project, funded by Intelligent Energy Europe and the ScottishGovernment, aimed to help local and national authorities develop effective heatingand cooling plans that are joined up, evidence-based and strategic. In Scotland, theproject involved the seven local authorities that had cities within their area(Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Highlands (Inverness), Perth, Stirling).The researcher was responsible for organising workshops that aimed to shareknowledge from experienced energy planners and DH operators in Denmark withScottish local authority officers and decision makers. The role was based withinthe Scottish Government Heat Policy Team for one day a week from July 2014,during a period of time where the Scottish Government Heat Policy Statement wasbeing finalised (Scottish Government, 2015) and delivery was taking place of aprogramme for local authorities to support development of DH strategies.These activities were not used directly as data within the research presentedwithin this thesis. However, they informed participant selection, provided a meansof testing and validating early thoughts within the process of analysis, and offereduseful insights and understanding of the challenges for delivery and policy makingfor DH in Scotland. As well as adding benefits to the research process, the closeinteraction of the researcher with the case study had potential for introducing bias.Section 4.4 discusses in more detail the strengths and weaknesses of themethodology used within the thesis in terms of its validity and reliability.
4.3. Method of analysis for qualitative data: thematic analysisThe empirical qualitative data sets from the case study were analysed usingthematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006). This method is suitable for use with a
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range of research approaches. For the purposes of this thesis it provided a flexibleapproach to data analysis that could be adapted and focused to answer the specificresearch questions of each of the results chapters (chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8).Thematic analysis enables identification of patterns across a set of data, termed‘themes’ (Braun and Clarke, 2006). A researcher can either take an inductive(bottom-up) approach or theoretical (top-down) approach to identifying themes.The inductive approach analyses the empirical data without initial consideration ofexisting theoretical literature, to enable the researcher to determine what themesare important independently of any existing literature. This approach is useful togive a picture of the overall data and particularly for under-researched areas. Thetheoretical approach uses the existing literature to focus the analysis by searchingfor particular themes already identified in the literature. This approach is usefulfor answering focused research questions that seek to build on existing literatureor consider a particular detail of the data.Another key analytical choice within thematic analysis is whether themes shouldbe determined using a semantic level or latent level of analysis (Patton, 1990). Asemantic level of analysis only describes explicitly observable aspects of the datacontent. The identified themes and research claims are then based on aninterpretation of these descriptions. A latent level of analysis considers theunderlying ideas and assumptions that shape the semantic content of the data. Ittherefore goes beyond describing patterns in the data to form the basis of themeidentification.Within this thesis, a theoretical approach to thematic analysis was used. Eachchapter drew on relevant parts of the existing literature to shape an analyticalframework. This framework was used as the basis for initial themes from which tocode the data sets. Sub-themes were then identified within these. The frameworksused for each analysis, and their basis in the literature, are outlined within eachchapter. A semantic level of analysis is used to describe the identified themes. Thisapproach is taken due to the sole focus of the research on professional actors. Theresearch interest focuses on the explicit statements and actions that actors are able
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and willing to make in their work. A semantic level of analysis is therefore mostappropriate for this work.
4.3.1. The 6 phases to thematic analysisBraun & Clarke (2006) set out a process of 6-phases to conducting a rigorous andreliable thematic analysis. These phases are not meant to be linear and theresearcher should iterate and repeat them until they are content that all relevantthemes have been identified and that they accurately represent the data set. Thephases are outlined below:
1. Phase 1: Data familiarisation, including transcription of verbal data.This phase enables the researcher to review each piece of data. Whereverbal data has been collected this should ideally be transcribed. Wherepossible, transcription should be carried out by the researcher as part of thedata familiarisation process (Lapadat and Lindsay, 1999).
2. Phase 2: Generating initial codes. In this phase the researcher identifiesinteresting aspects of the data that might form the basis of repeatedpatterns. Within this thesis, these codes were recorded using Nvivo codingsoftware.
3. Phase 3: Searching for themes. Considering the initial codes made inphase 2, patterns are identified that connect codes together to form themes.Some coding may also be discounted at this stage. The themes identified atthis stage may also be connected as sub-themes.
4. Phase 4: Reviewing themes. This phase considers the themes identified inphase 3 to (a) check that the data coded into each theme is coherent; and(b) that the themes represent the whole data set appropriately and whetherthere are any missing themes.
5. Phase 5: Defining and naming the themes. At this stage in the analysisprocess, the researcher seeks to articulate what is interesting about each ofthe resulting themes, checks that they do not overlap with each other, andbegins to form an overall narrative for answering the research question.
6. Phase 6: Produce the report. The final phase of the analysis includes awrite-up of the findings. The process of writing is considered an importantpart of the analysis process, and often leads to a return to previous phases
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for further consideration. At this phase, the researcher should provideevidence of each of the identified themes, using extracts from the data. Thereport should go beyond data description and should form an argument inrelation to the research question.The six phases outlined by Braun & Clarke (2006) were applied within each of theanalyses forming the basis of empirical chapters 5 – 8. The different theoreticalapproaches used to structure and focus the thematic analyses are outlined andjustified within each chapter.
4.4. Validity and reliability of the studyResearch outputs using qualitative and flexible research designs tend to bestrongly influenced by specific and time-dependent contexts that make studiesdifficult to replicate. It is therefore important to consider strategies for managingthe validity and reliability of this type of research (Robson, 2002) . Lincoln andGuba (1985) divide the possible threats to research validity into three categories:1. Reactivity: where the presence of the researcher interferes with the settingor behaviour of people.2. Respondent bias: where the respondent chooses to withhold informationor answers questions in way that they perceive as wanted by theresearcher.3. Researcher bias: where the researcher's assumptions or preconceptionsaffect the research conclusions through processes such as choice ofinterviewees, or selection of data for analysis and reporting.Given the regular contact and interaction of the researcher with many actorswithin the case study, researcher bias was a particular concern within this work.Potential for researcher bias was identified within participant selection, interviewquestion design, and the analysis process. The researcher's work on the Strategoproject was focused primarily on local authority actors in Scotland. This could leadto an unintentional emphasis on public sector perspectives within the research,whilst omitting the perspectives of the wider set of actors involved in DH delivery.The flexible research design also had the potential to exacerbate this problem
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since the range of participants invited to interview was not pre-defined before thestudy began. Identification of and reflection on potential forms of researcher biaswas used to reduce the impact of this (Ahern, 1999). By recognising areas ofpotential bias, the researcher could reflect upon the research process as itprogressed and address issues where they arose. For example, researchparticipants were selected from across the public and private sectors, and acrossdifferent geographical regions to ensure that a broad selection of data wasobtained, that did not focus too heavily on local authorities. In phase 3 of datacollection, a conscious effort was made to interview balance the number of localauthority actors with private sector energy company actors involved in DHdevelopment.Conversely, the regular interaction of the researcher with stakeholders had apositive affect over the risks of reactivity and respondent bias. The researcher'sinvolvement in managing the Stratego project and regular attendance at industryevents meant that actors got to know and trust the researcher. The researcher wasthen able to select appropriate research participants (with relevant roles for theresearch); interview requests were more likely to be granted; and intervieweeswere more likely to give honest answers to interview questions. This regularcontact also made informal validation of analysis results possible throughout theresearch process.
4.5. Ethical considerationsAn ethical review process was undertaken before each phase of data collection wasundertaken to assess the potential for risks or concerns of the researchparticipants about the work (University of Leeds ethical review references: LTSEE-015; LTSEE-026; LTSEE-028). Consent was requested from all researchparticipants to take part in the interviews or the decision theatre and to recordinteractions. A clear statement about the purpose of the research and how datafrom their interview would be used were also provided at this stage. Where datacollection was done in person, permission was sought through a written consentform. Where this was not possible, verbal consent was received (e.g. when the
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interview was conducted via telephone). Appendix B shows the consent formsused with researchers at each stage of the data collection process.Interviewees and their organisations were anonymised within reporting of theanalysis, using coding to indicate the types of organisations quoted directly. Thenames of the specific organisations represented by the research participants arealso not listed due to the small number of people working on projects in mostorganisations, preventing the possibility of other stakeholders working out whowas responsible for particular quotes. Anonymisation was important forminimising respondent bias, particularly when interview questions focused onissues such as stakeholder relationships (both internally and externally toparticipants' institutions). It was also important for private sector organisationsthat might deem information about their long-term strategic approach to DHdevelopment to be commercially sensitive. Final drafts of each chapter were alsochecked with interviewees to reassure them that anonymisation had beenconducted appropriately (where a report or journal article was published inadvance of the thesis submission, this version was checked with relevantinterviewees).
4.6. SummaryA single case study approach is used within this thesis, using empirical evidence tomake an applied contribution to actors seeking to govern a transition to DH withina low carbon energy system. A flexible approach to data collection, using semi-structure interviews, a decision theatre research process, and primary literaturesources, has enabled adaption to changing contexts and actor priorities, offering aricher case study description as understanding of its complexities was developed.Details of the specific data and frameworks of analysis used are given within eachresults chapter. Informal interactions with stakeholders during events andStratego project work formed an important part of validating the research outputs.Given the closeness of the research to the case study actors and context, carefulattention was given to identifying and mitigating the risk of researcher bias.
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5. Local authority visions and
development approaches for district
heating in Great Britain
5.1. IntroductionThis chapter presents an initial pilot study of DH in Great Britain, exploring localauthority actors’ visions for DH and comparing these to the developmentapproaches used by local actors to deliver new DH networks6. This is used as abasis to gain a more detailed understanding of the complexities of the case study,given the fast moving context of the case study and the relatively few existingstudies focusing on DH in Great Britain (discussed previously in chapter 2).Actors’ visions or expectations for a technological innovation and future transitionhave an important role in shaping the direction that a transition might take(Hodson and Marvin, 2010; Schot and Geels, 2008; Hamann and April, 2013; Kempand Loorbach, 2006; Borup et al., 2006). An actor’s vision for a technologicalinnovation is defined as a normative expression of the future situation andcapability of an innovation (Borup et al., 2006). Berkhout (2006) breaks thisdefinition down further to say that a vision has three characteristic features: it setsout objectives for what will be achieved if a vision were realised; how theseobjectives will be achieved in terms of social and institutional arrangements; andthe technological requirements of the vision. In general, visions are recognised asproviding a frame that can shape actor alliances and mediate across boundaries ofscale or diverse communities, focus resources in particular directions, direct actorlearning processes, and legitimate certain courses of action such as shieldingpolicies to create a protective niche space (Schot and Geels, 2008).
6 The work in this chapter also forms the basis of a journal article (copy included with thesissubmission): Ruth E Bush, Catherine S E Bale, Peter G Taylor (in review), Realising local
government visions for developing district heating: experiences from a learning country, EnergyPolicy
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As was first outlined in chapter 3, in the transitions management approach appliedby the Dutch Government in recent years, actors must mutually agree a transitionvision which is then used as a basis to agree short-term actions within theframework of a long-term goal (Kemp and Loorbach, 2006). The approach seeks touse the process of vision creation to separate decision making from the confines ofthe incumbent regime. An alternative interpretation of the role of visions set outby Berkhout (2006) sees them as “resources that are deployed by agents in pursuitof private or sectional interests” (p. 300). Berkhout (2006) describes the range ofvisions held by different actors surrounding an innovation as competing“propositions” for how the future could unfold. These propositions are exploredand tested until a particular vision comes to dominate over the others.Actors’ visions are constantly adjusted and influenced as their experiences andknowledge grow or change over time (Borup et al., 2006; Berkhout, 2006). Theprocess of actualising a vision also leads to adjustment of visions as actors respondto the material realities of their context. In particular, the power and agency ofdifferent actors or interest groups influence which visions of the future becomeestablished. For example, Eames et al. (2006) use a case study of visions for ahydrogen economy in London to explore how visions move from being flexiblenarratives adapted by actors to suit their audience or objectives, to beinggrounded in the reality of a particular context. They observe that “actors andgroups in positions of power will have greater ability to define what it means intheir context” (p.372, Eames et al., 2006). Hodson & Marvin (2010) also explorethis process of negotiation or struggle between actors to establish a dominantvision for a transition, highlighting the influence of different actor’s agency tochoose and realise more radical visions. Actors are not necessarily free or able toarticulate or support radical visions for transition.This chapter explores the visions articulated by actors actively working to developDH in the case study. The study focuses primarily on the visions of local authorityactors in the case study, who are highlighted by the UK Government and ScottishGovernment as crucial actors for enabling strategic development of large-scalenetworks (Scottish Government, 2015; DECC, 2013c). As was discussed previouslyin section 2.2.3, local authorities have often played this crucial role in countries
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where DH is already successfully integrated into the energy system (Ericsson,2009; Chittum and Østergaard, 2014). However, coordinating strategic DHdevelopment is a new role for local authorities in Great Britain, who must eithershoulder the risk of development themselves, or create a local policy frameworkand institutional infrastructure to facilitate others to make investments. In thecontext of a highly centralised energy system, the entrance of new local actorsbrings with it a new set of drivers and perspectives that do not necessarily alignwith the existing energy regime. Exploring the drivers and visions of these actorstaking on this new role, as well as their capacities to realise these visions, providesa good starting point for exploring the case study in greater detail.The chapter therefore offers analysis on the following four research questions(first outlined in chapter 1):1) What are local authority actors’ visions for a DH transition?2) What decision criteria and approaches are used to develop DH?3) Do these approaches support realisation of local authority visions forDH?4) What role do non-local authority actors play in supporting DHdevelopment?The chapter begins by exploring local authority actors’ visions for DH byconsidering their stated motivations and drivers for seeking to develop DH(section 5.3.1). These visions are then compared to the types of approaches thatthe actors are using to develop DH projects (section 5.3.3). This comparison offersan insight into the level of cohesion of visions across different local authorities. Italso highlights issues of actor agency to choose and deliver their local vision forDH. Finally, the analysis is then expanded to explore the role of non-local authorityactors and how they interact with local authorities within the DH developmentprocess (section 5.4). Section 5.5 discusses emerging lessons and themes from thepilot study. Based upon the analysis, key areas are identified that would benefitfrom further study to answer the thesis overarching research question: “Whatlessons for governing a transition to DH can be offered by the experience in GreatBritain?” Section 5.6 offers concluding remarks on the contribution of the chapter.
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5.2. Method
5.2.1. Empirical dataData from phase 1 of the data collection was used as the basis of a pilot study. Itwas felt necessary to take this pilot study approach since at the time of theresearch process design there were still relatively few studies focusing on DH inGreat Britain to support identification of areas of priority focus for answering thethesis research questions. This approach also ensures that an applied contributionto actors in the UK can be made with the thesis findings by focusing on relevantand current areas of opportunity for governing a transition to DH.As described in section 4.2.4, a series of 14 semi-structured, in-depth interviewswere conducted with key stakeholders involved in DH development in the north ofEngland and Scotland including local authorities, central government and industry,between May 2013 and September 2014. Local authorities formed the main focusof the pilot study, as the key actors enabling local coordination and facilitation ofdevelopment of new DH projects. The largest proportion of the interviews (7 out of14) was therefore conducted with 5 distinct local authorities to reflect their criticalrole in facilitating and enabling DH projects [LA1, LA2, LA3, LA4, LA5]. Localauthority interviewees were selected to explore a range of local contexts for DHdevelopment. All were based in the North of England and Scotland (1 Scottish localauthority and 4 English local authorities). The local authorities had a mix of localeconomic characteristics that may be influential over the approach to DHdevelopment. For example, some authority areas contained heavy industry, othersdid not; some areas contained high levels of deprivation and fuel poverty, othersdid not. Two of the local authorities had existing, small-scale DH schemes. In bothof these authorities, the schemes focused around social housing blocks of flats, andconnected up neighbouring public and community buildings. The other threeauthorities were actively involved in DH development at the project planningstages but did not yet have existing schemes. The local authorities represented bythe interviewees covered the following settlement types:- 1 large city (population over 500,000 people)- 2 medium-sized cities (population over 250,000 people)- 1 small city (population of approx. 150,000 people)
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- 1 small town (population of approx. 50,000 people)In addition to local authority actors, 2 regional authorities were interviewed [RA1,RA2]. Regional authorities are formed of a collaboration of multiple localauthorities and served differing purposes depending on the authority (e.g. oneregional authority was focused on facilitating economic growth in a geographicalregion working on behalf of 10 local authorities). In-depth interviews with theseactors offered access to further local authority perspectives, which acted as a checkof the reliability and relevance of the data collected within the 5 local authorityinterviews used in this analysis. As well as providing a form of verification to theanalysis of local authority data, the role of regional authorities and theirrelationship to local authorities is discussed separately in section 5.4.Data from other key actors involved in DH development either as developers,operators or key anchor loads were also interviewed. These actors were selectedbased upon recommendations of interviewees and other experts working onissues connected with DH, as well as through the literature and attendance atindustry conferences. Table 3 provides a summary of the actor-types interviewedwithin this pilot study (phase 1 of data collection).
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Table 3: Summary of actor-types interviewed in phase 1 of data collection
Actor type Phase 1Local authority 5(7 interviewsconducted)Housing association 1Energy company 2Regional authority 2(3 interviewsconducted)Gas distribution company 1
Number of distinct organisations
represented
11
Total interviews 14
This number of interviews does not provide sufficient data to form arepresentative picture of the visions held by local authorities working on DH inGreat Britain. However, the interviews provided a means to explore the details andcomplexities of DH development with each of the interviewees to an extent thatwould not have been possible with a larger number of interviewees at this pilotstage. Since this work was a pilot study to support identification of areas forfurther study in later parts of the thesis, this level of detail was important toobtain.Interviews were structured around identifying actors’ long-term visions for DHand their decision criteria within their development approach. They wererecorded and transcribed for analysis, with the exception of two governmentmeetings where a formal interview did not take place. Additional information wasgathered from policy documents and government reports to support analysis of
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the interviews. Appendix C provides an example of the questions used as a basisfor discussion within the interviews.
Use of data collected through the Chesshire-Lehmann funded projectAs was highlighted in Chapter 4, 11 of these 14 interviews were originallyconducted as part of a project funded by the Chesshire-Lehmann Fund. Theresearcher provided ideas and input from inception of the project, which exploredthe potential of spatial mapping to enable use of DH for alleviating fuel poverty(Bush et al., 2014). The motivations and drivers of niche actors were explored aspart of the project, to give an understanding of why actors would be likely to use aspatial mapping tool for DH development. Similarly, decision criteria used byactors within project development were explored to inform the design anddevelopment of a relevant spatial mapping tool. Interview questions were keptgeneral and did not focus on fuel poverty explicitly. This enabled the samequestions to be used in later interviews conducted for this chapter.
5.2.2. Analytical approachAs described in detail in chapter 4, a thematic analysis method was used to identifyinteresting aspects of the data relevant to the research questions (Braun andClarke, 2006). The analysis was initially coded into categories of relevance to thechapter’s research questions (shown in table 4), using Nvivo software. Relevantand interesting themes were then identified within the coding. These themes arepresented in the next section.
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Table 4: Initial coding categories for the thematic analysis of the qualitative interview data.
Research questions Coding categoriesLocal authority visions for working on DHdevelopment - Drivers and objectivesDecision criteria used within local authorityactors’ DH development approaches - Social, Environmental, Economic- Access to resources- Actor roles- Actor capacitiesSupporting factors / barriers to DHdevelopment approaches supportingrealisation of local authority actors’ visions
- Resources- Capacities- ContextRole of non-local authority actors in DHdevelopment - Public sector- Private sector
5.3. ResultsIn this section the research questions are addressed in turn, using evidence fromthe thematic analysis.
5.3.1. Local authorities’ visions for DH developmentAnalysis of data from the five distinct local authorities considered the drivers andobjectives articulated within actors’ visions for DH (a characteristic feature of avision as set out by Berkhout (2006)). Visions varied across the different actors,but all sought to achieve multiple forms of social, environmental and economicvalue through DH development. The following quotes provide illustrativeexamples of the range of drivers that were articulated by the local authorityinterviewees:- Economic visions focused on increasing the competitiveness of the localregion, using DH to attract industrial activity to the area and thus creatingmore local jobs.
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“It's economically focused. Creating more development, you know,
building more homes creating more jobs.” [LA4]- Alleviation of fuel poverty and improvement in housing quality(particularly local authority-owned housing stock) featured.“We want to have tenants living in good quality accommodation and they
can afford to live there and it’s affordable to pay their fuel bills.” [LA2]In Scotland, the link to fuel poverty alleviation was also actively supportedby the Scottish Government. For example, during the period of datacollection for this pilot study, the Scottish Government released a pressrelease announcing the development of DH networks emphasizing theirbenefits for reducing fuel poverty (Scottish Government, 2015; CHPA,2014).- City carbon reduction targets were also linked to the focus on DH, as atechnology that could be deployed at the local level.“We are going to establish ourselves as an energy city and to achieve our
carbon reduction targets we are going to do this through our district
heating network.” [LA1]However, for some actors, carbon reduction was held alongside otherpriorities rather than at the forefront of the narratives around DH.
“The environmental side, the carbon reduction side, does come into it. But
that's extra.” [LA4]
“I think carbon would come as an underpinning to all of it.” [LA2]Carbon reduction also had a financial aspect, as public sector organisationsthat were not covered by the EU emissions trading scheme, such as mostlocal authorities, were required to buy allowances for the tonnes of carbon
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they emitted under the Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC)7 energyefficiency scheme. Therefore, the ability to deliver carbon savings throughthe use of DH could offer financial savings to public bodies.Visions often emphasized multiple types of value from DH at once. For example,several actors cited a driver as the need to reduce heating costs for both domesticand non-domestic customers. For domestic customers this had the potential tooffer social benefits of reducing fuel poverty, increase health and wellbeing, andmake the area attractive to live in. For non-domestic customers this could offereconomic benefits by reducing energy costs for organisations and businesses,supporting potential economic growth or financial sustainability of businesses inthe area.Visions were often tailored to the specific political priorities of their localgovernment. For example, DH was connected with other important parts of localauthority activity. In one case, DH was linked to a local authority’s widerresponsibilities to regenerate council-owned housing stock. DH was seen as asolution for improving the living conditions of residents in social housing as wellas meeting regulatory requirements for social housing standards. This linking ofmultiple priorities was common for actors seeking to demonstrate the need fornew DH schemes in the context of limited resources and existing responsibilitiesfor the local authority.
“Probably first pass we are looking at other investment priorities. So there are
certain areas that the council wants to regenerate.” [LA2]In general, the interviewees’ visions articulated social, environmental and broadereconomic societal value above achieving financial profits from a scheme. Localauthorities were aiming to develop DH networks as a means of delivering complexvalue to their area. This differs from what would be expected from traditional UKenergy system actors within the private sector, who would require commercialrates of return for their activities.
7 The carbon reduction commitment applied to organisations that have a half-hourly meteredelectricity consumption greater than 6 GWh per year, and therefore includes local authorities thatincur additional costs for electricity use.
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5.3.2. Development approaches used by local authorities to deliver their
visions for DHThis section now explores the activities that local authority actors were using torealise their visions for a DH transition. The decision criteria that actors used tochoose their approach to developing a project were coded within the analysis.Three distinct ‘development approaches’ were identified within the process ofthematic analysis: the funding-driven, commercial, and strategic approaches. Thefollowing sections consider these in turn and discuss whether they support thelong-term realisation of local authority actors’ long-term visions.
The public funding-driven approachUnder the public funding-driven approach, local authorities focused on accessingsources of public funding to cover all or part of the capital costs of a project andenable a viable financial business model. This reduced the level of investment riskfor the scheme developers and offered the potential to keep consumer prices lowby removing the need for recouping capital investments with heat sales. Fundingcame, or was being sought, from European sources (e.g. the European RegionalDevelopment Fund (ERDF)) or the Energy Company Obligation (ECO).Often the criteria of these funding schemes aligned with the objectives of localauthorities, particularly those that were aimed at improving housing standardsand reducing fuel poverty. For example, ECO funding was used to deliver energyefficiency and DH schemes to improve housing quality. This enabled localauthorities and housing associations to meet their direct responsibilities in termsof social housing quality standards as well as reduce fuel poverty and carbonemissions. DH schemes, installed alongside other energy efficiency measures,offered an opportunity to supplement existing budgets to achieve a higherstandard of housing for social housing residents, and had the potential tointerconnect into larger DH schemes at a later date. Even where social housing hadbeen passed onto an independent housing association, the local authority oftenplayed an important role in facilitating access to funding to enable a project to goahead. (The independent housing association actor interviewed in this phase ofdata collection was interested in the potential of DH in support of providingaffordable warmth for their residents, but the association’s housing stock was
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geographically disparate and it was unable to take the lead on a scheme withoutlocal authority coordination across the area more broadly.)The funding-driven approach posed challenges for realising broader long-termvisions for DH. Problems of resource, a lack of local authority willingness to takeon financial risk, and a lack of interested private investors led to a feeling ofreliance on funding to enable any form of action. One interviewee stated:
“There is no way we could deliver this without ECO funding.” [LA1]The need for external funding in this development approach meant that plannedprojects remained at the mercy of political changes in policy. During the 12-monthspan of this first phase of data collection, there was a significant reduction in thescale of ECO funding (OFGEM., 2014).In addition, projects must also conform to the criteria of whichever fundingscheme is being accessed. Project viability is, therefore, ultimately determined bythe funding criteria rather than by the strategic objectives of a city or region-wideenergy plan.
“I think the projects have probably just evolved as and when funding has
become available.” [LA5]There was evidence of social housing managers and energy companies workingtogether to develop schemes, enabling them to meet their respectiveresponsibilities in terms of housing quality standards and the obligations underECO. However, these actions were not linked to long-term visions for DH andinstead led to stand-alone, small-scale projects. This approach had been used to getsmall stand-alone projects off the ground, and offered an opportunity to supportmany of the social visions held by local actors in the short-term. However, itsvulnerability to policy changes had potential to hinder projects with developmenttimes of many years and made it difficult to form a basis for long-term strategicplanning for DH.
Commercial approachA second DH development approach involved demonstrating the potential forcommercially viable projects through use of heat mapping and stakeholder
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engagement. Consultants were used to conduct energy masterplanning andfinancial viability studies to identify opportunities in an area. Viable business caseswere determined by their ability to deliver a commercial level of financial profit oninvestment. Evidence of this opportunity could then be used to attract privatesector investment from district heating energy companies to deliver projects intheir area without requiring the local authority to take on the risks and financialburdens of development themselves. Within this study a regional authority tookthis approach on behalf of a number of local authorities in their region, rather thanan individual local authority.
“We would identify the opportunity and then we could go out to the market
and say “look, we think we’ve got an opportunity in [X] town centre, for
instance. Are you interested in working with us to develop the opportunity?”[RA1]The Heat Network Delivery Unit (HNDU) seemed to primarily support thiscommercial development approach. Over £9 million of funding had been awardedto 90 local authorities across England and Wales since January 2014 to enablethem to conduct feasibility studies and develop business plans “which can be usedto attract commercial investment” for DH projects (UK Government, 2014) . As aresult, there had been an increase in the commissioning of consultants to carry outheat-demand mapping studies to identify the most commercially viable sites8. Forthe actors interviewed here, heat maps focused predominantly on techno-economic criteria, with the aim of identifying potential for commercially viableschemes where private financial investment could be attracted. There was littleinclusion of social or environmental criteria in these examples. This is clearly atodds with many of the local authorities’ articulated visions for DH. However, thefunctionality of heat maps is dependent on the data that is included and thequestions that actors apply them to. There is therefore potential for the utilisationof heat maps to be adapted to a range of priorities.
8 70 out of 115 successful local authorities were funded to commission heat mapping activities(accounting for 9% of allocated HNDU funding) between 2013 and 2015 (CAG consultants, 2015)
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Strategic approachThe final approach described within the local authority interviews was thestrategic approach. Many local authority visions focused on these larger scaleschemes that were able to realise the broader set of benefits for their area, ratherthan focusing solely on project-based rates of financial returns. This approach usedstrategic energy planning to coordinate a phased rollout of DH, with expansion andinterconnection of networks over time. Interviewees cited visions of projects thatlinked mixed demand portfolios with multiple low carbon heat sources, forexample linking dense housing, commercial sites such as shopping and leisurecentres with potential heat sources from industrial and waste heat sources, as wellas thermal storage for balancing of intermittent heat sources. As previouslyhighlighted, this type of DH network that extends across a large area, drawing onmultiple heat sources, is likely to bring greater economic and environmentalbenefits to the energy system as a whole (Woods et al., 2005). The strategicapproach is also supported by lessons from Denmark which highlight the benefitsof a locally-coordinated development approach based upon a plan using socio-economic criteria for determining the optimum level of DH provision for a givenarea (Chittum and Østergaard, 2014).Actors recognised that this approach required some form of ‘cross-subsidy’between the most commercially viable sites with high heat-demand densities (e.g.new-build commercial developments) and other sites (e.g. retrofitting intodomestic housing) that offer wider social and environmental benefits. Onepractical way actors saw to achieve this type of development was by retaining aform of local authority ownership in new schemes, and then re-investing theprofits from initial schemes into those that were perceived as higher risk to privateinvestors. They also sought to use large public sector heat loads such as museums,civic buildings, schools and leisure centres (often already under local authoritymanagement) as anchor loads to enable the viability of retrofit schemes or toexpand existing networks.
“The council is currently very keen to invest in something like this to obviously
generate revenue so we can maintain our level of governance around how it is
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developed in the future. We don’t want to just give it away to a developer who
just wants to cherry-pick.” [LA3]“[We are] very keen to have a stake in whatever we build so we’re looking to
invest in it” [LA2]This strategic development approach was clearly an ambition for some of the localauthorities interviewed in the study. However, within this analysis there was noevidence that this strategic approach had progressed from ambition through todelivery for any of the actors.
“We have certain key areas in [the city] that we want to look at for putting a
district heating network across [the city], you know, almost like a web
approach with the areas that we look to target, but we’re really only at a
discussion stage.” [LA3]The role of the local authority within project development was a key challenge formany actors. Although retaining at least some ownership in schemes offered thelocal authority an influence over the direction of future plans for expansion, it alsorequired significant commitment of resource and shouldering of risk.
“So I suppose we are in two minds about that because on the one hand it is
very tempting to get someone to come in and just make the investment and
own and operate and we will just take the energy, presumably at reduced
costs for the agreed time. But we can access finance much cheaper than a lot
of other companies who would probably want to buy into it in another way.
So it’s likely to be a partnership instead of someone just coming in to invest
and say yes, that’s how we sell energy. But yes, there are lots of different ways
of doing it and we haven’t got a preferred one at the moment.” [LA2]
5.3.3. Barriers to local authorities taking a strategic development approachThe interview analysis highlighted a number of barriers that prevented localauthority actors from adopting the more strategic mixed development approach.The emerging themes supported many of the findings of a study undertaken forthe UK Government focusing on barriers to development of DH in the UK (BRE etal., 2013).
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A lack of staff resource came out consistently throughout the interviews. Budgetcuts and regular restructuring, as a result of austerity measures, meant that therewas often a lack of internal capacity to deliver essential activities such asstakeholder engagement. In addition, although the local authority intervieweeswere committed to developing DH, their work was not always supported orunderstood by their senior managers or by other departments. For one localauthority, where senior-level support was present, the impact of austerity budgetcuts was felt to be a threat to a long-term commitment to activities on DH.
“The city council is undergoing major changes in terms of budget cuts and
senior management. They’re restructuring. …We may have to start… well,
almost start over again, convincing the new senior management team that
this is the right thing to do.” [LA3]All of the local authorities interviewed were new to the process of DH developmentand they sought advice and guidance where available. The support and fundingoffered by the UK Government’s Heat Network Delivery Unit (HNDU) was clearlyvalued by local authority officers. In particular, it offered them connections toother local authorities with similar challenges to themselves, enabling peer-learning through sharing of experiences on key issues such as financing ofschemes, business models and planning policy. However, despite the recognition ofthe positive impact of HNDU by the interviewees, they did not see the supportprovided from HNDU as supporting a full strategic approach. For example,realising social benefits with DH was not recognised explicitly in the HNDU fundingapplication criteria, and instead commercial profitability was emphasised (DECC,2014). The effect of this was evident, for example, in one of the experiences of theinterviewed local authority actors, where fuel poverty was cited as an explicitobjective of their work on DH, but was omitted as a factor for consideration intheir heat mapping and energy master-planning specification to consultants. Thistype of narrow focus on commercial viability of projects had potential to hinderstrategic approaches over the long term.The issue of lack of internal staff resource was also not addressed by the HNDUsupport package. Local coordination and facilitation were important for
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developing an understanding and appreciation of the potential of DH amongst localstakeholders. HNDU’s policy of encouraging widespread commissioning of reportsfrom consultants was succeeding in bringing in expertise on DH, but was notbuilding the capacities within local authorities for long-term activities9.
“I do understand for the really early stages and the very specific bits of work
that you want to work with consultants who know how heat networks
operate but we just want to use our project management team to project
manage this so that we’ve got the project management expertise from [LA2]
and the understanding of where our procurement rules are, but also to build
that expertise that would then allow us to do more in the future.” [LA2]Given the seeming importance of key ‘champions’ for driving forward schemedevelopments (Hawkey et al., 2013), it is possible that, without addressing theproblem of staff resource alongside enabling access to consultants and expertise,the extensive heat mapping and feasibility studies will not lead to projectdevelopment, let alone longer-term strategic planning of DH systems.Another barrier highlighted within the interviews centred on the fast-changingnature of UK national government policy. In the preceding years to this study,frequent changes of funding schemes and incentives for DH had undermined thedevelopment of schemes and had made long-term planning difficult. Given thecomplexity and long lead-in times of DH projects, the changes in support meantthat schemes could be undermined after significant amounts of work had alreadytaken place.
5.4. The role of non-local authority actorsAnalysis so far has focused on the visions and development approaches of localauthorities. This section considers the role of other actor-types involved in
9 In contrast to HNDU’s approach in England and Wales to focus on local level consultant reports,the Scottish Government has developed a heat-planning map for the whole of Scotland. Localauthorities in Scotland can therefore access the heat mapping information at address-levelresolution without needing to commission a consultant’s study. However, similar to England andWales, the capacities and resources available to local authorities are still constrained for using thisinformation to deliver new schemes.
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supporting or delivering DH development in the UK. Interviews were conductedwith 2 regional authorities [RA1, RA2], a city-based housing association [HA], a gasdistribution company [GD1] and two large energy companies [EC1, EC2] withsome activities dedicated to developing DH. In this case, the perspectives of thehousing association actor were linked closely to their local authority funding-driven approach and have therefore been presented in section 5.3.2. However,housing associations have also led scheme development themselves (e.g. CubeHousing Association, Glasgow (McCrone et al., 2014)). The roles of additionalsupporting actors were noted to ensure that these actors’ perspectives wereexplored in later stages of data collection where possible.
Public sector regional authoritiesThe regional authorities played facilitating roles over a number of local authorities.This enabled pooling of resources and sharing of skills and experiences betweenlocal authorities. Both had conducted heat mapping across multiple local authorityareas in order to support the process of project prioritisation. However, theirsupport for development approaches varied according to their regional andorganisational priorities. One regional authority had a focus on fuel povertyalleviation for residents. The other regional authority saw DH schemes as anopportunity to support economic growth in the region and supported acommercial development approach. The interviewee from this regional authorityidentified stimulating low-carbon economic growth as a key motivation forundertaking heat demand mapping and DH feasibility studies:
“At the moment [the RA] has four priorities of which one of them is to act as a
facilitator for a low carbon economy. As part of that we’re developing a low
carbon investment pipeline. […] [The projects] are low carbon but they
contribute to the growth in the economy.” [RA1]
Private sector actorsThe two energy company actors described their activity on DH as focused onlimited commercially viable projects or where they could meet their obligationsunder ECO.
“The analysis is primarily on the value of ECO. So it’s talked of in the way that
we know that it will give back benefits [to residents] but we have to be able to
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make it stack up financially through the ECO in order to be able to make it
deliver those benefits.” [EC1]The need for local authority leadership was highlighted as necessary to enable atransition from stand-alone, one-off projects.
“We understand the technical potential for district heating and providing and
improving things like waste to energy district heating. We can see the
technical case, but the commercial case really does require big deal
collaboration between local authorities to really up the ante with regards to
district heating in the UK.” [EC2]The gas distribution actor recognised a “potential” role for DH in a future lowcarbon energy system, but despite possessing a skill set for installing andmanaging pipe infrastructures, the actor was not involved in the delivery of anyDH projects. Instead, the research and innovation efforts of this gas distributioncompany focused on use of biogas within the existing gas network.
“District heating has got a potential role to play within that because actually
we’re going to need a wider portfolio of energy within the national and the
local mix than we do at present. And, there is a role for district heating as one
of the planks of that.” [GD1]In general, the private sector interviewees highlighted the challenges ofuncertainty and high risk surrounding the long-term future of DH in the UK.Projects needed to compete on an economic basis with the existing infrastructureof the gas network and individual building-level boilers. There was also no clearindication of the direction that future energy system developments would take interms of the energy efficiency levels of buildings and the implications of this for thelong-term heat demands upon which DH business cases rest. Uncertainty and riskwas felt to be too high to make financial investments within the existing context.
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5.5. Discussion
5.5.1. Mismatch between local authority visions and development
approachesThese pilot interviews showed local authorities held multiple visions for DH thatsought to deliver complex forms of value across a range of economic, social andenvironmental objectives. Local authority actors used their visions for DH toaddress key local concerns such as local political priorities and mandatedresponsibilities. In the context of austerity and cuts to local authority budgets, thiscould be seen as a bid for a stake of the limited staff and financial resources to bededicate to DH development activities. This tailoring of visions to local politicalpriorities supports the suggestions made by Berkhout (2006) that visions areresources that are deployed by actors to influence the direction of change in aparticular context. This contrasts with the concept of visions used in transitionsmanagement, where they are seen as independent of the actors and system intransition (Loorbach and Rotmans, 2006; Kemp et al., 2007).In practice, the interviewees did not have the agency to act directly according totheir articulated visions due to limited staff and financial resources. Althoughactors often recognised and articulated a need for a ‘strategic’ developmentapproach to deliver their visions, their existing agency to lead such an approachoften restricted them to taking funding-driven or commercial approaches, focusingon the development of stand-alone schemes with the hope that these wouldexpand and interconnect at a later point.The local authority interviewees in this study were largely reliant on support fromnational government to address resource and skills gaps. However, it did notappear that national government support mechanisms seeking to address some ofthe challenges faced by local authorities were succeeding in their objectives.Support through HNDU aimed to tackle the lack of expertise in local authorities,but the restricted focus of HNDU funding on consultancy expertise, withoutsimultaneously developing internal local authority capacity and expertise. Thiswas cited as a hindrance to developing a strategic approach to DH.
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As was discussed in the case study presented by Eames et al. (2006) about visionsfor the hydrogen economy in London, this pilot study demonstrates how thearticulation of visions is ultimately shaped by the dominant power structures andaccess to resources. Moving beyond the current opportunistic approaches ofcommercial returns or grant funding towards more local strategic coordination ofDH development is a key theme that both local authority and non-local authorityactors identified as important for enabling more widespread uptake of thetechnology and achieving its broad range of benefits. This requires a transitiontowards empowered local authorities with the appropriate capacities and powersto be able to deliver their strategic ambitions. A key theme for exploration withinlater empirical chapters and further discussion is therefore:What governance measures might allow actors to build up the agency toestablish and deliver more radical visions of change?
5.5.2. Identifying the focus of further research within the thesisThe overarching research question of this thesis asks how the experiences of DHdevelopment in Great Britain can offer lessons for governing a transition to DH.Based upon this initial exploration of the case study, which offered insights intothe drivers, visions and challenges of key actors involved in DH development inGreat Britain, three specific areas for further and more focused study to addressthe research question were identified. The first two areas were specific governingmeasures that were being used by actors within the case study to support the DHdevelopment process across local areas (heat maps and intermediary activities).The third area was the challenge of actor agency within the DH developmentprocess. As was outlined in chapter 1, the literature on governing niche processesto drive socio-technical transitions is used as a theoretical basis to explore theseareas in more detail. In particular, the concepts of shielding, nurturing andempowering processes (Smith and Raven, 2012). The three identified areas forfurther research, and their connection to the case study, are discussed in moredetail below:1) Heat maps were a simple form of tool applied in the early stages of DHdevelopment within the case study. The funding support available fromHNDU had enabled a large proportion of local authorities to have access to
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such a tool, and publicly available heat maps were also available online. Inthis study the heat maps were predominantly used to prioritise initialprojects using techno-economic criteria to identify commercially viableschemes (supporting the commercial development approach). Chapter 6explores the role and effectiveness of these heat maps in supporting nicheprocesses in the case study. In addition, an example heat map is developedthat seeks to better support niche processes and enables consideration ofbroader objectives beyond commercial viability.
2) The need to build actor networks to support the DH development wasanother key challenge identified within the pilot study. These networksplayed multiple roles, from transferring knowledge and best practicebetween local areas, pooling capacities and resources, and coordinatingmultiple local actors to enable cooperation for project delivery. Forexample, the traditional energy system actors interviewed within the study(represented by the energy company actors) highlighted their need for localauthorities to give a lead to enable a more commercially attractive case forDH. The housing association actor was also looking to their local authorityto offer the leadership to enable projects to be taken forward. However,lack of resource and capacity within local authorities to provide thiscoordination was a key barrier to a transition to DH taking place. Chapter 7explores the role of intermediary activities in supporting niche processesfor sharing learning and best practice within and between local niches. Itdraws on the existing literature on the role of intermediaries for deliveringnurturing niche processes, and contributes further to this body of literatureby exploring the role of intermediaries in delivering empowering processesas well.
3) Finally, chapter 8 focuses explicitly on the influence of actor agency overdelivery of niche processes. A key theme arising within the pilot study wasthe lack of agency of local authority actors within the incumbent UK energysystem regime for taking the strategic development approach they desiredto deliver their DH visions. In the context of fast changing government
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energy policy priorities and short-term funding cycles, public and privatesector actors alike were unable to develop a long-term approach to DH. As aresult they focused on small-scale, stand-alone DH projects with no clearmechanism for affecting more radical forms of change to enable large-scaledevelopment in the long term. The final results chapter (Chapter 8)explores the impacts of regime resistance on actors’ abilities to deliverniche empowering processes within the case study.
5.6. Chapter conclusionsThis pilot study highlighted the potential capacity of local authorities, situatedwithin the public sector, with an ability to link multiple forms of value and to linkup local actors to support the strategic development of DH. In the context of GreatBritain, this could mean moving beyond just the most commercially viableschemes to seek wider benefits around economic growth and carbon reduction.Within the pilot study, local authority visions for DH were shaped by their specificlocal context and sought to realise a broad range of social and environmentalbenefits as well as financial drivers. It is often recognised that DH, as adecentralised energy technology, needs to adapt to the local physical and technicalcontext, but these local differences in social and economic circumstances are notcommonly considered in the development process.Interviewees highlighted a need for a strategic development approach to enabledelivery of their complex visions for DH, but actors’ agency to deliver this type ofapproach was restricted due to challenges such as lack of resource and capacity.Instead, actors resorted to funding driven or commercial approaches to deliverstand-alone schemes with the hope of expansion at a later point. Existing policymeasures went some of the way to addressing local authorities’ lack of experienceand expertise in DH development, but the narrow focus on stimulating commercialviability of projects made it difficult to develop longer-term capacities to achievewider objectives with DH.Based upon this analysis, aspects of the case study have also been identified thatoffer an opportunity to contribute lessons for governing a transition to DH. These
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have been identified as: the role of heat mapping tools in supporting nicheprocesses (chapter 6), capacity building and knowledge sharing throughintermediary activities (chapter 7), and the influence of actors’ agency over thedelivery of niche processes (chapter 8). The following chapters therefore continuewith a more in depth investigation of these aspects of the case study.
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6. Heat mapping as a measure for
governing a transition to district
heating
6.1. IntroductionResponding to the areas of interest identified within chapter 5, this chapter focuseson the use of heat maps as a potential measure that could contribute to governing atransition to district heating (DH). The chapter is presented in two parts. Drawingon relevant literature on governing socio-technical transitions, and using aconceptualisation of DH development in Great Britain as taking place within nichespaces, the first part of the chapter explores how heat mapping is used by a rangeof local and regional authorities within the case study as a means of facilitating DHdevelopment. Based upon this empirical study, lessons are drawn for governing atransition to DH more broadly. The second part of the chapter moves away fromqualitative research and presents the design of a practical heat mapping tool whichresponds to recommendations for tool design made within the first half of thechapter. The tool aims to better support DH development within the context ofGreat Britain, specifically for projects seeking to alleviate fuel poverty. Advantagesand disadvantages of the example tool are discussed.
6.1.1. The use of heat maps to inform decision making for DHHeat maps provide spatial information about factors that influence the viability ofDH networks. They map a range of spatial data sources such as estimated heatdemand density, the locations and capacities of existing heat sources, as well asnon-technical indicators such as fuel poverty or income segments, building types(domestic / commercial / public), or building ownership (privately owned, privaterented, social rented).Heat maps can be used for two purposes:
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(1) At the early stage of development, to inform the identification andprioritisation of potential DH projects for developing further with detailedfeasibility studies;(2) And / or for strategic heat planning, to identify strategic areas for DHdevelopment to enable greater system benefits over the long term.The process of heat mapping for project identification seeks to reduce theuncertainty that surrounds making an investment of resource in developing aproject up to an investable standard. Figure 8 shows the DH development stages asan iterative process to identify a potential project and to reach delivery andoperation. Heat mapping tools are used for this purpose at the early stages ofproject development when uncertainties around projects are high.
Figure 8: The project development process of a DH scheme, “illustrating how the risk of project failure
should reduce as the project proceeds through the stages of development.” Indicated in red is where
area-wide heat mapping is undertaken during the pre-feasibility stage (diagram adapted from King
and Shaw (2010))Heat mapping tools can also be used to inform strategic energy planning. Theyenable energy planners to identify which technology solutions are most
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appropriate across a given area. For example, in Denmark, a country with a highpenetration of DH (67% in 2011(Euroheat & Power, 2013)), municipal authoritiesundertake heat planning, which is enforced through the designation of DH ‘heatzones’. Within these areas, heat customers can be compelled to connect to a DHnetwork, thereby significantly reducing the risk associated with making the initialcapital investment for a DH company to develop a new network (Chittum andØstergaard, 2014). The EU Energy Efficiency directive (Article 14) has alsoenforced each EU member state to create of a form of heat map as part ofundertaking a comprehensive assessment of their potential for efficiency inheating and cooling (EU, 2012).
6.1.2. Heat mapping in Great BritainRecognition of the potential of DH for meeting multiple energy challenges withinGreat Britain has led to increased interest and support for heat mapping activities.Local authorities have been highlighted by the UK and Scottish governments as keyactors that can play a strategic coordinating role and potentially a delivery role inprojects (DECC, 2013c; Scottish Government, 2015). As a result, both the UK andScottish Government actively encourage local authorities to make use of heatmaps.
“Heat mapping is a powerful way to visualise opportunities, to assess who
needs heat (demand) and where sources of heat might come from (supply),
and how these can be connected in an efficient way to reduce the cost of heat
supply and the carbon intensity of heat generation. It can also be used, in
combination with other spatial datasets, as a tool to focus on areas of need or
priority.” (Scottish Government, 2013)In England and Wales, the Heat Network Delivery Unit (HNDU) was set up withinDECC to offer support to local authorities in their work on DH. As part of the unit’swork, local authorities could apply for a portion of £7 million to support their workon DH development up to the investment stage of a project. This includes heatmapping, and 70 out of 115 successful local authorities were funded for thispurpose (accounting for 9% of allocated HNDU funding) between 2013 and 2015(Personal communication with HNDU and report by CAG Consultants, 2015). In
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Scotland, the Heat Network Partnership offers support to local authorities in theiruse of the Scottish Heat Map.Previously, the focus on gas and electricity in the UK has meant that heat mapshave not been part of energy system development and planning. Therefore,compiling relevant and accurate data can be challenging and time consuming, andsometimes the data needs to be estimated using modelling. The UK Government’sDepartment of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) commissioned development ofa basic heat map for England (DECC, 2012b) to begin to overcome this issue. Datafrom the map can be viewed spatially online and its data is shared with localauthorities through the public sector mapping agreement. It includes data onestimated heat demand (divided in public sector, commercial, industrial andresidential heat demand categories), along with data on existing CHP plants andthermal power plants. Data on water source heat potential was also added afterdata collection for this study took place. Similarly, the Scottish Governmentdeveloped a heat map for Scotland (Scottish Government, 2012), granting access tolocal authority officers to higher resolution data sets, as well as wider public datasets at a lower resolution.
6.1.3. Research questionsGiven the time and financial resources invested in heat mapping tools within thecase study, both in national level tools and local data collection and analysis, it isimportant to understand how and where heat mapping tools play a role ingoverning a transition to DH within the case study and where there are lessons forgoverning a transition to DH more broadly.As has been discussed in previous chapters, the case study of DH in Great Britainrepresents the early stage of a transition where actors involved in projectdevelopment seek to create supportive local conditions that enable successfuldelivery of new networks. Therefore, the literatures on the role of niches in drivinga transition present a useful theoretical basis for shaping the analyses conductedwithin chapters 6, 7 and 8. The DH development process is conceptualised as aprocess of niche creation and development. This chapter draws on the relevantliterature for governing niche processes set out in chapter 3, and in particular therole of niche shielding, nurturing and empowering processes (Smith and Raven,
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2012), to consider how heat mapping is used to drive a transition to DH within thecase study. Since the local actors utilising heat mapping tools in the case studyhave limited powers to introduce shielding measures, the analysis focusesprimarily on niche nurturing and empowering processes.Based upon this analysis, Part 1 of the chapter considers what lessons can bedrawn for governing a transition to DH in terms of supporting nurturing andempowering processes with heat mapping. In particular it considers how heatmapping tool design and functionality could better support these processes.The majority of the research presented within this thesis focuses on governancerecommendations drawing from socio-technical theories. However, theserecommendations are not often tested in practice within the research process, andmay face unexpected challenges when being implemented in the context of theincumbent regime. Part 2 of the chapter therefore takes a different focus to otherparts of the thesis. It explores how a heat mapping tool could meet therecommendations from part 1 of the chapter, and discusses the potentialchallenges of developing and implementing this in practice. In particular, it usesthe example of a heat mapping tool aiming to support development of DH for fuelpoverty alleviation.In summary, the following research questions are addressed within the chapter:Part 1:1. How does heat mapping support niche nurturing and empoweringprocesses within the case study?2. What lessons can be drawn from analysis of this aspect of the case studyfor governing a transition to DH?a. In particular, how can heat map tool design and functionalitysupport niche processes for governing a transition to DH?Part 2: 3. What is a potential methodology for designing a heat mapping tool forthe purpose of supporting niche processes4. What are some of the practical challenges that face development of heatmapping tools for this purpose?
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The rest of the chapter is structured as follows:
Part 1Section 6.2.1 outlines the theoretical literature used in the chapter, including widerliterature on tool-use in policy making. Section 6.2.2 presents the analyticalapproach used to explore the empirical data; section 6.2.3 gives an overview of theempirical qualitative data used in the study and discusses the data collectionmethods used; section 6.2.4 presents the results of analysis of the data to showwhere heat mapping tools are currently supporting delivery of nurturing andempowering niche processes; section 6.2.5 discusses these results in relation toth2 literature on tool-use in policy making, and 6.2.6 then goes on to draw lessonsfrom the study for governing a transition to DH in general.
Part 2In part 2, section 6.3.1 outlines the heat mapping tool design and methodology (amore detailed methodology for the tool is presented in appendix E) and section6.3.2 discusses how broader social and governance criteria were incorporated intothe tool. Section 6.3.3 presents and discusses 2 scenarios of different weightingsapplied to an example of the town of Cheltenham. Section 6.3.4 discusses how thepublically available tool has been utilised by stakeholders and makes suggestionsfor further work. Finally, section 6.4 summarises the key contributions in thechapter to the thesis research questions.
6.2. Part 1: Lessons for the use of heat mapping as a measure
to govern a transition to DHThis section presents part 1 of the chapter, which explores how heat mapping toolsare used to support niche nurturing and empowering processes within the casestudy. Based upon an analysis of empirical data from local and regional authoritieswithin the case study, lessons are drawn for approaches to governing a transitionto DH.
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DH development is conceptualised within the study as a form of niche creation. Asoutlined previously in chapters 1 and 3, the formation and development of nichescan play a crucial role in driving a transition to a new socio-technical regime(Kemp et al., 1998; Kemp et al., 2007). Smith and Raven (2012) set out theconcepts of niche nurturing and empowering processes as important aspects ofconsideration for governing a transition. Niche nurturing processes facilitatedevelopment of actors’ capacities and networks to enable application of aninnovation. Niche empowering processes support the diffusion of an innovationbeyond the protected niche space.This chapter considers heat maps as a form of decision support tool. Decisionsupport tools are a means of providing and structuring evidence to inform actors’decision making. Tools can vary in their levels of sophistication, from simple toolswhich consist of checklists or process steps that frame a decision, through toadvanced computational modelling tools which aim to offer understanding onmore complex system dynamics (Nilsson et al., 2008).The socio-technical transitions literature does not yet explicitly consider the roleof decision support tools in niche creation. However, tool-use for decision makinghas been considered extensively in other areas of the literature (Hughes, 2013;Nilsson et al., 2008; Radaelli, 2004; Radaelli, 2005). This chapter therefore drawson aspects of other bodies of literature to inform analysis and discussion.Specifically, it draws on the literature on bounded rationality in decision making,and the influence of context on tool-use in policy making. Relevant parts of thisliterature are outlined in the next section.
6.2.1. Part 1: Theoretical basis - Tool-use in decision makingThe theory of bounded rationality challenges the idea often assumed withineconomic theories that decision making is a linear, rational process that selects theoptimum action given all relevant information (Gigerenzer and Selten, 2002;Simon, 1955; Simon, 1957). Instead, bounded rationality recognises decisionmaking is shaped by the limits of actors’ cognitive capacities to gather andcompute information; as well as the structure of the environment in which thedecision is being made (Simon, 1957). Heuristics are used to overcome thechallenge of decision making in the context of “limited time, knowledge and other
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resources, in a world that is uncertain and changing” (p10. Gigerenzer and Selten,2002). They are established based upon social norms and imitation of other actorswithin the environment (Simon, 1957). Therefore, when considering the role ofdecision support tools, it is important to consider the place of decision supporttools within actors’ bounded rationality.Study of tool-use in policy making has highlighted the effect of bounded rationalityon the way tools are used in practice. Numerous tools have been developed tosupport the policy making process across different policy arenas. In particular, theadvancement of computing power in recent decades has enabled an increase in thenumber and range of modelling tools being developed (Keirstead et al., 2012).However, there are often problems of tool non-use, or where tools are used, theyare often applied for politically motivated reasons to support an existingpreference (Nilsson et al., 2008; Radaelli, 2004).For example, Radaelli (2005) reviewed applications of Regulatory ImpactAssessments (RIA) across EU countries (a form of tool to help decisions onregulatory approach). Although numerous countries incorporated use of RIA toolsinto their policy processes during the 1990s, the ways that it was applied variedfrom country to country. Radaelli (2005) points to the influence of political contextfor explaining these differences. He argues that a tool’s legitimacy must beestablished within the policy process to enable it have an impact. This requires agovernment to possess the capacity to establish “acceptable” answers to thequestions: “Who sets the assumptions within decision support tools? How are theydesigned? Why should the process be considered legitimate to all stakeholders?”(p.932, Radaelli, 2005). The application of tools can differ depending on when theyare being used within the policy process and who is using a tool. For example, apolitician may be looking to establish a consensus across stakeholders, or aneconomist may be concerned about efficiency (Radaelli, 2005). The existing policyculture in a country determined the point in the policy process where a tool couldbe applied. For example, Denmark used RIA early in the policy process to increasedialogue and build consensus across actors. France and Germany, on the otherhand, used RIA at the end of the policy process to add legitimacy to a decision thathad already been made. The RIA tool was designed with assumptions that suited
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the dominant political approach for those governments. Consideration of tool-useas a form of transition governance measure therefore needs to consider thepolitical and institutional context of where niche creation is taking place.Nilsson et al. (2008) consider the growing use of policy assessment tools in ex-antepolicy making. They consider the range of tools, from simple to sophisticated, thatare used within case studies from the UK, Sweden, Germany and the EuropeanCommission, to assess in which contexts different types of tools are mostinfluential to the policy making process. They highlight how, within their casestudies, tools were “likely to be selected primarily on the basis of organisationalroutines and standard practices, and on the expectation that they will produceevidence that speaks directly to, and supports, the core beliefs of governingcoalitions” (p.352, Nilsson et al., 2008). They found that actors particularly madeuse of ‘simple’ tools because they had more predictable outcomes that actors couldanticipate and use when it supported their agenda. Tool use was also encouragedby actors seeking to have involvement in, and influence, the policy process. Theywould develop forms of policy assessment tools as a means to legitimise theirplace in the policy process (Nilsson et al., 2008). These findings highlight howactors are unlikely to voluntarily embrace the use of a particular tool unless theyfeel it will support their current agenda and objectives.
6.2.2. Part 1: Analytical approachIn order to address the research questions within this chapter, niche nurturing andempowering processes are explored using a framework based upon the conceptsof strategic niche management (Kemp et al., 1998). As outlined in detail in chapter3, strategic niche management is a means to create a protective and supportiveniche environment that enables actors to experiment with and develop aninnovation to demonstrate its viability for widespread uptake (Kemp et al., 1998).In the terminology used to describe governing of niches by Smith and Raven(2012), strategic niche management is a form of niche nurturing process.Considering the three objectives of strategic niche management, summarised bySchot and Geels (2008) for strategic niche management, it is possible to conceive ofa potential contribution of decision support tools for each of these aims:
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1. Development of a network of actors to support the technology –Decision support tools could be used to help instigate and structuredialogue between key actors, building understanding and establishing aconsensus on the need for actions.2. Improvement in the required skills and technology adaptations for
widespread uptake of the technology – Decision support tools could beused to support inexperienced actors to perform activities such as technicalanalysis or system planning. This could drive technology adaptations andimprove the skills of key actors.3. Understanding of the technology’s values – Decision support tools coulddemonstrate the potential benefits and impacts of a technology before it hasbeen implemented.In addition, the work is concerned with exploring approaches to delivery of nicheempowering processes. A fourth objective is therefore added for consideration:4. Delivering empowering processes for wider system change – Decisionsupport tools could provide evidence for wider system change, for exampleby highlighting the links between an innovation technology and the widerenergy system.The examples given here are by no means exhaustive, but are included to illustratethe potential of decision support tools for supporting the process of strategic nichemanagement.Analysis of the empirical data was conducted using a method of thematic analysis(Braun and Clarke, 2006), using an initial phase of coding structured according tothese four objectives to explore the role of heat mapping in supporting nichenurturing and empowering processes. Based upon this analysis, the discussion insection 6.6 draws on the literatures on tool-use in policy making to consider howtool-use was being affected by bounded rationality of actors and the context inwhich they were working. Lessons are drawn for the use of heat mapping as ameasure to govern a transition to DH.
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6.2.3. Part 1: Empirical dataThe analysis in this chapter focused solely on UK local authorities’ use of heatmapping. Local authorities are not the only actors that might make use of heatmapping tools. However, their key coordination role within the DH developmentprocess means that they offer a useful focus for this analysis. They have also beenactively encouraged and supported by the UK and Scottish governments to useheat mapping tools in their work on DH.The chapter builds on work undertaken during a research project supported by theChesshire-Lehmann Fund10, which the author co-delivered with two otherresearchers. The project made an initial exploration of the role of heat mappingtools in supporting DH development for the purposes of alleviating fuel poverty(Bush et al., 2014). Data collected within this Chesshire-Lehmann funded projectformed part of the first phase of data collection within the thesis. A detaileddescription of the project and its link to the work in this thesis is included inchapter 4.This part of the chapter uses empirical data from 11 UK local authorities and 3regional authorities to inform analysis of heat mapping use to support nicheprocesses (an aspect that was not explored within the Chesshire-Lehmann work).More details of data collection are outlined in section 6.2.3.The data used in this chapter was sourced from all three phases of data collectionconducted for the thesis (c.f. chapter 4), drawing on data from local and regionalauthority actors. Phase 1 of data collection formed the initial basis of the analysis,using semi-structured interviews with 5 local authority actors and 2 regionalauthority actors. These sets of interviews had a specific section dedicated to thefunctionality and application of heat maps. Appendix D details the specific heatmapping-related questions used within these interviews. In addition, data fromphases 2 and 3 of data collection were also included where use of heat maps was
10 The Chesshire-Lehmann Fund was set up to support research into issues surrounding fuelpoverty (http://www.chesshire-lehmann.co.uk). It is administered by the charity National EnergyAction. The project funding of £5,000 covered costs of travel for conducting interviews, interviewtranscription, the creation of a video to communicate the results of the research to relevantstakeholders, and contributed towards the costs of creating an online mapping tool.
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discussed as part of wider conversations (within the decision theatre for phase 2data and within semi-structured interviews in phase 3). Although specificquestions related to heat mapping were not included as part of phases 2 and 3 ofdata collection, use of heat mapping tools was a recurring theme within answers tonon-heat mapping related questions. The questions used to structure interviewswithin phase 3 of data collection can also be viewed in Appendix G. In total, datafrom 11 local authority actors (5 from Scottish local authorities [Coded as: SLA1,SLA2, SLA3, SLA4, SLA5] and 6 from English local authorities [Coded as: ELA1,ELA2, ELA3, ELA4, ELA5, ELA6]) and 3 regional level authorities were included inthe analysis [Coded as: RA1, RA2, RA3]. Data included in the study was collectedbetween May 2013 and August 2015.As has been outlined previously, actors were selected who took a lead or an activerole on DH within their local authority, and had begun to engage with heatmapping activities. A range of experience levels were sought, to ensure there wasrepresentation within the data set of actors with operating DH schemes through tothose at the early stages of developing a project..
6.2.4. Part 1: ResultsThis section presents results of the thematic analysis conducted on the data set.The role or functions of heat mapping tools were explored for each aspect of theanalytical framework. Table 5 summarises the identified roles and functions thatheat mapping tool use is making to these aims in the case study. The followingsections presents the identified themes and accompanying evidence for eachaspect of the table.
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Table 5: Summary of the applications and uses of heat mapping tools for achieving the aims of strategic
niche management in DH development in the UKEstablishing newactor networks Skills and technologyimprovement Demonstratingtechnology value Deliveringempoweringprocesses
Stakeholderidentification;Stakeholderengagement.
Introducing the DHdevelopment processto new actors with astructured activity;Increasing actorconfidence
Evidence base fromheat maps reduceduncertainty aboutproject techno-economic viabilityInclusion of relevantdata sets enabled heatmaps to considersocial andenvironmentalbenefits alongsidetechno-economicviability.
Evidence base toinform planning of astrategic approach toDH development,expansion andinterconnection.
Establishing new actor networksBuilding strong local actor networks, initially reliant on trust and cooperationwere seen as a crucial part of the DH development process. Project plans oftenrelied on a small number of large anchor loads that provided the basis for a reliableand predictable business case. Stakeholder engagement was therefore animportant part of the development process, to build up a trusted commitment to aproject and enable development of an investable business case
“There is always an inherent risk in the process, […] because for instance, your
stakeholder suddenly says he’s not interested in being involved in that…and he
was going to take 75% of your heat. So it can die a death there.” [RA3]Actors within the study used the outputs from heat map analyses, as well as thedata collection process undertaken to feed into heat maps, as a basis forstakeholder identification and engagement. The process acted as a mechanism fora focused approach to stakeholder engagement with key stakeholders such as
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managers of sites with large heat demand loads that might act as key anchor loadsfor a scheme. The data collection process in particular helped to initiateconversations.Heat maps were also used as a communication tool within the stakeholderengagement process, providing a visualisation of the potential opportunity toactors who could be unfamiliar with the technology. This visual tool enableddialogue and building of mutual understanding about the priorities and constraintsof other actors.
“It’s an incredibly visual thing. […] To have everybody round the table and
have a visual tool which shows them exactly where they are, spatially in
relation to everyone else and everybody else’s agendas. […] The links were
very obvious within this.” [SLA3]
They were also seen as useful for promoting DH opportunities to potential privateinvestors.
“Our colleagues in economic development and planning can see the benefits of
[the heat map] and how we could really use it as a tool to attract investment
in the city.” [SLA5]
A challenge for utilising heat mapping tools for stakeholder engagement was thatthis function relied upon local authorities having sufficient staff resource and skills.Contacting stakeholders for data collection took up large amounts of actors’ timeand data was often inaccessible for reasons of commercial confidentiality or lack oftrust.
“A constraint is to actually find time to use the tools. We have used some of the
modelling tools in the past but normally just gotten in student expertise or
student labour in to help with using some of them. Sometimes we use
consultants to use them for us as well.” [ELA2]
“Even some big public sector organisations are reluctant to tell you what their
building consumption is. It is nuts.” [ELA1]
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Commissioning of consultants was used to overcome these resource constraints.Conducting mapping exercises over a regional scale, combining several localauthority areas, also offered resource savings for individual local authorities.However, in-house resource was still needed to maintain momentum over the longdevelopment time of DH projects.“You do want to maintain an element of in house, if you’re going to be able to
sustain it.” [ELA2]
In addition, identification of key stakeholders was often a balance between theevidence provided by the heat map and local knowledge of the risks of workingwith particular partners. Knowledge of the political context and stakeholders’attitudes towards DH often formed the strong influence over project prioritisation,over technical outputs from the heat map. For example, public sector heat loadswere often prioritised because of a perception that there was more potential toinfluence their decisions than private actors.
“So the very first thing is that quick technical field, to make sure that you’ve
got enough heat density in the area. Then I suppose it is looking at knocking
out some of the barriers […] How much does the council own? How much can
we guarantee that we can connect to? Then I suppose, looking at other heat in
the area.” [ELA2]
Without embedding capacities for making use of heat mapping tools within thelocal authorities, this need for combining technical information with knowledge ofthe local context is more difficult to achieve.
Skills and Technology ImprovementHeat maps offered a form of learning to local actors engaging with DH for the firsttime. They offered an initial structured activity for local authority officers to beginto build up their understanding and confidence, and the mapping outputs providedan easily understandable, visual representation of the DH potential across a givenarea.
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“It’s building confidence isn’t it? We know we’ve got some resource, but is it
that or is it that?” [ELA1]
The levels of uncertainty associated with the technology caused debate about therequired level of data detail and heat map functionality. Some actors wantedincreased heat mapping functionality to gain an earlier indication about whether aproject was going to be financially viable. They were looking for ways to reassurethemselves that the time and financial resources they were investing in developinga project were likely to be successful in the end.
“It would be absolutely fantastic if you had a tool that was fairly
straightforward to use, and used data that was granular enough, that you
could plan a network […] with some payback and carbon savings, and revenue
generation and basic IRR, and net present value.” [ELA1]However, other actors suggested that this was not realistic at this stage in thedevelopment process.
“I think at this stage, if you did go down to the nitty-gritty, what value would
you place on those figures? They would be plucked out of the air because you
are at such an early stage of feasibility.” [RA3]
The skills required to be able to use heat mapping tools for any of these purposeswas another important influence over the extent and manner of tool use. Localauthority officers leading on heat mapping for DH did not always have access tostaff with Geographical Information Systems (GIS) skills. This made interrogatingheat mapping tools without the help of consultants difficult.
“Currently in the public sector there are major cuts. Front line schools and
social care are unlikely to be cut, but back office services, which might include
people who look at GIS and do those sorts of things, are highly likely to be cut.
So even in the time I’ve set up the project up, I have had a huge turnover of key
officers. So even the ones I trained up and got interested have moved on in
some cases already, and I have only been in eight months” [RA2]
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Demonstrating technology valueActors saw heat mapping tools as a potential source of evidence to informprioritisation of project opportunities, building business cases and persuadingrelevant stakeholders of the potential opportunity presented by a project. This wasa form of prospective demonstration of technology value.
“I think it gives you more evidence, and evidence is useful if you’re writing
applications and trying to make a business case” (ELA5)However, the effectiveness of heat mapping tools for demonstrating DH technologyvalue was limited by the functionality of the tool and the credibility and resolutionof heat map data. For example, eligibility of projects for funding support was animportant consideration within the project prioritisation process that was notalways included as a data set for heat map analysis. In dense heat demand areas,high data resolution was needed to be able to make useful project prioritisationand stakeholder identification decisions. However, for reasons such as data gaps orcommercial sensitivity of data, this detail was not always available and had to bemodelled or assumed.“Getting down to the building level data is impossible. […] DECC have talked to
the Big 6, but you just can’t get to that level of detail to be able to just put it up
on a map and say, ‘if you target these buildings…’ ” [ELA1]Data accuracy was also a problem for heat demand in fuel poor households, whereoccupants were known to under-heat their homes. Within an analysis based uponheat demand density, an area with high levels of fuel poverty could seem lesseconomically-suitable for DH than if occupants were able to afford to use the levelof heat they needed. This could also have an impact on system sizing in later stagesof project development in areas of high fuel poverty, where heat demands couldchange depending on the affordability of the heat price.As was explored in Chapter 5, many local authorities’ drivers and visions for DHfocused on exploiting these potential wider benefits of DH. However, although heatmaps had the potential functionality to explore these wider types of value, themaps developed for local authorities did not always include relevant sets of data,
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and instead, they focused on techno-economic criteria alone11 (estimated heatdemand density, existing heat supply sources, highlighting large heat demandusers). ‘Best practice’ guidance from HNDU also did not encourage consideration ofthese wider factors in any explicit way. Guidance for the fund states that bids fromlocal authorities are assessed on “local authority capacity and commitment andwhether the project is likely to become a credible prospect for commercial/financial development.” (p.14, DECC, 2014).
Delivering empowering processes for wider system changeHeat maps had the potential to support niche empowering processes by providingan evidence base for long-term strategic DH plans across a district. For example,Denmark uses an approach of DH ‘heat zoning’, where local authorities holdpowers for designated heat zones to require connections to schemes if necessary.These powers enabled Danish local authorities to plan where DH was most usefulfor the energy system over the long term and ensure implementation of theseplans (Chittum and Østergaard, 2014).Analysis of this UK case study showed that although heat maps were not currentlyused to their full potential, some local authority interviewees had begun to useheat maps to inform planning policy for new developments. Use of the maps forplanning policy enabled DH planning to be linked with new-build developments,highlighting opportunities for expansion and interconnection with existingschemes. This approach sought to use new-build developments as a catalyst toenable expansion of networks to retrofit areas at a later point. In addition, energymasterplanning exercises for specific areas of potential were also informed by datafrom heat maps.
11 In Scotland, where the political priorities for heat policy focused strongly on fuelpoverty, the functionality had been built into the Scottish Heat Map andconsideration of these factors alongside techno-economic considerations wasbeginning to be actively encouraged.
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However, even this restricted form of strategic planning for DH, focusing onplanning policy for new builds and energy masterplanning for specific sites,proved challenging to deliver in practice. For example, actors often struggled towrite planning policies of sufficient strength to require installation of schemes.“We really don’t have [the ability to require developments to implement DH]
yet. We could write a policy saying it is a requirement and you must do it.
That’s probably a challengeable policy if we were to write it in that way. So at
the moment what we are doing is encouraging and trying to cajole them,
rather than require something to happen.” [SLA3]There were no activities that supported strategic planning for retrofitting ofschemes. As a result, retrofitting projects were mainly limited to social housing andpublic sector buildings where there were large heat loads and local authorities hadexisting relationships and influence with decision makers.
6.2.5. Part 1: DiscussionThis section returns to the chapter’s research questions to discuss (i) the role ofheat mapping tools for supporting niche nurturing and empowering processeswithin the case study; (ii) lessons for how heat mapping tools can supportgoverning of a transition to DH in general. The following sections discuss thefindings and lessons from the analysis first for nurturing processes, followed byempowering processes. Finally, section 6.2.6 considers lessons from the analysisspecifically for heat map tool design to enable them to better support nicheprocesses.
The contribution of heat maps for supporting nurturing processesThe role of heat mapping tools for supporting niche nurturing processes wasexplored through considering a framework for strategic niche management. Theanalysis showed that heat maps could provide an evidence base to demonstratethe technology’s value to stakeholders, who were often unfamiliar with itscapabilities. They could help to identify where stakeholder engagement needed totake place to build supportive actor networks around the technology. Heat mapscould also support learning processes by providing a structured activity toincrease niche actors’ understanding of the technology.
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In general, heat maps provided an evidence base to inform and support decisionson project prioritisation, often demonstrating the technology’s techno-economicpotential. Unsurprisingly, actors considered factors that were not reflected in theirheat maps, and decision making also relied on a significant element of knowledgeabout stakeholders’ existing attitudes, the state of existing relationships and theirattitude to risk (a demonstration of the importance of context and boundedrationality in decision making (Gigerenzer and Selten, 2002)). Heat maps were notthe sole basis for project prioritisation and in some cases had little influence overthe final outcome.Where capacities and skills to use the heat maps were not available internallywithin local authorities, the reliance on external consultants meant there waspotential for a disconnect between analysis and use of the heat map andknowledge of the local context and stakeholder relationships. A potential forincreasing the relevance and impact of heat mapping tools for creating supportiveDH actor networks lies with embedding the resources and skills to make use ofthem within local authorities, rather than relying on external consultant support.Local authorities’ capacities to utilise heat mapping tools to support nurturingprocesses varied and depended on local contextual factors. For example, use ofdetailed heat maps required access to GIS skills, staff resource and cooperationacross local authority departments and external local stakeholders to enableinclusion of detailed and accurate data. These types of factors were largelydetermined by the historical context and priorities of the local authority as theyhad responded to budget cuts. Embedding use of heat mapping tools was thereforemore challenging to achieve in some areas than others.The functionality of the heat mapping tool determined the extent to which it couldbe used to demonstrate the range of values that might be sought from a DH project.As Nilsson (2008) points out, actors tend to use tools in policy making that “speakto the existing core beliefs” or the organisations and stakeholders they are seekingto influence. The choice of data considered within heat maps was thereforeimportant for enabling the tool to be useful within the specific local context;enabling actors to prioritise projects and demonstrate the value of the technology
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according to their own local priorities. However, the choice of data sets within heatmaps was predominantly aimed at identifying the most commercially viableschemes, rather than considering local stakeholder priorities for DH.Based upon these discussions, a recommendation to increase the impact of heatmapping tools for supporting niche nurturing processes would be: (a) ensure thata range of data sets that reflect criteria beyond techno-economic priorities areincluded within heat mapping tools to enable decision makers to explore multiplescenarios; (b) to develop a programme of support within local authorities aroundheat mapping tools to provide relevant skills to actors looking to make use ofthem; (c) as an intermediate step, develop a simple, easy-to-use heat mapping toolthat enables interrogation of publically available data sets by actors without GISskills. This would allow elements of heat maps to be explored and utilised not justby local authority actors with access to the right software and skills, but by widerset of local authorities and local stakeholders considering being involved in ascheme as a heat anchor load or heat supply source. A potential design for such atool is presented and discussed in part 2 of this chapter.
The role of heat maps in supporting niche empowering processesAs demonstrated in countries such as Denmark, heat mapping tools have thepotential to form an evidence base for local strategic planning for DH (Chittum andØstergaard, 2014). This type of strategic planning can be used alongside regulatorypowers or incentives to drive development of large scale, interconnected networksthat offer larger benefits for the wider energy system (Woods et al., 2005). Use ofheat mapping for local strategic planning could therefore be seen as a form of nicheempowering process within the case study.The analysis here has shown that the application of heat maps within the casestudy for this purpose was mainly limited to informing planning policy for newbuild developments. Aside from this, local authority actors had little powers orcapacities to deliver strategic plans for retrofit areas.As Radaelli (2005) highlighted, the influence of tools within decisions is dependenton the legitimacy of the tool with the stakeholders acting upon its information. Forexample, it was important that stakeholders recognised a tool’s assumptions and
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criteria as appropriate for their local context. It appears that within the UK context,the legitimacy of heat mapping, and the role of DH in general, has not yet been fullyestablished. As a result, local authorities making use of heat mapping to informnew build planning policy did not yet feel confident that they held a sufficientlyrobust evidence base that would enable them to require DH development withinlocal planning policy. This concern was reinforced by cases of new-builddevelopers seeking to challenge planning policy where it was in place.One way to build up the legitimacy of heat mapping for informing local DHstrategic planning would be to designate nationally recognised and transparentcriteria for use in DH strategic heat planning. The formation of these criteria wouldneed to take account of both local and national priorities and visions for DH toestablish an acceptable balance for both local niche actors and national objectives.Some form of stronger enforcing powers for local authorities to enable delivery ofthese plans would also likely be required. However, in the context of fast changingnational energy policy approaches, it is likely that establishing this kind of long-term approach could be challenging in practice in the context of resistance tochange from established industry actors. This theme is picked up again in chapter8, where the influence of regime resistance on actor agency is explored in detail.
6.2.6. Part 1: Lessons from the case study on heat map tool design and
functionality for supporting niche processes for governing a transition
to DHThe analysis has highlighted some of the challenges faced by actors seeking todevelop DH in the context of a regime where it is not yet established within theenergy system. In particular, local authorities seeking to utilise heat mapping toolsto support the development process of projects had limited access to skills andresources to embed use of the tools into their approach. As was suggested in theprevious discussion on the role of heat mapping to support niche nurturingprocesses, a simple tool suitable for use by actors without GIS skills, based uponpublically available data sets, could serve many of the important functions of a heatmapping tool for supporting niche nurturing processes at the early stage of DHdevelopment.
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In particular, it could be used to demonstrate the potential value of a DH networkto local actors and support the stakeholder engagement process by enabling earlyidentification of potentially important actors and informing early discussions ofpotential scenarios and priorities for DH. A key opportunity for heat map tooldesign adjustments would be to include a breadth of data sets into the tool toenable users to reflect the priorities of their local decision makers beyond techno-economic factors. Alongside wider inclusion of data sets, building in toolfunctionality that allows actors to subjectively weight each data set according tothe local priorities, could enable exploration of a greater number of scenarios toinform strategic decision making beyond specific project development.Such a tool could only act as a guide and stimulus for discussion at the early stagesof planning, rather than forming the basis of an investment decision. However, thisform of simple heat mapping tool could support development of skills,understanding and building of local actor networks from an early stage in theprocess and could embed the principles and skills for heat mapping for laterphases of energy master planning and feasibility studies.To summarise, part 1 of this chapter argues that there is potential to adjust theheat mapping tool design and functionality to better support the process of DHdevelopment and strategic niche managent. Such a tool should:i. Be quick and simple to learn how to use, without requiring specialist GISskills;ii. Consider data sets that indicate wider types of value than just techno-economic indicators of viability, using existing and easily accessible datasources;iii. Encourage dialogue between stakeholders during the project prioritisationprocess.Incorporating these aspects into heat mapping functionality would enable localactors to adapt the mapping tools to their own context and embed them into theirlocal decision-making process. This would also familiarise DH niche actors withthis form of tool-use, to enable its application during later stages of nichedevelopment for long-term strategic planning for DH. The next section presents an
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example of a heat mapping tool that was designed and developed to fulfil theseprinciples, specifically considering development of DH for alleviation of fuelpoverty.
6.3. Part 2: Developing a heat mapping tool to support niche
processes in the case studyThis part of the chapter demonstrates an example of a heat mapping tool designthat can meet the specifications outlined in part 1 of the chapter. The design of thetool responds to the findings of part 1 of this chapter (presented in section 6.2.6)and specifically aims to help users to incorporate consideration of opportunities toreduce fuel poverty into their DH development process. The tool design isevaluated and some practical challenges that face development of heat mappingtools are highlighted.
6.3.1. Part 2: Summary of the heat mapping tool designThe heat mapping tool, called the Leeds Heat Planning Tool, was developed as partof the project exploring DH and fuel poverty funded by the Chesshire-Lehmannfund. The tool was originally developed within Microsoft Excel. However, usingpart of the funding from the Chesshire-Lehmann trust, combined with supportfrom Energy Leeds impact funding, a software developer was commissioned todevelop it into an interactive online version which can be viewed and used on thefollowing website:http://sure-infrastructure.leeds.ac.uk/leedsheatplanningtool/(The online version of the tool was developed according to the tool designspecified by the present author, with no input from the software developer into thetool’s functionality).The tool incorporates a range of publically available data sets covering techno-economic indicators, alongside wider indicators of project risk and also potentialfor social benefits from projects (data used in the tool is listed in Appendix E). Thetool design provides the user with the means to incorporate multiple criteria intotheir heat mapping analysis by creating a score for the census output areas in a
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given local authority. Users can choose which indicators to consider within thescoring process, and weight different factors according to their local priorities. Thescoring is represented spatially with a thematic map, visualised in Google maps toenable connection with the geographical features of an area. Developing the tool inthis way enables it to be open access online and does not require specialist GISskills in order to use it. Figure 9 summarises the key stages in using the tool.Appendix E outlines in detail the method used within the tool.
Figure 9: Overview of the user-process for the Leeds Heat Planning Tool
6.3.2. Part 2: Going beyond techno-economic dataThe tool was designed to allow consideration of both techno-economic and socialcriteria. In order to select relevant indicators for local authority decision makers inEngland and Wales, these were identified based upon empirical evidence from theinterviews with local authorities, and further verified with data from a localauthority workshop discussion (Vanguards Network, 2013). This also enabledinclusion of some of the heuristics used by local authorities to overcomeuncertainty within the development process. These have been labelled as‘governance’ factors within the tool. Table 6 details the key indicators identified forinclusion.
4) Thematic representation of scoring projected onto Google Maps
3) Score is calculated for each census super output area
2) Indicators are weighted by the user
1) User selects the relevant indicators of techno-economic viability, social value and riskreduction they would like the tool to consider
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Table 6: Three categories of indicators used within the tool: techno-economic, governance and social
characteristicsTechno-Economic viability Governance Potential for achievingsocial valueHeat densityLarge heat demandsExisting heat generationsourcesSources of recoverable heatExisting DH networks
Building ownership:
 Public building
 Commercial building
 Domestic building:
o Social housing
o Private rented
o Owner-occupied
Existing heating typesIndices of multipledeprivation (such as healthissues and fuel poverty)Eligibility for ECO (CSCOareas)
Going beyond techno-economic data to include this broader set of indicatorsencourages local authorities to adjust their decision making process for theirspecific local context and priorities. It also reduces the risks perceived by decisionmakers by explicitly prioritising risk mitigation factors within the prioritisationprocess.The tool design aims to encourage stakeholder dialogue. The scoring system, withthe ability to add weighting and switch indicators on and off, encouragesexploration of different priorities. It also makes the strategic objectives for projectsmore explicit within conversations with local stakeholders. The next section givesan example of two different weightings used within the tool (one using onlytechno-economic indicators, and one including social indicators). Comparison ofthe two maps highlights where there are opportunities to develop schemes thatmight support fuel poverty alleviation versus where there opportunities forschemes that prioritise achieving maximum commercial rates of return.
6.3.3. Part 2: Application of the Leeds Heat Planning ToolFigure 10 presents an application of the Leeds Heat Planning Tool to two exampleweighting scenarios in the town of Cheltenham (chosen as an example of a mediumsized town that currently has no DH). By setting the tool in scenario 1 to consideronly techno-economic criteria it identifies areas in the town that offer the highestpotential for schemes to offer a commercial rate of return (the scoring of an area is
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indicated by its colour shade – the darker an area is shaded, the higher score it hasachieved under the selected weighting). When social characteristics are includedwithin the weightings, an area that previously seemed to be an isolatedopportunity becomes more interesting in terms of developing a project with fuelpoverty alleviation objectives. The capacity to change the weightings used in themapping make it possible for decision makers to consider and discuss the impactof different priorities on their approach to DH development.
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Scenario 2 includes indicators of fuelpoverty, the index of multiple deprivation,and eligibility for a form of governmentfunding within the weighting calculation foreach area.Including social criteria highlights thepotential of a site to the west of the towncentre, which includes a school and densesocial-housing, in addition to the originalarea of interest. It also highlights anopportunity to incorporate fuel povertyalleviation objectives into the area identifiedin scenario 1.
Scenario 1 gives weighting to areas withlarge heat demand users and highhousehold density – criteria that would beprioritised to identify the sites most likely tooffer a commercial rate of return.The area southeast of the town-centreappears to be a potential area for furtherexploration (including a hospital, swimmingpool and commercial shopping centres)
Scenario 1: Techno-economic criteriaFigure 10: Two heat maps of Cheltenham, produced using the Leeds Heat Planning Tool representing two distinct decision crit eria scenarios: 1) Considering only
techno-economic criteria, 2) including social criteria (Specific weightings used for each scenario are included in Appendix F).
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6.3.4. Part 2: The tool in practice and areas for further workThe Leeds Heat Planning Tool represents one example of how heat mapping tooldesign can be adjusted to offer greater support to the early stages of DHdevelopment. However, there are several limitations of the tool presented here:
 Lack of data availability was a significant challenge for representing keyindicators within the tool, as it is with all heat mapping exercises. This isparticularly acute for the heat density proxy used in this tool, where usersmust manually enter the locations of large, non-domestic heat demandusers. Data on potential sources of recoverable heat is also significantlylacking across the UK. This lack of appropriate data limits the potentialimpact of the tool
 The tool is only intended to offer an indication of potential, and does notattempt to indicate economic or technical viability. It should therefore beapplied carefully to stimulate and inform discussion at the early stages ofdevelopment only.
 Despite modifications to enable heat mapping tools to better supportstrategic niche management, it still relies on openness of users to embed itinto the decision making process through dialogue internally within thelocal authority and externally with local stakeholders.At this stage, the tool has not been formally tested with stakeholders, althoughthere are currently users from 44 distinct organisations registered to use it andinformal feedback has been received. 40% of registered users are from localauthorities. In addition, another 38% of registered users are from private energycompanies and consultancies (the remaining 22% of users were from universities).The range of actor types registered for the tools suggests that it is of widerrelevance to those other than local authorities. It would be useful to explore thepractical application of the tool in further work. Do the features of the tool supportDH development as they were intended? Can this form of tool build thefoundations for the application of more detailed heat mapping tools to supportempowering processes for achieving a strategic approach to DH? A suggestion forfurther work would be to explore these questions in more detail. However, due to
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time constraints for conducting this research, it has not been possible to addressthese questions within this thesis.
6.4. Chapter conclusionsPart 1 of this chapter explored how local authority actors within the case studyused heat map tools to support niche processes for DH development. It showedthat heat mapping tools were sometimes used by actors to support niche nurturingprocesses by informing identification of where relationships with key stakeholdersneed to be developed, providing a framework for developing understanding andskills of local authority actors new to DH development, and providing a visualevidence base that can be used for demonstrating the potential of DH in a givenarea. Heat mapping tools also had the potential to support niche empoweringprocesses when embedded with long-term resources, knowledge, and niche actorcapacities.However, the use of heat mapping tools for these purposes was not consistent. Thetools needed to be adaptable for the context and the actors who are using them.The study recommended that a tool’s functionality should be flexible enough toenable niche actors to incorporate their own visions and objectives, rather thanvisions be imposed via the tool design. It also recommended that heat mappingtools would be better utilised at the early stages of DH development if they wereeasy to learn to use without need for investment of significant resource on the partof niche actors. Early utilisation of the tools could enable them to gain legitimacywith niche actors by opening up dialogue between actors and facilitatingprioritisation of opportunities, rather than endorsing one particular course ofaction.Investing time and resource into embedding use of heat mapping tools intodecision making at the early stages of niche creation paves the way for theirapplication later down the line in creating wider system change. An establishedand embedded heat mapping tool can support diffusion of an innovation fromniches into the wider regime by informing strategic planning for DH development,providing evidence of the potential extent and value of the innovation. However,
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delivery of such local strategic energy plans requires accompanying local powersand capacities that are unlikely to be accessible to niche actors without the supportof actors from outside of the niche such as national government policy makers.Building up the agency of local actors to drive a transition to DH therefore relies onsupport from other actors who are likely to be embedded within the institutionsand practices of the incumbent regime. This challenge of gaining support fromregime-embedded actors is explored in more detail in chapter 8.Responding to the recommendations made in part 1, part 2 of the chapter exploredthe practical implications of implementing these recommendations bydevelopingan example heat map tool that might better support the early stage ofDH development. The experience of developing a tool in this work shows thatthese recommendations can be difficult to achieve in practice. The establishedmethods, technical capacity, and data availability were not necessarily suited todecision making around the innovation, and instead are geared around theincumbent regime requirements and practices. Resource limitations and actorcapacities also made them hard to put into practice.The next chapter explores the second potential governing measure identifiedwithin the pilot study presented in chapter 5 – the role of intermediary activities.Taking a similar approach as within chapter 6, the analysis presented within thenext chapter seeks to understand how intermediary activities support nichenurturing and empowering processes within the case study.
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7. The role of intermediary activities
as a measure for governing a
transition to district heating
7.1. IntroductionThis chapter explores the role of intermediary activities as a measure that couldcontribute to governing a transition to district heating (DH). The pilot studypresented in chapter 5 highlighted the importance of local actor relationships andnetworks for enabling successful development of DH projects. Projects often reliedupon trust between actors and the social capital of the actors leading development(Hawkey et al., 2013). The case study also showed the central role of localauthority actors as a coordinator and leader of activities around DH at the locallevel (e.g. the housing association actor and energy company actors interviewedwithin chapter 5 both highlighted the need for leadership from local authoritiesbefore they would commit to being involved in certain DH projects). Furthermore,knowledge and skills related to DH were often felt to be lacking amongst localactors. The socio-technical transitions literature has begun to explore theimportance of actors that facilitate relationships between key actors and enablesharing and pooling of knowledge. These actors are called intermediaries and theiractivities form the focus of this chapter.The role of intermediary activities for governing socio-technical transitions is stillan under-researched area.
7.1.1. Research questionsTaking a similar approach to chapter 6, within this chapter the DH developmentprocess continues to be conceptualised as a process of niche creation anddevelopment. The overarching research question of the thesis is again narrowedwithin this chapter to consider specifically governing of niche nurturing andempowering processes as a means for contributing to the governance of atransition to DH (Smith and Raven, 2012). The analysis does not consider shielding
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processes since niche actors have limited control over these types of governingmeasures within the case study. The research questions within this chapter aretherefore:1) How do intermediaries support nurturing and empowering processes withinthe case study?2) What lessons can be drawn from analysis of this aspect of the case study forgoverning a transition to DH?The chapter uses data from phase 2 of data collection, where a decision theatreresearch method was used to collect empirical evidence from a range of localstakeholders involved in establishing new DH projects within the case study. Thismethod, carried out in a group workshop format, enables understanding of theinteractions between stakeholders throughout the stages of the DH developmentprocess.The chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.2 presents the theoretical approachused to conceptualise the case study and research questions. The analyticalapproach used for considering the empirical data is set out and justified in section7.3. In section 7.4, the method of data collection is outlined, where a decisiontheatre workshop for a range of local stakeholders involved in DH developmentwas used. In section 7.5, the results of the analysis are presented and discussed,and section 7.6 draws specific lessons from the analysis on the role ofintermediaries in delivering niche empowering processes. Finally, in section 7.7,conclusions from the chapter are summarised.
7.2. Theoretical approachIntermediaries are actors and institutions that perform connecting and mediatingfunctions. Intermediaries are recognized as playing an important enabling role inthe delivery of niche nurturing processes (Kivimaa, 2014). Their activities enableexchange of knowledge, and development of skills and standards to support theprocess of innovation (Geels and Deuten, 2006; Kivimaa, 2014). The literature onthe role of intermediaries in strategic niche management offers a conceptualisationof how socio-technical transitions might be facilitated and supported by
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intermediaries. However, there are still relatively few empirical studies thatexplore their contributions to transitions. (Existing empirical studies are reviewedin the next section).Intermediaries are actors or organisations that range from public bodies, to tradeassociations, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), or consultants(Küçüksayraç et al., 2015; Lovell, 2007). Their work spans individual niches,networks and learning boundaries and they can undertake work at multiplegeographical levels; using their expertise to enable delivery of innovations bymediating between different interests, making connections, enabling relationships,or aggregating and sharing learning between similar niches (Geels and Deuten,2006; Kivimaa, 2014; Hargreaves et al., 2013).
7.2.1. The role of intermediaries in delivering niche processesStudies to date have focused on demonstrating the role that intermediaries play indelivering niche nurturing processes and sharing of knowledge between localniches (Hargreaves et al., 2013; Hamann and April, 2013; Hodson et al., 2013;Kivimaa, 2014). In a study of organisations in Cape Town, South Africa, Hamannand April (2013) illustrate how intermediaries play a role in establishing a sharedvision between actors for a sustainable innovation, to enable collaborationbetween diverse communities. In two studies, Hodson and Marvin (2010) andHodson et al. (2013) explore the influence of ‘energy’ intermediaries in enablingcities to play a role in transitions by building local actors’ capacities andcapabilities to act, as well as establishing a shared understanding of an innovationbetween multiple local actors. Kivimaa (2014) make a first review of theintermediaries literature within socio-technical transitions, and highlight themultiple roles that intermediaries can play, particularly in nurturing nicheprocesses that enable actors to develop and learn about an innovation. However,several empirical studies highlight common challenges faced by intermediariesdue to their own limited resources and capabilities, as well as a lack of devolvedpowers and ability to reconfigure governance systems for local level actions(Hawkey et al., 2013; Hodson et al., 2013; Küçüksayraç et al., 2015; Thakore et al.,2013).
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The role of intermediaries in facilitating niche empowering processesAlthough most of the existing intermediaries literature focuses on nurturingprocesses taking place internally within niches, studies have also begun torecognise intermediaries as having a role beyond nurturing, in supporting theniche empowering processes. Geels and Deuten (2006) suggest that the formationof a ‘global’ niche is an important part of this process, enabling an innovation todiffuse and to embed into the regime. A global niche is the aggregation ofexperiences and learning from a number of ‘local’ niches to form a collectiveknowledge about the innovation. The collective strength of this global niche hasthe potential to establish a space within the incumbent socio-technical regimewhere an innovation can continue to diffuse (see chapter 3). Geels and Deutenhighlight a role for intermediaries in enabling knowledge sharing and aggregationbetween the local niches. Intermediaries also have the ability to formcommunication channels between regime actors and local niche actors to bothshare experiences and articulate the values of niche innovations, as well as tofeedback perspectives from the regime into niches (Kivimaa, 2014; Hargreaves etal., 2013; Hodson and Marvin, 2010).Activities for driving a transition through facilitating niche empowering processesare not currently considered in depth within the empirical literature onintermediaries. Instead, studies mainly focus on how intermediaries nurtureinnovations within niche spaces. Initial work on intermediaries facilitatingsystemic transition has considered the role of intermediaries in cities. Hodson andMarvin (2010) demonstrate how world cities, such as London, New York, andTokyo, are forming and acting on their own urban transition visions, instead offocusing on diffusion of innovations to a national scale (as is sometimes assumedby much of the transitions literature). This work suggests that the role ofgeographical scale and actors’ conception of the socio-technical system isimportant for understanding the role of intermediaries in this process. Hodson andMarvin (2013) also highlight the influence of context and agency of intermediaryactors over their ability to influence systemic socio-technical changes. Theypresent a conceptual framework to explore the modes of intermediaries’characteristics (outlined in section 2.3), which is drawn on during the analysis inthis chapter.
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7.3. Analytical approachThe analysis in this chapter is conducted using an analytical framework defined byKivimaa (2014), to identify where intermediary activities are supporting nicheprocesses within the case study. The framework is categorised by different rolesthat intermediaries can take to support niche nurturing processes. Under thesecategories, practical intermediary activities are used, identified by Kivimaa (2014)from a number of empirical examples. These are used as guidance for identifyingexamples of intermediaries within the DH development process in the case study.These are summarised in Table 7.
Table 7: Analytical framework categorising types of intermediary activities into the four roles that
intermediaries play in sustainable transitions (1Kivimaa (2014) and 2Hargreaves et al (2013))
Articulation of values and
visions
Building of social
networks
Exchange of knowledge and
supporting learning processes
 Strategy development
 Demonstration of technologybenefits
 Acceleration of the applicationand commercialisation of newtechnologies
 Aligning interests
 Creation and facilitation ofnew networks for bothlearning & projectdelivery
 Finding funding sources tosupport activities.
 Knowledge gathering,processing & combination
 Communication anddissemination of knowledge
 Advice and support
In addition, the role of intermediaries in supporting empowering processes isconsidered. This role for intermediaries was initially recognised by Hargreaves etal. (2013)) as “brokering and coordinating partnerships beyond the niche. Table 8details practical examples of intermediary activities, as identified by Hargreaves etal. (2013), that support empowering processes for widespread uptake of thetechnology and a transition to a supportive regime.
Table 8: Intermediary activities observed by Hargreaves et al. (2013) which support brokering and
coordinating partnerships beyond the niche.
Brokering and coordinating partnerships beyond the niche2
 Accreditation and setting of standards
 Consultation on policies
 Policy communication and implementation
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Building upon the findings of this initial analysis, a second framework is used toexplore the characteristics of actors delivering empowering processes within thecase study (Figure 11). The framework was developed by Hodson et al. (2013) tohighlight the different modes of urban energy intermediaries. It enablesconsideration of “whose priorities are being pursued by energy intermediaries andhow this is translated into programmes and projects” (p.1420, Hodson et al.,2013). Through exploring the two dimensions of the framework the work begins toconsider if there are critical characteristics of intermediaries for contributing toempowering processes. The two dimensions of the framework are:(1) The scale and depth at whichintermediaries and their functions areembedded into institutional practice -Intermediary activities can be deliveredas a stand-alone response, or they canbe delivered in a systemic way, forexample through embedding within thelong-term functioning of existingorganisations. They can be delivered atthe local niche level, or across multipleniches. Hodson et al. (2013) note thatintermediaries that deliver a longerterm and sustained approach are moreable to bridge and facilitate betweenmultiple actors. Balancing this, local, stand-alone responses are able to adapt tospecific circumstances and opportunities to enable successful local delivery of aninnovation.(2) The source of priorities driving intermediaries’ activities – Intermediarypriorities could be driven by local priorities, through to a top-down national policyobjective. The roots of an intermediary’s priorities influence their ability toeffectively communicate and empathise with diverse actors across the regime andniche spaces. For example, an intermediary driven by the interests of regime-embedded actors may be constrained in their activities and be unable to pose
Figure 11: Modes of urban energy intermediationconceptualised by (Hodson et al., 2013). The x-axisshows the scale and depth of delivery of intermediaryactivities, and the y-axis shows the scale at which thepriorities for intermediary activities are defined.
Externally producedpriorities
Local context-specific priorities
Systemic responseEpisodic and stand-alone response
Scale and depth of
delivery
Source of
priorities
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radical disruption to incumbent regime practices. On the other hand, anintermediary driven by niche-based actors’ priorities may be more able tochallenge regime practices.
7.4. Empirical data: Use of a decision theatre methodologyData was collected for this chapter through an adaptation of a decision theatre; amethod originally developed by Arizona State University as a way of using complexdata visualisation, modelling and simulation to facilitate collaborative decisionmaking between a group of relevant stakeholders in a complex group decisionprocess (Walsh et al., 2013; Bale et al., 2014; White et al., 2010).The method was originally focused on increasing the impact of quantitativemodelling and data analysis within complex decision making processes, and itmade use of high-speed servers with multiple screens in a bespoke room as meansfor displaying data to participants (Walsh et al., 2013). The method in this formenabled collection of rich and detailed data both about the role of evidence anddata within a decision process, and also about the interactions and relationshipsbetween stakeholders during the process of decision making. The number ofstakeholders participating within previous decision theatres, and the set up of theprocess, has varied according to the issue in focus and the objectives of theresearch project. For example, White et al. (2010) held several sessions, splittingparticipants by roles into ‘policy makers’, ‘data analysts’, etc. This approachallowed them to explore different dimensions of the decision making processaccording to the type of stakeholder.For the purposes of this research, the decision theatre process and objectives wereadapted to contribute data relevant to the chapter’s research questions about therole that intermediaries play in supporting niche processes for DH. The decisionmaking process surrounding DH development combines techno-economic,quantitative factors, with non-quantifiable factors such as the conditions of thelocal economy, investors’ appetite for risk, and perceptions of the technology heldby key institutions such as the local authority, housing associations or the localuniversity. Therefore, the decision theatre method was adapted to focus upon the
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interactions and relationships between different stakeholders during key decisionsthroughout the development process. This enabled analysis of where actors wereplaying an intermediary role in the development process.A range of 8 stakeholders involved in a range of professional capacities in local-level activities for establishing new DH networks across different areas in GreatBritain participated in the daylong decision theatre workshop held in Newcastle,UK during October 2014 (10 stakeholders were originally invited only 8 were ableto attend on the day). Stakeholder selection was focused on local-level actors toexplore the experiences and learning processes of actors during DH delivery,rather than wider policy processes. The workshop was attended by 5 localauthority sustainability / energy officers, a university estates energy manager, arepresentative of a community energy group and a local enterprise partnershiprepresentative. None of the participants had successfully completed a DH projectbut all were actively involved at one of the stages. The workshop was organised sothat stakeholders with different kinds of organisational experience and knowledgewere grouped together.The number of stakeholders participating in the workshop was kept small toenable the decision theatre to collect data at the level of detail required to usefullyinform the research process. Participants were purposefully chosen from a rangeof different geographical areas and contexts, to capture if there were differentperspectives between participants. This small number of participants meant thatthe findings represent a case study of a potential project development process,rather than a representative sample of all project development in Great Britain.However, this case study approach enabled the detail of project development to beexplored in sufficient detail to highlight where intermediaries can play a role insupporting niche processes and consider where there are potential gaps inprovision or opportunities to improve support.While conversations were limited to participants in the workshop, conversationswere contextualised within a wider policy framework by ensuring any commentsand questions needing to be addressed by national policy stakeholders such asgovernment ministers were captured via sticky notes and pinned to their poster
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image. This approach allowed the participants to discuss their interactions withactors not represented in the room, and to identify issues and concerns thatneeded to be addressed at different scales such as through government policymeasures.Discussions were facilitated and activities designed to steer conversations aboutthe development process towards the relationships and interactions betweenvarious stakeholders rather than on solely technical or financial questions aboutthe viability of a project. Using a fictionalised scenario was important because thisenabled participants to draw out issues and concerns, based on their ownprofessional experiences but in ways that did not compromise other professionalrelationships.In the scenario presented to the workshop participants, three key ‘stages’ of afictional DH development process were presented; namely pre-feasibility,feasibility, and delivery stages, as detailed in Figure 12. The participants were setthe task of discussing how they would develop the case study example from thepre-feasibility stage through to delivery. At pre-feasibility stage, participants werepresented with an example of an area-wide heat map that indicated heat demanddensity including a number of specific large heat demand users that might be ableto act as key anchor loads for a network, as well as existing CHP plants and otherpotential heat sources. At the feasibility stage, participants were presented withinformation about a specific priority project that had been selected for furtherexploration with a feasibility study. Finally, at the delivery stage, the groups wereinformed that the given project was technically and financially viable for delivery,given the involvement of key anchor loads and heat supply sources. Participantdiscussions were facilitated around the key points listed in Figure 12 to exploredifferent actors’ objectives and challenges at different stages of the process,including:- When and where actors sought advice and resources to support projectdevelopment- Actors’ perceptions of risks,- Differences in objectives between stakeholders,
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- How available information was used to inform decision making,- The process of stakeholder engagement and relationship buildingMixing research participants provoked vibrant decision-making situations becausethe different perspectives represented within the group encouraged eachparticipant to vocalise, explain and defend their reasons for deciding to act in aparticular way12. Feedback from the participants suggested that this approachproved valuable for the research participants themselves, allowing them to shareand learn from each other and to reflect on their own work as they progressthrough the stages of the workshop.
Figure 12: Outline of the three stages of the DH development process considered within the decision theatreworkshop. Example activities from each stage are given. Although this diagram suggests a linear process,iterations between each of the activities often take place over time as contexts and stakeholders change.Having secured agreement in advance, group conversations and narratives wereaudio recorded for later analysis. Session conveners queried participant commentsduring each of the three stages in an effort to reveal some of the underlyingdecision-making rationales. In this way it was possible to gain an insight into theinterests and focus of each participant and align these with their experiences of
12 The present author was supported in delivery of this workshop by a team of 5 researchersconnected with the iBUILD research project (https://research.ncl.ac.uk/ibuild/). The candidatedefined the overall structure of the workshop. Tasks for workshop organisation and detailedactivity design were shared out between the various group members. The candidate was also one ofthree facilitators who led group discussions. All work beyond delivery of the workshop, includingdata transcription and analysis, was carried out by the candidate alone.
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working in particular kinds of economic, political, and policy contexts. Data wastranscribed and analysed for the themes and activities outlined within theanalytical framework, defined in Tables 7 and 8, to identify how and whereintermediary activities were taking place throughout the development processstages.
7.5. Results and discussion
7.5.1. Evolution of intermediary roles throughout the DH development
processTable 9 presents the results of the data analysis using Kivimaa’s intermediaryframework (Kivimaa, 2014), set out in section 7.3, to identify the intermediaryactivities supporting progressions through the stages of the DH delivery process.Alongside this, challenges encountered by practitioners, or recognised gaps in theexisting intermediary provision within the case study are summarised. Most of theactors within the decision theatre were at stages (1) and (2) of the deliveryprocess, establishing conditions for successful development of an initial project.
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Table 9: Types of intermediary activities undertaken at each stage of the DHdevelopment process, categorised into the three dimensions of Kivimaa’sintermediary framework (Kivimaa, 2014).
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Increasing local awareness of DH opportunities
(internally and externally): In the context of verylittle existing DH, it is rare that local stakeholdershad experience of the technology at the start of aproject. Local authority intermediary activities toraise awareness of the technology’s potential couldbe observed both internally within a local authority,and externally, focused on introducing key decisionmakers to the technology. For example, beforeinitial heat mapping could take place internal localauthority stakeholders needed to be persuaded thatthis was a valid use of scarce local authority staffand budget resource and to make the case that thiswas of sufficient priority to justify investment.
Lack of local authority resource toundertake these early intermediaryactivities and establish a commonunderstanding of the value of DHwas a key challenge in progressingthrough the development stages.
One solution was to establishactivities at the regional authoritylevel, such as the local enterprisepartnership. The pooling of
resource at this stage enabled workto be undertaken on behalf of localauthorities that would not have beenable to take place otherwise.
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Creation of an evidence base to demonstrate
viability: Local and regional authorities gathereddetailed data to feed into feasibility studies;obtained funding for a feasibility study to be carriedout by an expert consultant (funding was primarilyobtained through a grant from national government,or alternatively by direct funding from the local orregional authority).
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Aligning interests and establishing
cooperation between key-stakeholders
(internally and externally to a local
authority): Local authorities and regionallocal enterprise partnerships worked tocreate partnerships between potentialexternal partners by holding consultationmeetings, and shaping project design tomeet the varying objectives ofstakeholders.
There was still some frustration amongstlocal authorities that opportunities werebeing missed through lack of established
communication channels: “There should
be a duty to consult with neighbouring
organisations. […] In [our city] we've got a
prison, a hospital, and so on, who will be
thinking about [their sustainability statement
for the treasury standards]. So thinking about
plant placement and plant investment, which
all could be part of the jigsaw of a future
district heating scheme. But there is no duty
apart from to themselves. They don't need
planning permission for this sort of change, so
the local authority wouldn't necessarily
know...it would just be really simple.”(Local Authority)
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Acting as a catalyst for new schemes
and expansion: There were twoapproaches used for this purpose. Localauthorities could use planning powers tolever in private delivery of DH schemes innew-build developments. Alternatively, thelocal public sector estate could be used tooffer an anchor load of long-term heatdemand to increase certainty around thelong-term business case for a scheme.
Perceived lack of powers to establish
strong planning policy: Although localauthorities well understood the potential ofplanning policies, their use was not alwaysconsidered successful or viable in theabsence of national policy measures,because of competition for attractingdevelopments to their area.
Local authority-led development to
enable access to lower-cost finance:Local authorities considered using theirown borrowing power, through public
sector-only access to low-interest loansto enable development of strategicschemes that might not otherwise havebeen developed due to too low returns oninvestment for private investors.
Local authority aversion to taking on
greater levels of debt and risk – DH wasperceived as a risky investment for localauthorities. Some local authorities also had alimit to the amount of debt that it could takeon at any one time. Deciding to invest in aDH network would mean that investmentwould have to be curtailed in another area.
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Creation of an evidence base to demonstrate
viability: Since local authorities lacked keyskills for carrying out opportunity assessments,they would commission a consultant toundertake an initial study of potentialopportunities in their area.
HNDU played an important rolesupporting projects through thedevelopment process, as well asconnecting and sharing informationbetween key contacts at localauthorities. However, participantsidentified a gap in opportunities forknowledge sharing between non-local authority peer groups, such asuniversity or hospital financedirectors, as well as specific officerswithin local authorities such asplanning officers or localpoliticians.
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Sharing of case studies to overcome high
perceptions of risk: Despite the involvementof expert consultants and techno-economicanalysis of projects, the appetite to take risks toenable a projects’ success was often felt to below. Case studies were seen as an importanttool for increasing confidence in DH.Participants talked of the “responsibility” ofsuccessful projects to share more details withothers.
(3
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Use of technical, financial and legal
consultants: to inform financing decisions,business models and technical specificationsfor construction, operation and maintenance.
The involvement of consultantswas important for bringing in moreexpertise and experience to theprocess, but actors expressed aworry that some consultants werebidding for work that they did nothave expertise to do. HNDU wasused to sense-check reports insome of these situations.
This analysis of the DH development process shows the important role thatintermediaries can play in delivering niche nurturing processes. The intermediaryroles evolve as projects develop to fulfil new functions and serve different needs.Activities at the beginning of the process served to convince key actors of the valueof DH and potential benefits that could be realised with use of the technology. Asthe project developed to the later stages of feasibility and delivery thisintermediary role became less important and activities shifted to focus on buildingof social networks and exchange of knowledge between actors.
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7.5.2. The multiple scales of intermediary activitiesIntermediary activities took place at multiple scales to offer distinct benefits. Inparticular, analysis of the decision theatre data again highlighted the central role oflocal authorities in supporting DH niche processes, either undertakingintermediary activities themselves or being supported by the intermediaryactivities of others. However, activities also took place across other geographicalscales: regionally (several local authorities working together through a localenterprise partnership or regional authority); and nationally (via institutions suchas trade associations, community group networks, or government programmes).However, the role of the regional and national authorities as a lead in deliveryreduced at the later stages of development and their role served more as a sourceof advice to the local authorities, who necessarily took a leading role for specificstakeholder negotiation, contract agreements and financing decisions:“As it gets into the more detailed stages, we don’t know their local authorities
in the end. […] They know the local actors that are going to have an influence
on the network, more than we ever could.” (LEP)Figure 13 shows examples of the range of local stakeholders involved with DHdevelopment and the connections where local, regional and national actors weretaking on an intermediary role.
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Local authority acting as a local intermediary
Figure 13: Illustration of the local, regional and national intermediary relationships where engagement and networks currently exist for enabling DH development in the casestudy. There are two types of national intermediaries represented: (1) that works with local authorities and (2) that works with other specific types of actors such as hospitalor university energy managers.
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At the local level, the local authority sustainability or energy team played anintermediary role by persuading local stakeholders of the value of DH, and buildingthe social networks required to deliver projects. These activities were directedboth externally, facilitating cooperation between local, public and private sectorstakeholders, but also internally to develop local authority capacity and getcorporate buy in from across the local authority. As new actors in the energysystem, these intermediary activities internally within local authorities werecrucial to creating the multi-skilled team of planners, mapping specialists, lawyers,finance specialists and energy managers needed to facilitate strategic DHdevelopment. Given this finding, it would have been interesting to have a range oflocal authority officers involved in the decision theatre workshop to enable datacollection and perspectives not just from energy and sustainability officers but alsoplanning, economic development, roads, housing, etc.Beyond the local authority, other actors involved in intermediary activities at thelocal level were community energy groups, who explored opportunities to developcommunity owned schemes. Private sector DH companies also played anintermediary role, sharing expertise and experience from previous schemes, andoffering to deliver and operate commercially attractive schemes.At the regional level, local enterprise partnerships were sometimes undertakingintermediary activities as well. Their regional scale, joining multiple neighbouringlocal authorities, enabled employment of a specialist staff member for DH thatwould not have been possible for individual authorities acting alone. This scale ofworking also facilitated greater sharing and cooperation between theneighbouring local authorities working on similar challenges.
National level actors undertook intermediary activities between local actors,although none provided comprehensive coverage, or had enough capacity to meetthe demands of all of the local actors. Key successes were HNDU, primarily actingas a source of funding to enable English and Welsh local authorities or regionallocal enterprise partnerships to buy in consultancy expertise, and also as a source
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of information sharing between local projects. The Core Cities group13, theVanguards Network14 and the trade associations (Association of DecentralizedEnergy (ADE) and the UK District Energy Association (UKDEA)) were also cited asvaluable sources of information and best practice sharing.
7.5.3. The role of intermediaries in supporting empowering processesThe results of the analysis using Kivimaa’s intermediary framework (Kivimaa2014) highlighted the multiple scales and evolving role of intermediariesthroughout the DH delivery process. However, giving considering to Smith andRaven’s niche processes, the activities identified with this framework primarilysupport niche nurturing processes.This section presents an analysis of where intermediary activities werecontributing to niche empowering processes for DH. Based upon the results of thisanalysis, the framework of intermediary typologies proposed by Hodson & Marvin(2013) is used to discuss where these activities sit within the framework’stypologies, and how these might need to be adjusted to better support DH nicheempowering processes. Specifically, it considers the role of intermediaries forfacilitating the formation of a global DH niche (Geels and Deuten, 2006) basedupon the experiences of local niches across the case study. Finally it discussesgeneral lessons for understanding the role of intermediaries in niche empoweringprocesses.
13The Core Cities is a network formed to represent the local authorities of England’s eight largestcity economies outside London along with Glasgow and Cardiff, aiming to enable each city toenhance their economic performance and attractiveness as places to live, work, visit and dobusiness.
14 The Vanguards Network was set up by the University of Edinburgh as a forum to discuss detailedaspects of DH development for local authorities in the UK at a more advanced stage of thedevelopment process.
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Table 10: Results of the data analysis indicating intermediary activities that support niche
empowering processes, as well as identified challenges and gaps in provision.
Intermediary activity supporting niche
empowering processes
Challenges in delivering this activity
Creating a supportive local policy framework for
strategic development of DH:Local authorities sought to play a strategiccoordination role for district heating development;highlighting opportunities for interconnection orexpansion of existing networks, and using their localplanning powers to require consideration of DH innew developments and refurbishments whereappropriate.They saw this type of intermediary action asencouraging and supporting private sector-led DHdevelopment, whilst also demonstrating thetechnology’s viability locally.Some local authorities also undertook activities atlocal strategic level, mentioning DH explicitly in theirclimate change action plans or fuel poverty strategies.
Lack of resources was a key issue for localauthorities undertaking work on DH. Development oflow carbon energy is not a formal responsibility forlocal authorities within Great Britain and had to bedone after legally mandated responsibilities had beenfulfilled, such as social care provision or wastemanagement.
Some local authority actors lacked a clear steer onwhether their local authority was willing to take onthis new strategic role in local energy development:
“And part of that is because this is new. This is not core
business. So perceived risk is greater.” (LocalAuthority).
Use of ownership models for strategic
development: A local authority taking a lead role indeveloping and owning a DH network was seen as away to establish a strategic influence over DHdevelopment, in the hope of levering greater benefitsfor the area (e.g. maintaining low heat costs for fuelpoverty reduction, or generating income throughscheme profits).
Lack of precedent and experience meant that therewas a perception of risk associated with taking on fulllocal authority ownership of a scheme. However, theoption of a fully private scheme, or partnership withthe private sector was also associated with caution.“It's a way of diluting the risk and also bringing in
expertise and funding. Because a local authority might
identify it as a really wholesome thing to do, but they
may not have done it before, and they don't have the
funding for it. So I think to bring in an external partner
- it would probably be an energy company that's got
the skills and knowledge in both the design and
delivery, and can get the funding. It's getting the
balance right between the local authority and the
private finance really. Because they can take over the
nest.” (Local Authority)
The analysis presented in Table 10 indicates intermediary activities taking placewithin the case study were also seeking to play a role in supporting nicheempowering processes. This seemed to be particularly important at the local level,but was supported by intermediary activities at other geographical levels.
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However, delivery of these activities by local authorities faced challenges andrepresented a new role for the actors seeking to take them on. The followingsection uses the framework proposed by Hodson et al. (2013) (presented insection 7.3), to consider what these empirical findings suggest for the mostappropriate mode of energy intermediation to support niche empoweringprocesses for DH. Considering modes of energy intermediation for supportingniche empowering processesWithin this case study, the scale and depth of intermediary activities variedacross geographical scales. At the local level, local authorities had the potential toplay a crucial intermediary role for up-scaling delivery of DH at the local level.However, the scale and depth of their activities were not consistent. Localauthorities were often seeking to deliver a systemic response by embedding theirinformal intermediary activities into local policy frameworks and governance (e.g.delivery of local heat strategies, planning policies and sometimes local authority-owned energy service companies). However, consensus was not yet established forthe extent of local authority responsibility in this area, and governance structuresin Scotland, England and Wales did not attribute formal responsibility for energymatters to local authorities. This led to variability in local authorities’ level ofpolitical commitment to DH and the level of risk they were willing to take on toenable the development process. Combining this lack of an established approach(which would initially manifest as part of a global niche) with the challenges ofinternal capacity and lack of resources created significant barriers to many localauthority actors playing a sustained intermediary role. For example, this washighlighted by a regional authority actor working to support local authorities onDH:“The three local authorities that we are going to be doing additional energy
masterplanning with, have all said that on their own they don't have the
resources internally to project manage it, so we're sort of looking at how the
[HNDU] funding can be utilised to bring in some project managers, and them
actually sit within the local authority for two and a half days a week.” (LEP)
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At the national level, intermediaries such as national government policy units andtrade associations were able to deliver a more systemic response. The position ofthese actors embedded within the incumbent regime enabled levering of resourcefor niche actors and intermediaries, as well as use of shielding policy measures tosupport the innovation. However, these national level activities were not sufficienton their own to support empowering processes for DH innovations in local niches.This analysis suggests that a systemic intermediary response is needed across thegeographical scales to enable effective DH processes. As Hawkey et al. (2013)identified, the way that successful schemes have overcome these barriers to date isthrough a reliance on key individuals and social capital within the local authority.Pooling of resources at the regional level, such as in the cases of local enterprisepartnerships, to enable consistent and expert support of the development processcould be one way of moving beyond this reliance on individual social capital. Ingeneral, the crucial role that intermediaries provide in niche shielding, nurturingand empowering processes needs to be recognised and resourced to enablesystemic delivery. This is particularly the case at the local delivery-level wherecapacity and resources to provide the required consistent, long-term intermediaryfunctions are lacking.To consider the source of intermediary priorities, the analysis again looks firstat local level intermediaries embedded in local niches, and then considers nationallevel intermediaries. At the local level, where local authorities had madecommitments of resource and staff time in the absence of any national governmentmandate, intermediary priorities were driven by local priorities and objectives(although shaped by flows of resources from national government policyinitiatives),“[In our city], we’ve got a Climate Change Strategy with senior level commitment.
It's that obligation that is needed, because without the obligation I'd just carry
on...I'm really busy, I've got less staff, I've got less resources. I don't need to
change anything so why do it?” (Local Authority)This locally focused form of intermediary enabled sensitivity to local contexts,which was considered important for local niche processes. This differed from
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national intermediary activities where energy policy priorities were driven fromnational government or large energy company agendas, which were stronglyintertwined with the incumbent regime. However, this distinction from incumbentregime practices also created a perceived risk to local authorities deliveringintermediary activities. For example, although some actors expressed a desire toretain local authority ownership to gain local benefits and to influence expansionand future development in the area, when it came to making a commitment it wasfelt that sharing risk with other actors, at least to some extent, was moreappropriate for their capacity and ability to manage risk:“Facilitator: If there is a predicted return of 12% over a scheme’s lifetime, why
would the local authority want the private sector to get involved?[…]Local authority: Risk sharing. So the local authority's attitude to risk. So you want
to share the risk and the rewards. Because the scale of the ultimate project could
be massive. These things tend to start off with one scheme, but they can build over
the years. So you want to share that risk and reward.”Currently, a local authority must shoulder the risk of investing their resources intothe early project development stages, with the potential for no rewards at the end.A greater use of shielding policies, re-prioritisation of resources to the local levelspecifically for the purposes of energy planning and project development, as wellas the establishment of best-practice for roles and responsibilities of localauthorities could support local authorities to take on a more empowered role aslocal intermediaries and potentially enable them to risk a greater stake inownership of projects themselves.At the national level, a number of forms of intermediaries existed such as tradeassociations and a government policy unit (the Heat Network Delivery Unit(HNDU)). The nature and source of their priorities varied between intermediaries.For example, HNDU was ultimately driven by the objectives of national energystrategies rather than local authority priorities. Their main engagement with localauthorities was to distribute resources such as advice and funding. In the case ofthe trade associations, they were driven by their members’ priorities. This
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membership included some local authorities, although private sector energycompanies comprised their largest proportion of members. This made theiractivities less focused on the specific contexts and challenges of local authorities.In general, there was a gap in intermediary provision for activities that linked uplocal authorities and regime-embedded actors. Local authority actors oftenarticulated a need for regime-level changes or a greater need for shielding policies:
“A system that is easier to participate in and understand. A stable policy
background and incentives.” (Local Authority)
“It’s got to be consistent over the long term. The whole technology is reliant on
the long term.” (Local Authority)“The biggest thing that the government could do to unlock a lot of this is to come
up with a direct financial incentive to build networks.” (Local Authority)However, there was little evidence of an intermediary providing a coordinatednarrative from local authority interests on the need for regime change to supportDH development. Instead, individual local authorities fed their experiencesthrough to regime actors such as the UK Government on an ad hoc basis.
Global niche processesThese findings add empirical support to the suggestions of Geels & Deuten (2006)about the importance of intermediaries for facilitating formation of a global nicheas part of supporting empowering processes. Initial intermediary activities couldbe observed for establishing elements of a global niche, e.g. standards andpractices for the delivery stage of the development process (stage 3). At thenational level, the case study showed the early stages of forming a global niche. Forexample, a technical consultancy had produced DH technical guidelines (Wiltshireet al., 2014) and a trade association had founded an independent customerprotection scheme to drive up standards and increase confidence in the technology(Association of Decentralised Energy, 2015). These activities were delivered bylong-standing, established actors working at a national level, with the capacity todeliver a systemic approach to their work.
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However, standardised practices were less well established for the earlier stages ofDH development at the local level. For example, there was not yet consensus on thespecific roles that local authorities needed to take on in the development process,either for area-wide strategic coordination or for leading on project development.Also, there was not an established understanding or acceptance of the technologyacross key local actor communities such as hospital energy managers oruniversities, whose networks spanned across multiple local niches. Althoughintermediaries for local niche actors existed for other purposes not related to DH,these intermediaries had not yet established activities beyond episodic responsesto support DH development. The incumbent regime was not configured to supportlocal actor delivery, and lacked actors who could play a long-term role supportinglocal niche empowering processes.The formation of a global niche could potentially be helped by the creation ofnational or regional level intermediaries with a greater focus on niche priorities,particularly for the early stages of project development. Existence of this type ofintermediary could also enable a better balance between representations ofregime and niche priorities within niche-regime interactions. However, resourcesfor such an intermediary would likely need to come, at least in part, from regime-embedded actors such as national government or a trade association. As suggestedby Hodson and Marvin (2013), who considered the source of priorities of energyintermediaries in Manchester and London, it can be challenging for regime-embedded actors to designate resources to such a function without retaining atleast some control over the intermediary priorities. A balance is needed betweenintermediary priorities set by regime actors and niche actors. Without niche-focused intermediary priorities, crucial aspects of niche contexts and practices aredifficult to connect to build up local niche actor capacities or enable global nicheformation. In practice, this balance between regime actor and niche actor prioritieswould likely be determined by the incumbent regime context and agency of actorsinvolved. This issue is explored in Chapter 8.
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7.6. Wider lessons on the role of intermediaries in supporting
niche processesThis section now draws on the analysis to make a contribution to the socio-technical literature on intermediaries and niche empowering processes. The roleof intermediaries within the case evolved as a niche establishes and nurturingprocesses progress. This section argues that this role also extends to encompassfacilitation of niche empowering processes.For intermediaries working at the local-level, their role might evolve fromdelivering niche nurturing processes such as stakeholder engagement andarticulation of an innovation’s value, to strategic coordination for widespreaduptake. For intermediaries working at regional and national levels, they have thepotential to share learning and knowledge across local niches to enable theestablishment of global niche practices (Geels and Deuten, 2006). This analysistherefore adds empirical evidence to support Geels and Deuten’s conceptualisationof local and global niches and the role of intermediaries for enabling itsestablishment.The analysis suggests that empowering processes require the scale and depth ofintermediary activities to take the form of a long-term systemic response, engagingat multiple scales. Empowering processes, such as establishing a global niche andinfluencing regime actors, require long-term access to resources, probably withmultiple intermediaries providing different functions and connecting keycommunities. Where long-term resources existed in the case study (mainly held bynational-level industry actors and national government), signs of a global nicheformation could be observed. This suggests that national and regional-levelintermediaries have a particularly important role to play in empoweringprocesses. They enable the formation of a global niche for supporting both localniche processes as well as empowering processes for connecting beyond the niche.The analysis also suggests that a balance is needed in the source of intermediarypriorities across the range of intermediaries acting to support niche processes.Niche actor priorities reflect the specific challenges of local contexts but do notnecessarily align with regime-actor concerns. This can restrict an intermediary’s
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access to resources and influence over regime trajectories. Regime-embeddedactors’ priorities reflect the concerns and tensions of the incumbent regime,potentially opening access to resources and a greater range of capacities such asuse of policy levers to support their work. Their involvement also has the potentialto add legitimacy to niche actor claims of the innovation’s value, and opens thepotential for steering of the regime trajectories closer towards a DH-friendlyregime configuration. However, they do not necessarily connect with localconcerns and challenges. Their embedded position within the incumbent regimealso brings into question whether these actors are able to be an effectiveintermediary for the needs of a niche innovation that might need a radicallydifferent configuration of the regime to enable it diffuse. More research is neededto explore the role of regime-embedded actors in delivering empoweringprocesses, and this theme is explored in chapter 8.
7.7. Chapter conclusionsThis chapter has contributed to addressing thesis research questions 5 and 6,using a decision theatre research process to explore the role of intermediaries indelivering niche nurturing and empowering processes. The results illustrate thepower of intermediaries for delivering these processes, showing thatintermediaries play multiple roles throughout a transition. They can act internallywithin institutions to build understanding, buy-in and commitment for taking on anew role in supporting an innovation. They can increase understanding of aninnovation amongst local niche actors to build a support network around thespecific local context of the niche. They can also gather resources or providespecialist expertise to support inexperienced niche actors.This work has addressed the gap in the intermediaries literature on their role inempowering processes. It has showed how the role of intermediaries could evolveto support empowering processes as a niche becomes more established.Embedding intermediaries systemically at regional or national scales is importantfor connecting up local niches and supporting establishment of a global niche.However, configuration of the incumbent regime can mean that intermediariesfunctioning at this scale are resourced and driven by priorities of regime-
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embedded actors rather than focusing on niche priorities. The case explored herehas shown gaps in provision and under-resourcing of intermediary activities at thelocal niche-level, preventing consistent support and effective dialogue across andbetween geographical scales.The analysis suggests that intermediary activities need to balance the prioritiesand objectives of regime-embedded actors with those of niche actors, to enabledevelopment of local capacities as well as the formation of established approachesand standards for delivery. This brings with it questions about the agency of actorsinvolved in the delivery of such an intermediary activity. Are national level actorswilling and able to redirect resources to support intermediary activities that buildcapacity and autonomy at the local-level? Which actors have the freedom to deliverintermediary activities that support the realisation of radical visions for a DHtransition? The next chapter explores these questions in more detail byconsidering the impact of incumbent regime resistance on the political narrativesthat actors use to support niche empowering processes within the case study.
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8. Challenging incumbent regimes –
niche actor agency in governing
transitions
8.1. IntroductionThe previous two chapters have highlighted how actors’ agency influences theapproaches that they can take to support niche processes within DH development.Chapter 6 showed how actors could make use of heat mapping tools to supportniche nurturing and empowering processes, but this relied on access to resourcesand skills from regime-embedded actors. Similarly, Chapter 7 showed howintermediary activities can support niche nurturing and empowering processesacross different geographical scales, particularly when delivered consistently overthe long term. However, resources to deliver these activities were not distributedevenly across the actors delivering these functions in the case study. Instead, thoseactors who were part of established institutions within the incumbent regime heldgreater resources. This chapter seeks to explore this theme of actor agency in moredetail by considering the influence of regime resistance over actors’ approaches todriving a transition to DH. The work builds on the two relevant parts of thetheoretical literature on actor agency in transitions, which are set out in thefollowing two sections: Section 8.1.1 discusses the role of political narratives as ameasure that actors can use to support niche empowering processes. Section 8.1.2discusses the existing literature on the influence of regime resistance intransitions.
8.1.1. Political narratives as a measure to support niche empowering
processesThis chapter focuses in more detail on the work by Smith and Raven (2012) thathas been used as a basis of discussions throughout the thesis. In their work, and apreceding paper by Smith (2007), niche empowering processes are described as‘translating’ innovations into the context of the socio-technical regime (Smith,2007; Smith and Raven, 2012). They highlight actors’ political narratives as a key
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strategy for making this translation. For example, framing existing tensions withinthe incumbent regime is one way in which actors are able to argue for a radicalchange to the regime to enable the niche innovation to break in (Smith, 2007).Where tensions in the regime are perceived as high, this presents an opportunityfor established niche innovations to diffuse or adapt to the regime (Smith, 2007).Smith and Raven (2012) argue that actors use political narratives either to arguethat an innovation can ‘fit and conform’ with the incumbent regime, or that theregime must ‘stretch and transform’ to suit the niche innovation.
‘Fit and conform’ narratives argue for a transition where an innovation developsand adapts to a stage where it can compete within the selection environment of theincumbent regime. In this form of transition, shielding and nurturing processesplay an important role for developing an innovation to enable it to diffuse withoutany radical change in the regime.
‘Stretch and transform’ narratives argue for a transition where the incumbentregime is transformed to a sufficient extent that it then becomes possible for aninnovation to diffuse. The wider the gap between an innovation’s requirementsand the existing regime practices, the more challenging ‘stretch and transform’transitions are to achieve (Smith and Raven, 2012).In practice, transitions are likely to be messy, and full of competing narratives fromdifferent niche and regime actors (Smith and Raven, 2012). Translation activitiesare two-way and iterative, not just translating practices from the niche into theregime, but also resulting in adapting the practices of the niche according totranslations from the regime (Smith, 2007). Translations of niche practices do notnecessarily take all aspects of the original visions for an innovation. For example,Smith (2007) illustrates how the process of diffusing organic food supply resultedin only certain aspects of the original sustainable organic food niche beingtranslated and adopted by the regime (i.e. large-scale organic production fordistribution and supply by multi-national supermarkets rather than small-scale,local organic farming distributed by local shops). This left some niche actorsunsatisfied with the loss of many of their original sustainability objectives and has
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led to the invention of alternative niche spaces focusing on local and seasonal food(Smith, 2007).Smith & Raven (2012) discuss the influence of actor agency when undertakingthese types of activities to support niche empowering processes. Translationactivities require niche actors to have access and command of “material and non-material resources, and collective action” (p.1031, Smith and Raven, 2012). Theyidentify the importance of discursive strategies and narratives as a mechanism foractors to mobilise these resources, actor networks, and to influence the regimecontext. Intermediary actors play an important role because of their ability to drawon experiences and evidence from local niches and adapt their messages for keyactors (Geels and Deuten, 2006). For ‘fit and conform’ empowering processes,embedded regime actors are a key audience, whereas for ‘stretch and transform’empowering processes, a key audience are actors who are lobbying forinstitutional reform already. Smith and Raven (2012) highlight three types ofcharacteristics they expect to see in narratives for empowering innovations:1. Positive expectations about a future with widespread uptake of theinnovation and niche practices2. Arguments for specific institutional reforms that would favour the nicheinnovation3. Criticisms of the incumbent regime, to highlight tensions where theinnovation can provide a solution.
8.1.2. Considering regime resistanceActors within a socio-technical regime reproduce its socio-cognitive rules andstructures resulting in regime stability and lock-in to that particular regimeconfiguration. The multi-level perspective conceptualises a transition to a newsocio-technical regime as taking place as tensions in the incumbent regime createwindows of opportunity for niche-based innovations to diffuse and destabilise theexisting regime practices and establish new ones (Geels, 2004).However, the socio-technical transitions literature has been criticised for notsufficiently considering the politics, power and agency of the niche actors seekingto drive a transition to a new regime (Berkhout et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2005;
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Shove and Walker, 2007). Chapter 3 highlighted a key criticism of the multi-levelperspective and its treatment of the socio-technical regime as “too descriptive andstructural” (p.1492, Smith et al., 2005), neglecting to consider the influence it hason actors’ choices at the niche level. For example, niche actors might need tocooperate with incumbent regime actors in order to access resources, and exertinfluence on regime dynamics.In response to criticisms that this conceptualisation of the socio-technicaltransition process did not sufficiently consider power and politics (e.g Smith et al.,2005), Geels (2014) discusses how power and politics could be introduced moreexplicitly within the multi-level perspective by considering the strategies used byincumbent regime actors to resist regime change. Geels distinguishes between fourways that regime actors might resist a regime transition:
 Use of instrumental forms of power: Regime actors can use theirresources such as facilities, staffing capacities, or relationships with mediaor decision makers to maintain a regime configuration to support their owninterests. Regime actors usually have greater established resources tosupport regime reproduction and incremental adaptation than niche actors(Avelino and Rotmans, 2009);
 Use of discursive strategies: Regime actors can use their existing powersand resources to frame what and how is being discussed; seeking to shapewhat people care about (and what they do not think is important), and whatpeople see as the ‘best’ solution to a problem.
 Use of material strategies: Regime actors can draw on their existingdeveloped technical capabilities and financial resources to improve thetechnical sub-regime, making radical innovations seem less necessary.
 Use of broader institutional powers: The regime can have embeddedpolitical cultures, ideology and governance structures that grant privilege toembedded regime actors e.g. a liberalised market ideology, where ‘pickingtechnology-winners’ by government is discouraged, grants privilege toactors with established capabilities, market positions and resources. (Geels,2014)
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Turning the traditional focus of socio-technical transition studies upside down,Turnheim and Geels (2012) focused on the process of regime destabilisation (theweakening reproduction of core elements of a regime). They argue that the causesof transitions are bi-directional, influenced both by what Smith and Raven (2012)termed niche empowering processes, and destabilisation of the incumbent regime.They use a case study of the decline of the UK coal industry since 1913 as anexample of a completed destabilisation process, to identify key influences andphases of change in the process. They show how public opinion and discourse hasan important role in influencing the cultural legitimacy of new innovations andincumbent industries. Policy change has an important role, although they suggestthat gaining legitimacy for making radical policy changes requires the alignment ofmultiple processes such as reduction in political and / or public support for anincumbent industry, changes in economic context, and positive perceptions of thealternative solutions. They suggest that destabilisation of the fossil fuel industrieswould require "a greater public sense of urgency, stronger political will tointroduce effective policies, more pressure from radical alternatives (wind, solar,biomass, etc.), and economic industrial problems" (p.47, Turnheim and Geels,2012) .
8.1.3. Research questionsGiven this theoretical background, the political narratives of actors working on DHdevelopment in the case study are used as an indicator of the type of transitionapproaches that actors are advocating more generally. This is then used as a focusfor exploring actor agency and the influence of regime resistance. Analysis of casestudy data from phase 3 of data collection considers how actors’ transitionapproaches are influenced by forms of regime resistance, using categories set outby Geels (2014) of forms of resistance used by regimes actors to resistfundamental system change. The research approach seeks to build understandingof the extent to which regime resistance and lack of agency restricted actors’actions around DH development, or whether they were able to make an intentionalstrategic choice about their approaches to influencing the direction of a transitionto DH. The chapter uses empirical data made up of 29 qualitative interviews from arange of public and private, local, regional and national stakeholders, collectedduring phase 3 of data collection.
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Specifically, the chapter addresses the following three research questions:1) What types of transition approaches (‘stretch and transform’ or ‘fit andconform’) are indicated by actors’ translation narratives used to support DHniche empowering processes?2) How does resistance from the incumbent regime appear to shape actors’translation narratives?3) What lessons can be drawn from this analysis for governing a transition toDH?The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: section 8.2 outlines the analyticalapproach that is used to analyse the empirical data and address the researchquestions. Section 8.3 describes the methods used for qualitative data collection.The results and discussion of analysis are presented in section 8.4 and 8.5respectively. Conclusions are presented in section 8.6.
8.2. Analytical approachAs in previous chapters, analysis of the data was conducted using a thematicanalysis approach (Braun and Clarke, 2006), structured around a framework basedupon the existing literatures on actor agency and regime resistance. For thischapter, two stages of analysis were used in order to address the chapter’sresearch questions:
Stage 1The first stage of analysis identified the translation narratives used by the variousactors across the case study to consider the type of transition approach they weretaking: ‘fit and conform’ or ‘stretch and transform’. Actors were grouped by actor-type, to explore whether there were differences in approach across the public andprivate sectors or across actors working at different geographical scales.
Stage 2The second stage of analysis then considered how resistance from the incumbentregime might influence these translation narratives identified in stage 1 of theanalysis. Examples of regime resistance within the data were identified, using the
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four types of regime resistance described by Geels (2014) as an initial frameworkto structure the thematic analysis:
 Use of instrumental forms of power;
 Use of discursive strategies;
 Use of material strategies;
 Use of broader institutional powers;For each example of regime resistance identified within the analysis. Two researchquestions were considered:a) What implications does the identified aspect of regime resistance have forthe translation narratives used by different actors in the case study?b) Is there evidence of any impact on actors’ transition approaches from thisregime resistance within the empirical data?
8.3. Empirical dataEmpirical data for this chapter is formed of 29 semi-structured interviews with UKstakeholders, conducted between March and August 2015. The majority ofinterviews, each approximately an hour long, were conducted with actors whowere directly involved in delivering or supporting DH development (at both thelocal niche level and the global niche level (Geels and Deuten, 2006). This selectionof interviewees, primarily focusing on actors involved in or connected to the DHindustry, meant that aspects of regime resistance were explored from theperspective of actors involved in DH development (niche-actors) rather thanbroadening the focus to a wider set of regime actors. The objective of the datacollection was not to provide a complete picture of all aspects of regime resistance,but to highlight the elements that were most apparent and experienced by DHniche actors.In addition, interviews were sought with key regime-embedded actors mentionedwithin niche-actor interviews. These were identified as gas distribution companyrepresentatives and new-build developer representatives. Gas distributioncompanies operated the dominant heat supply infrastructure within the
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incumbent regime, and gas often acted as the baseline comparator for assessmentof economic viability for a DH network (assessing whether the network was thebest technology solution rather than whether it was financially viable). A numberof gas distribution actors had also begun to express interest in the potential of DHas an application of their company’s skill set. Three gas distribution actors wereinterviewed in total (GD1, GD2, GD3). The response of new-build developers toplanning policy requiring installation of DH in certain situations was also animportant concern of niche-actors. Interviews were sought with three distinctnew-build developers, but no interview was granted in the timeframe of this work.
Local and global niche actor interview selectionAt the local niche level, 16 interviews were conducted with actors involved in thelocal delivery of projects (covering 7 distinct local authorities and 6 private energycompanies). Energy company interviewees represented a variety of companytypes, from large utilities with a range of activities apart from DH (referred to asmembers of the ‘Big 6’ energy supply companies in the UK), to specialised DHcompanies whose main focus was on the development and operation of DHschemes (EC1, EC2, EC3, EC4, EC5, EC6). Similarly, actors from a range of localauthorities from across Scotland (LA1, LA2, LA3, LA4) and England (LA5, LA6,LA7) were interviewed, some of which already had operating DH schemes in theirarea while others were only involved in the planning stages of projects.At the global niche level, formal interviews were conducted with 4 relevant publicsector actors from regional and devolved governments (RA1, RA2, RA3)15.Interviewees also included a selection of consultants involved in supportingproject development (operating under both for-profit and not-for-profit businessmodels) (C1, C2, C3), and trade associations representing DH actors across thepublic and private sectors (TA1, TA2).
15 Although interviews were conducted with Scottish Government representatives,these were not transcribed for use in the analysis to maintain anonymity. Instead,the recently published Scottish Government Heat Policy Statement (ScottishGovernment, 2015) was used for analysis.
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It was not possible to conduct interviews with representatives from the UKgovernment due to unwillingness to participate during the timeframe of theinterviews. Instead, recently published policy documents were analysed to obtainthe formal policy narratives of national level actors (these documents consisted oftwo strategic heat policy documents (DECC, 2012a; DECC, 2013c), a policydocument focusing on the future energy infrastructure investment requirements(DECC, 2015), and an evaluation report on the impact of the England & Wales-based local authority support programme, HNDU (CAG Consultants, 2015).
Structure of interviewsThe interviews were based on a series of questions designed to explore key socio-technical dimensions: context / background of the actor and their activities;market drivers and challenges; local institutional / actor networks and influence;users / social / culture influences and perceptions; technological andinfrastructural aspects; policy environment; and perceived tensions / risks posedby the incumbent regime. Questions sought to understand actors’ perceptions ofhow change had taken place during their time working on DH, and the causes ofthat change. Drivers and visions were also explored, with particular attentiongiven to exploring the actions being used to achieve these visions. Appendix Gincludes a detailed overview of the questions used to structure the interviews.
8.4. Results
8.4.1. Stage 1 of analysis: translation narratives of actorsStage 1 of the analysis process showed two distinct sets of political narrativesbeing deployed to support niche empowering processes; one set supporting a‘stretch and transform’ approach and the other supporting a ‘fit and conform’approach. The ‘stretch and transform’ approach involved a substantially increasedrole for local authorities for both coordinating and delivering citywide and flexibleDH. The ‘fit and conform’ approach envisioned local authorities taking a lessprominent role in delivery, and instead supporting and encouraging delivery bytraditional private sector energy company actors.The results of the analysis have been categorised into niche-actor types: publicsector (made up of local and regional actors), private sector delivery actors
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(energy companies), and other DH-niche actors (made up of consultants involvedin supporting DH projects, and DH-focused trade associations). Presenting thenarratives in these categorisations allows a distinction between the drivers of eachactor type, and exploration of actor agency. Table 11 summarises the mainnarratives that could be observed in each category. The following sections givemore details on each of these categories in turn, highlighting where narrativescorresponded to practical activities, or where they remained as visions for aregime transition. Following this, section 8.4.3 goes on to present the results fromstage 2 of the analysis, where aspects of regime resistance that were visible withinthe case study data were identified. It considers where these aspects might haveimpacted on the narratives and transition approaches identified in stage 1 of theanalysis.
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Table 11: Summary of narratives used by key DH niche actors for enabling translation of niche
practices into the incumbent regime
‘Stretch & Transform’ narratives ‘Fit & Conform’ narratives
Public sector actors (local and regional
authorities)
 Local authorities need to play a strong rolein energy planning for their area;
 A degree of local authority ownership isimportant to retain influence over long-termexpansion;
 The private sector is a source of skills andexpertise to enable delivery, as well aspotentially a partner for sharing risk andbenefits (although trust of private energycompanies was often low);
 Regional government can play an importantrole for providing support (throughprovision of resource, expertise andknowledge sharing) tailored to the specificcontext of that region.
Public sector actors (local and regional
authorities)
 The role of local authorities is to supportlow carbon energy development in theirarea by encouraging traditional UK energysystem actors to develop DH throughhighlighting opportunities (using heatmapping, local development plans, andencouragement within planning policy);
 Efforts focus on new build opportunities,public sector estates and social housing;
 Local authorities are risk averse andunwilling or unable to borrow fordelivering schemes themselves.
Private sector delivery actors (energy companies)
 The current regulatory and policy contextwill not enable uptake of DH to a scale thatdelivers its full benefits;
 Governments (local, regional and national),must act to de-risk DH investment;
 A DH skill-base is developing in the UK, butfaster growth in the sector is needed to beable to retain these skills.
 Specialist DH companies doubted the skill-base of non-specialist energy companies.
Private sector delivery actors (energy
companies)
 We deliver reliable and profitable DH;
 DH is a niche activity in the UK, but there isslow and steady growth of the sectorproviding for new-build developments;
 We only invest our time, energy and financeinto projects that are likely to succeed. Wecannot justify exploring higher risk projects.
Other DH-niche actors (trade associations, and
consultants)
 A ‘fit and conform’ approach will not deliverthe DH systems that we require fordecarbonising our energy system;
 A clear and stable policy approach andstrategy is needed from the nationalgovernment, with appropriate powers toenable its delivery.
Other DH-niche actors (trade associations, and
consultants)
n/a
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Local and regional authority ‘stretch and transform’ narrativesAmongst the local and regional authority actors interviewed for this study therewas a range of translation narratives used arguing for a spectrum of transitionapproaches. The difference between the approaches hinged on the extent to whicha local authority should take a role in leading and coordinating development of DH.The examples of stretch and transform narratives used by the intervieweeshighlighted how they wanted to enable strategic coordination of DH developmentat the local level. This represents a radical change from the incumbent regimesituation, which would require moving away from historically centralisedcoordination of the previous decades, back to the local level ownership andstrategic control.
“We sold the concept of DH. Not just as an environmental thing, a fuel poverty
thing, or a cost saving. It’s the total concept in terms of local generation and
bringing things back down to the local level […] Somehow that has caught the
imagination of local government officers all over the country.” [LA4]In the absence of specific planning or regulatory powers for energy planning, localauthority actors sought to be a source of strategic coordination by having anownership stake in new schemes (c.f. the ‘strategic development approach’identified in the pilot study in chapter 5). This meant that they could influence ordrive expansion of networks beyond the most profitable sites to cover a largerarea, unlocking a wider set of benefits in terms of flexibility and affordability forresidents. The focus of development was broader than making profit as a primaryobjective, and aimed to enable expansion of the scheme to deliver wider social andenvironmental benefits.
“We didn’t want to just give a concession away, and then have a private sector
developer just come in and cherry pick the best schemes. It was about wanting
to work in partnership to develop a range of schemes, no matter how
financially viable they were, for the wider benefit of the city.” [LA5]
“I think what the council would want to do is, in setting up the network, it
would in some ways be a not-for-profit operation. But I think we would want
to make some profit off it, so that we could use the profit to extend the
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network into the areas where there is maybe fuel poverty in the retrofitting
side of it. Whether that is viable or not, we don’t know yet.” [LA7]Local authorities’ relationship with private sector DH developers was an importanttheme within their narratives and range of approaches was evident. Access to theskill-base held by the private sector was important to enable scheme delivery.However, after a scheme was operational, some local authorities felt that it wasimportant that private sector involvement was removed from ownership andoperation to ensure that it would not be exploited to create profit withoutachieving wider social or environmental benefits. Other local authorities soughtpartnership with the private sector, rather than aiming to take completeownership of new schemes. This reduced the risk to the local authority and alsoenabled access to valuable skills and experience of the private sector actors.
Wholly local authority owned: “The public sector is not in a position to roll
out infrastructure of that size itself. But it should be the public sector saying
to the private sector, go and do this. I need a pipe network here. Install my
pipe network. There you go, well done. You’ve been paid and that’s us done
our business. We will now own, operate and run this.” [LA3]
Part-ownership with the private sector: “So it's how we have a blend of
schemes over a long period of time that the private sector can invest in, and
also the public sector, so that we can share the benefit. It's about shared risk
and reward.” [LA5]In addition, although local authority actors used strong ‘stretch and transform’narratives and visions, this did not always result in successful delivery of thatapproach:
“I think that strategically, everyone agrees with me. Strategically, everyone wants
to see it happen. Financially and legally, and commercially, different story.” [LA3]
Regional authority narrativesAs highlighted in Chapter 7, regional public sector authorities (where they existed)played a positive coordinating role for local authority DH endeavours, enabling
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access to resources and expertise that would not have been possible for one localauthority in isolation:
“It's very much a partnership role and we are providing expertise and
guidance where there are gaps in the public sector, or in other organisations
as well. So we try to provide additional capacity, and knowledge and expertise
where the local authority need to be able to develop their role within the
energy sector.” [RA2]The narratives of regional authorities responded to their local context. Forexample, the Greater London Authority (GLA) and the Scottish Government wereboth highlighted by actors as effective examples of regional level governmentleadership for DH growth, but took different approaches to providing strategicsteer and support. For example, in the context of high land values and high demandfor new-build development in the Greater London area, the GLA had decided tostimulate activity using strong local planning policy requiring DH connection innew-build developments. This had led to the establishment and growth of anumber of networks, under a mixture of private and public-owned governancemodels:
“The best example is London, where there has been this very consistent
approach at GLA level to have a clear vision and a strategy from their carbon
targets, which leads to the decentralised energy targets, which leads to
planning policy, which forces developers to build DH. I think that’s a pretty
successful story of how policy should work. And it’s been there for 10 years
now and been through a couple of mayors [… So developers] have now
realised that it is here to stay.” [EC2].In contrast, the context of Scotland required a different approach, given the lowerland values in Scottish cities and towns compared to London. The ScottishGovernment had set targets for the amount of new installed DH capacity, and had agreater focus on fuel poverty reduction objectives than the GLA. The ScottishGovernment approach used a ‘strategy support programme’ for local authorities tobring about development of local heat strategies and stronger local leadership onprojects. In addition, since heat policy was devolved to the Scottish Government,
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the role of regulation for achieving strategic development and greater customerprotection was beginning to be discussed; a significant step in a ‘stretch andtransform’ approach.“As the market grows, the Scottish Government plans to developappropriate regulation, commensurate with the scale of the heat market,ensuring both consumer protection and further industry development.”(p.21, Scottish Government, 2015)However, powers over regulation of the gas and electricity networks were stillreserved to the UK Government. This meant that achieving a consistent approachto heat and the competing gas network was reliant on cooperation from the UKGovernment.The ‘stretch and transform’ narratives at both the local and regional levelemphasized the potential benefits of a strong local authority involvement in DHdevelopment. Under this transition scenario, local authorities were cast asempowered energy actors with the skills and capacities to choose to invest inenergy infrastructure projects, independently or in partnership with the privatesector. In practice, there was evidence of some local authority actors achievingelements of these visions as they developed projects, but for many these visionsremained theoretical.
Local authority ‘fit and conform’ narrativesLocal authority ‘fit and conform’ narratives emphasized their “risk-averse” [LA1]nature and lack of powers for energy planning.“At the moment, our finance colleagues would not be interested in borrowing
through the public works loan board. […] We’d prefer to do it through grants
and attracting private investment.” [LA6]They preferred other actors, such as the private sector or new-build developers, totake on the task of DH development. New build developments, in particular, wereseen as crucial to establishing new DH schemes. Retrofit areas were perceived astoo difficult and expensive.
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“Developers are key. They are the main drivers behind implementing these
proposals. […] If they don’t go with it, and we can’t make them, it becomes a
very difficult thing to achieve.” [LA2]Actors sought to use local development plans and planning policies to facilitatedevelopment of DH in new-build areas. However, many were reluctant to usestrong requirements for fear of a challenge to the policy from developers, or a riskof driving development away from their area to other parts of the country. Forexample, one local authority described their DH planning policy as:
“It would be a promotional tool, if you like. Basically raising awareness that
this is an opportunity. And future development going forward will be required
to assess the possibility of incorporating some sort of DH into their proposal”[LA1]A key resource for enabling financial viability of new schemes was use of the publicsector estates as heat demand anchor loads. Without the ability to requireconnections to schemes, persuading organisations with high heat loads to connectwith a long-term contract provided crucial stability to financial business cases.“In some way, the public sector has to lead this. If there are large, well located
public sector buildings which have the potential to generate heat and they
can feed in, then that should be considered.” [LA2]In this ‘fit and conform’ transition scenario, actors focus on using the existinginfluence and powers they have to encourage others to develop projects. Privatesector actors lead investment in DH infrastructure where it is profitable to do so.Local authorities assist through planning policy for new builds and commitment ofpublic sector estates as heat anchor loads.
Private sector ‘stretch and transform’ narrativesThis section contrasts these approaches with the niche-actor narratives from theprivate sector. These are actors who deliver provision of energy supply and energyinfrastructure within the incumbent regime. All actors expressed some form of‘stretch and transform’ narrative, although these were often cautioned with
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comments that showed the potential for slow and steady continuation of the DHmarket in a ‘fit and conform’ scenario.The ‘stretch and transform’ narratives of private sector energy company actorsalso advocated for a strong local authority coordination role but highlighted thelack of capacity in many local authorities to deliver this role at present.
“If local authorities actually had proper resources or a real kind of
encouragement and license to borrow and invest. […] It seems hard to see how
DH will get going [without this].” [EC2]There was a call for greater policy intervention at the national level in the form ofregulation to enable requirement of connections and strategic growth of schemes,as well as incentives to drive growth in the DH market.
“I think the kind of over-arching one is that you can’t really scale city-wide DH
schemes, or even grow a market around DH within your nation, without
applying regulation in an intelligent way.” [EC6]In addition, actors highlighted the risk of losing skills within the sector if actionwas not taken in the near future and growth achieved.
“So we've got the challenge that at the moment, most schemes aren't quite
competing in the market and skills building. If we don't have schemes
happening over the next 5 and 10 years, we will lose that as people go on to
other things, and find other things to do.” [EC5]
Private sector’ fit and conform’ narrativesDespite widespread use of ‘stretch and transform’ narratives focusing on localauthorities taking a leadership role, private sector actors predominantly actedwithin a ‘fit and conform’ approach. Their narratives focused on emphasizing thecompetitiveness of DH in certain circumstances and the need for their involvementin projects to be profitable. This sought to create a more protected, lower riskenvironment for DH activities without their company having to take that risk onthemselves. They emphasized that their companies required their DH activities tobe profit making in the short-term and were not presently willing to invest forpotential long-term gains.
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“Ultimately, we have still got to be able to deliver profit. They won’t keep
driving our business if we don’t deliver revenue and profit. It’s not just a nice
to have. We’ve got to justify our existence.” [EC5]They foresaw that in a ‘fit and conform’ scenario that the sector would continue tooperate as it had previously.
“It’s always been a bit of niche activity. […] It’s been quite refreshing really, to
keep ticking along where it sits” [EC2]Their activities focused on new developments where they perceived lowinvestment risk, particularly with projects in the Greater London Authority wherethere were strong planning policies for new builds, which required installation ofDH.
“I think if you analyse where it’s gone ahead, they have been the low hanging
fruit that people have been prepared to support” [EC3]The long development times of DH projects meant that companies were keen onlyto expend resource and time on projects that they thought were very likely tocome through to operation.
“These are chunky projects so there is quite a lot of resource that goes into
just modelling them and doing the proposal and things. So that is a challenge
for us. We want to try and avoid ones where the chance of winning business at
the end it is small.” [EC2]
Other DH-niche actors (trade associations, and consultants)There were also a number of non-public sector support networks involved in nichecreation and development, such as consultants, public-private partnerships andtrade associations. These actors each supported local actors in their work on DHdevelopment, either by supporting specific project development or acting as aform of trade association for public and private actors involved in the industry.Their interaction with multiple local actors enabled them to play a type ofintermediary role between local level activity and national policy makers.
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Narratives from these actors cautioned against expecting too much impact fromlocal authority support mechanisms such as HNDU and the Scottish GovernmentHeat Network Partnership (HNP).“We get all of these feasibility studies but we lack the capability to implement
them at wide scale. There is thought about this going on. I guess nobody
knows quite, is it going to work out or not, or does every scheme have to take
this organic slow growth?” [C1]
“So, from my perspective I see the huge benefits of getting there, but no idea how
we're going to get there. And I don't see anything that is really pointing in that
direction at the moment. Because there is nothing. Lots of interest. A huge amount of
interest. And I do see the potential for local authorities to really start to take back
energy into municipal energy, but, yeah, I'm struggling with the kind of drivers for
that.” [RA3]Echoing the ‘stretch and transform’ narratives of local actors, this set of globalactors consistently emphasized a need for more national level policy leadership.
“Consistency, strategic vision, stability, lack of uncertainty, would all help a
lot. So something that said, kind of, look, we are going to be here from now
and we're not going to change our minds unless there is a really good reason
to do so. You don't get much of that in the UK.” [RA3]
“It's absolutely key that there is an overall strategy to know where you want
to get to. And a confidence that if you start up you are actually going to get
there. So you don't end up in in-between land. You've done the first phase that
you always knew wasn't going to be particularly fantastic in terms of
environmental or financial performance, but that somehow the whole
strategy gets de-railed and it stops there. You are stuck with phase one which
you always knew wasn't going to be great. And that then is seen, oh, that's
DH.” [C1]
8.4.2. Discussion: narratives for a ‘fit and conform’ or ‘stretch and transform’
transition to DH?The analysis of the case study presented here demonstrates the messy reality ofhow multiple niche and regime actors seek to influence the process of transition
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with a range of political narratives (Smith and Raven, 2012). A variety ofnarratives on the extent of regime change required for a transition to DH wereused by the public and private actors, although there was a general consensus thatstrong local public sector coordination was needed to achieve widespread uptakeof DH. For some local authority actors in the study, this meant retaining an elementof public ownership in networks in order to hold a direct influence within decisionmaking for expansion and interconnection. For others, their role was to reduce riskand create an incentive for the private sector to take on a delivery and ownershiprole. For example, coordination from the GLA in London had led to strong andconsistent local planning policies in many London boroughs for a requirement toinstall or connect to DH in new developments. This approach was supported byhigh land values and high demand for new developments and had resulted in whatappeared to be the early stages of a successful 'fit and conform' approach.However, for local authority actors in different local contexts, this approach todriving development with planning policy did not seem a realistic approach.In many ways, the private actor narratives supported local authority 'stretch andtransform' visions, calling for stronger powers for local authorities to play astrategic coordinating role and facilitate new DH developments. Their long-termobjectives ultimately sought to reduce the risk of project investment and achievecommercial rates of return. In contrast, local authority 'stretch and transform'narratives focused on achieving wider social and environmental objectives such asfuel poverty reduction, carbon reduction and customer protection alongside.These differences in fundamental objectives for developing DH were an importantdistinguishing dimension between different actor narratives. Private sector actorsheld crucial capacities and skills required to enable delivery of projects, but did notfeel able to go beyond delivery of “low hanging fruit” projects due to pressure toensure sufficient financial return on their activities in the short term. Localauthorities lacked many of the relevant skills and capacities held by the privatesector. However, cooperation with the private sector was sometimes viewed withsuspicion, with local authorities feeling they lacked the knowledge and skills to beable to adequately manage the tendering process to achieve many of their ownobjectives.
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The diversity in the narratives used by niche actors across the sectors highlightsthe variety of directions that a DH transition could take in the UK. Therefore, forthe purposes of this thesis, which seeks to add understanding to how a transitionto DH can be governed, it is important to understand the extent to which regimeresistance and lack of actor agency influence the narratives that actors use.
8.4.3. Stage 2 of analysis: assessing the influence and impact of regime
resistanceThis section presents stage 2 of the analysis, where the possible influence andimpacts of regime resistance over actors’ transition approaches are considered.Table 12 presents a summary of the forms of regime resistance that were observedin the case study data. These examples are not meant to form a complete list of allaspects of regime resistance within the case study, but just those observed in thedata. For each form of resistance, the potential impact on DH niche empoweringprocesses is considered, and evidence of existing impacts is outlined.
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Table 12: Forms of regime resistance to DH niche empowering processes, categorised by the four types of regime resistance identified by Geels (2014).
Form of
regime
resistance
Incumbent regime characteristics Implications for DH empowering
processes (and choice of translation
narrative)
Observed impact of regime resistance?
Use of
instrumental
forms of
power:
Refusal by developers to incorporate DH into new developments
The need for new housing in many areas meant that housing developers were felt tobe in a position of power to negotiate DH out of new developments.
 Housing developer business models focused on getting the lowest land costand highest profit per house. The inclusion of district heating instead of gasnetwork infrastructure into new housing developments added an element ofuncertainty to their activities and they resisted local planning policyimperatives to installing DH in new-build developments.
This resistance is detrimental to bothtypes of transition approach, butparticularly for ‘fit and conform’approaches where the actors wereseeking to use new-build developmentsas catalysts for network expansion in thefuture.
Some local authorities sought to support a‘fit and conform’ transition, but werehindered by their ability to use planningpolicy. For example, one local authoritydescribed planning more as “apromotional tool” [LA1], rather than astronger instrument for compelling new-build development to build DH.
Transferring DH capital costs away from new-build house prices
Where DH had been installed in new build developments, house builders sought toreflect DH capital costs within standing charges rather than house prices (as wouldhave been done for the gas network and gas boilers). This ensured new-build houseprices were lower at the point of sale and would sell easily.
This practice could lead to a publicperception that DH is an expensive andundesirable heating option, underminingthe viability of the technology in either a‘fit & conform’ or ‘stretch and transform’scenario.
Energy companies seeking to take onownership and operation of DH networksin new developments noted this practiceas a reputational risk to their business.
“It’s a big problem if the energy prices get
forced up, because then it causes a lot of
complaints and so on. If you buy a property,
you expect to buy the boiler as part of what
you are buying. But sometimes effectively,
people haven't been buying the DH as part
of their first charge, they've been buying it
as part of a high standing charge.” [EC3]
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Form of
regime
resistance
Incumbent regime characteristics Implications for DH empowering
processes (and choice of translation
narrative)
Observed impact of regime resistance?
Use of
discursive
strategies:
Framing DH as impractical
Gas distribution actors emphasized the high costs and physical challenges ofinstalling DH under roads.
“Physically, you could put an underground through London. But practically, from
anchoring it in the trilemma point of view, is that really a sensible option? And
once you've done that, what about the other 90% of the city? Great we've hit 10%,
and of that 10% half are still on gas, and it's just cost us £240million. Which is as a
unit cost for the incremental change is just absolutely astronomical.” [GD2]
They added legitimacy to these arguments by highlighting their own expertise ininstalling and managing pipe infrastructure.
[Note: Despite presenting arguments against DH, gas distribution actors werecareful to stress that they were not wholly against DH in principle, and saw it as anarea where their skills could be applied in the future if the market were to grow(although most were not actively exploring opportunities at the time of this study)]
These arguments undermine bothtransition approaches by framing DH asan optional infrastructure rather thanhaving entitlement to space alongsideother utility infrastructures such as gasnetworks or fibre optic broadband cables.
Arguments made by experienced gasdistribution actors also have the potentialto increase niche actors’ perceived risk ofnew DH projects, especially in the contextof few existing schemes, with manydecision makers acting withoutexperience in delivering projects.
Many niche actors favoured new-builddevelopments because they felt thatretrofit was too complicated and high risk.
“[Retrofitting DH] is not something
that is really at the forefront of our
minds just now. There is a tendency to
believe that retrofitting is more costly.
I don't know if there is any fact for that
at all.” [LA2]
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Form of
regime
resistance
Incumbent regime characteristics Implications for DH empowering
processes (and choice of translation
narrative)
Observed impact of regime resistance?
Use of
discursive
strategies
(continued):
Framing gas as a necessary part of a low carbon transition
Gas distribution actors emphasised the importance of gas for meeting peak loadsand seasonal swings; the length of time needed for roll-out of large-scale DH; and theneed for options for customers that do not want to connect to DH.
These narratives undermine thelegitimacy of DH for either transitionapproach by highlighting the uncertaintyinvolved in a change to DH, in contrast tocontinuing with the status quo.
These narratives had been explicitlyrecognised within national governmentheat policy:
“Particular areas of the country
could see a strong role for gas
networks in the long term, [...]. For
example, future pre-combustion
carbon capture and storage plants
on the east coast could produce
significant volumes of hydrogen
overnight when it is not required for
electricity production, and this could
be fed into local grids to provide low
carbon heat. […]. In rural areas,
biomethane plants feeding into local
grids could be a key part of the
solution.” (DECC, 2015)
Framing DH as something that customers do not want
Housing developers sought to discourage planning policy requiring DH by arguingthat customers did not want DH technology in their homes.
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Form of
regime
resistance
Incumbent regime characteristics Implications for DH empowering
processes (and choice of translation
narrative)
Observed impact of regime resistance?
Use of
material
strategies:
Funding for gas network innovation: exploring the gas network as an
infrastructure for low carbon fuel distribution
Gas distribution companies highlighted the potential to make alternative use of gasnetwork infrastructure for transporting biomethane or hydrogen fuels.
“The H21 project is anchored in the middle of the trilemma. So production,
transportation and consumption. Actually production wise we've got all of this
gas, transportation we've got a system already built that works perfectly for these
huge inter-seasonal swings, but actually in consumption everyone is using gas. So
if you can manage the carbon out of the gas before you burn it, you effectively can
decarbonise heat without really changing the infrastructure.” [GD2]
Innovation funding through the UK energy regulator (OFGEM) was being used tosupport pilot projects for both hydrogen and bio-methane options.
This form of resistance is particularlydetrimental to ‘stretch and transform’transition approaches as it underminescalls to commit to DH as a necessary partof the future low carbon heat supply on alarge scale.
Although funding was available for localauthority activities through HNDU, thisdid not cover the capital costs of projects,making it harder for local authorities toget initial projects successfully operating.
The UK government’s market-led policyapproach avoided making a commitmentto use of DH or gas in any particular areas.
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Form of
regime
resistance
Incumbent regime characteristics Implications for DH empowering processes (and
choice of translation narrative)
Observed impact of regime resistance?
Use of
broader
institutional
powers:
Private sector focus on short-term commercial
rates of return
Despite holding more of the required skills andexpertise for practical delivery of DH than localauthorities, private sector companies were unwilling toinvest in projects that did not provide commercial ratesof return.
This is a form of resistance primarily for ‘stretch andtransform’ transition approaches, where localauthorities would play a stronger role in developmentof networks. The lack of a skill-base in local authoritiesmakes a ‘fit and conform’ transition much more likely,where private sector actors continue to lead on DHdelivery where it can offer suitable commercial rates ofreturn.
Despite various skills-building initiatives, localauthorities were often perceived (by themselves andother actors) to lack understanding and skills to managethe risk of DH projects effectively.
Some actors expressed a concern that lack of technicalexpertise was preventing effective procurement from theprivate sector of appropriate DH delivery services,leading to inefficient or more expensive schemes.
Austerity agenda reduces local authority resources
Budget cuts imposed upon local authorities fromnational government reduced the resources availablefor developing DH and hindered development of staffexperience and knowledge due to high staff turnover.
The impact of local authority budget cuts made it moredifficult for local authorities to politically justify takingon the risks of investing in DH schemes themselves.This is particularly detrimental to a ‘stretch andtransform’ approach.
“If we are expecting local authorities to take this role on,
then do we need to look systematically at how it is
financed and whether it comes under a statutory
obligation? Because they are about to get another shoo
in. Whoever wins the next election. And it's hard for them
to provide meals on wheels, let along commission
feasibility studies for heat networks that might never
happen.” [C2]
The impact of budget and staffing cuts on local authoritieswas cited widely as impacting on the resource availabilityfor working on DH.
Some actors saw austerity as a driver for local authoritiesto develop DH schemes that could reduce theirbackground energy costs and potentially generate anincome for the local authority.
“The municipal energy companies are […] a way that
they can set up a trading arm and hopefully generate
some surplus to feed back into the authority to stave
off all of the cuts that central government are
producing.” [TA2]
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Form of
regime
resistance
Incumbent regime characteristics Implications for DH empowering processes (and
choice of translation narrative)
Observed impact of regime resistance?
Use of
broader
institutional
powers
(continued):
Changing energy policy goals and measures
The lack of an established approach to energydecarbonisation at the UK national government level,and changing political priorities between energyaffordability, security and decarbonisation had led tofast changing policy approaches and short-termmeasures. For example, the 2016 “Zero Carbon Homes”target was acting as a driver for installation of DH intonew buildings alongside planning policy (Lovell, 2015).However, this target was removed before the targetwas realised, in July 2015. Where government grantprogrammes had been in place in the past their timeframes had been too short to allow for the longdevelopment time of DH
In addition, the policy culture of using a market-basedapproach to select the optimum technologyinnovations of the future was particularly challengingfor DH as an infrastructure technology, competingagainst the already established gas networkinfrastructure and gas supply industry.
This policy context undermined niche shielding,nurturing and empowering processes for DH. The longdevelopment time of DH projects made DH particularlyvulnerable to short-term changes in government policyand initiatives.
The high upfront capital costs of DH as aninfrastructure technology made it higher risk forpotential investors making investment decisions in afast changing policy context.
Actors felt that opportunities for development of projectshad been missed as a result of the unpredictable nationalgovernment policy approach:
“[It was] frustrating because under the rules of the
capital modernisation fund you had to have delivery
within 2 years. In the end it was extended, but at the
beginning you didn't know it was going to be extended.
So the extension came along, several extensions, but
because they didn't know that it was actually going to
chunter on until 2007, they were never able to plan
during those 6 years, so it did enable one or two more
schemes, but that was a major problem really. Was just
the time scales.” [C1]
The market-led approach to policy meant that there wasreluctance to use regulation within the policy for DH aswell:
“The Government does not want to stop the growth of the
sector through introducing unnecessary regulation”
(DECC, 2013c)
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Form of
regime
resistance
Incumbent regime characteristics Implications for DH empowering processes (and
choice of translation narrative)
Evidence of the impact of regime resistance on DH
development?
Use of
broader
institutional
powers
(continued):
Differences in public sector procurement rules
across institutions prevents public sector
involvement in projects
Public sector estates such as hospitals, universities, andmuseums have the potential to act as large anchorloads with long term contracts to reduce the riskassociated with the capital investment of a scheme.However, their focus on demonstrating “lowest cost”criteria at the institutional level, and working overdifferent timescales, created barriers to theircommitment to a DH project for heat supply.
The focus on individual rather than collective publicsector institutions increases the uncertainty in projectdevelopment and strategic planning for DH. This isdetrimental to both transition approaches.
Challenges and delays had arisen for DH projects becauseof the differences in procurement rules and accountingstandards between different public sector bodies, andlack of understanding of DH technology amongst seniordecision makers.
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Regime resistance and niche actor agencyConsidering the analysis presented in Table 12, some of the identified forms ofresistance are the result of the embedded institutional structures and cultures ofthe incumbent regime, whereas others are an active type of resistance driven byindustry actors embedded within the incumbent regime seeking to further theirown interests.Embedded structural and cultural regime resistance impacted on different actorsin different ways. Forms of regime resistance had a particularly high impact onlocal public sector actors. As new energy system actors, local and regional publicsector organisations were promoted by actors across the sectors and geographicalscales as having the potential to carve out a new role for themselves within a'stretch and transform' transition. However, although some actors used translationnarratives that promoted more radical transition visions, for the majority of actorsin the case study, regime resistance prevented them from developing the agency tomake these visions a reality. For example, the on-going austerity agendarepresented one form of institutional power that severely affected public sectorbudgets and staffing levels, making it more difficult for actors in this sector tojustify taking on new activities and responsibilities for an infrastructuretechnology with long development times and a need for on-going coordination andinvestment. Unpredictable national government energy policy added further riskfor local authorities that wanted to invest resource and finance into encouragingDH - particularly since there was no indication of the level or type of DH neededacross the energy system and a lack of detail about the future of the gas network.The lack of expertise and experience of DH in the public sector also made this newrole challenging. In these examples, regime resistance was acting to prevent localpublic sector actors developing their own instrumental and material powers to acton a ‘stretch and transform’ transition approach.In contrast, the private sector actors held capacity and skills to deliver DH projects,but their wider companies or investors used their broader institutional powers touphold the incumbent regime, requiring commercial rates of return on short-terminvestments that many DH projects could not meet. In this way, further structuraland cultural forms of regime resistance also served to reduce the agency of private
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sector actors to actively support a ‘stretch and transform’ transition approach toDH development. Therefore, the limited agency of niche actors across the publicand private sectors seemed to leave little alternative to a ‘fit and conform’transition approach, except in exceptional circumstances relying on factors such asactors’ social capital (Hawkey et al., 2013).More active forms of regime resistance to a transition to DH came from GreatBritain’s reliance on gas for heating, and the business models of new-builddevelopers. Gas distribution companies utilised multiple avenues to exert regimeresistance to DH. They held material and instrumental forms of power, which theyutilised to maintain the incumbent gas-based regime and, in the long term, the roleof the gas network. For example they could access funding for innovation and heldpolitical leverage as a critical service provider in the energy system. They also useddiscursive strategies to support these ideas. For example, using narratives thatframed gas and the gas network as having a part to play in a future low carbonheat supply aimed at UK government actors or large-scale energy companies andinvestors. These forms of regime resistance did not generally seek to putresistance directly on DH niche actors at this stage. However, with the limitedagency and powers of local authority actors, these activities still worked toundermine the argument for a radical DH 'stretch and transform' transition andany moves to manage-away the gas network or implement supportive regulationsfor DH.More active forms of regime resistance also came from new-build developers, whoheld strong instrumental power due to the need for new houses in many areas, andthe jobs and economic growth that could potentially come with this developmentactivity. Both local authority actors and private sector actors saw developers asusing their positions of power to resist or undermine the case for DH in theirdevelopments.Overall, the combination of these various forms of regime resistance limit theactivities and general transition approaches that both public and private nicheactors can take. In the context of a relatively stable regime, there are very fewwindows of opportunity for niche actors with limited agency to facilitate niche
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processes and drive a more radical regime transition (Geels, 2004; Geels, 2014;Smith and Raven, 2012).
8.5. Discussion: lessons for governing a transition to DH?This section considers the lessons from this analysis for governing a transition toDH. It also considers the implications of the work for this relatively under-developed area of the socio-technical transitions literature on empoweringprocesses, actor agency and regime resistance.The analysis showed that there were structural and cultural forms of regimeresistance that acted to undermine the agency of niche actors, as well as moreactive forms of regime resistance from developers and the gas industry. Thecombination of this resistance worked to reduce the agency of both public andprivate sector niche actors to undertake activities that might support a moreradical ‘stretch and transform’ transition. Many actors still used ‘stretch andtransform’ narratives, but the reality for many was that these were unlikely to bedelivered in practice without undermining of some of the powers deployed byregime actors to resist a transition. This supports the findings of Turnheim andGeels (2012), who argue that the causes of transitions are bi-directional, driven bydestabilisation of an incumbent regime alongside the strength and attractivenessof an innovation. The long timescales of infrastructure lifecycles means that the gasdistribution network is likely to be slow in responding to market signals. Thisdestabilisation of the incumbent regime can create a window of opportunity fordiffusion of an innovation.Considering the policy implications of regime destabilisation within the case study,one potential option would be for the UK Government to play a role in addressingtwo key challenges:(1) The systematic undermining of DH niche-actor agency (particularly oflocal authorities) for enabling large-scale, strategic development of DHacross the UK;
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(2) The lack of public and political debate about the need to move away froma gas-based heating system (and the possible role of DH for providing analternative).As suggested by Webb (2015) a form of positive regulation for DH could be oneway to equip niche actors with greater powers to implement strategic plans for DHover the long term. Paired with the addressing of resource issues in localauthorities, this could enable the scale of installation required to realise the fullrange of potential benefits of DH. Furthermore, a more balanced partnershipbetween the public and private sector could be another important dimension inthe context of liberalised energy markets, ensuring that private sector skills andcapacities can be utilised whilst ensuring some strategic coordination for longerterm, social and environmental objectives. This balance between governmentcoordination and markets is particularly important for infrastructure innovations(Bolton and Foxon, 2015), where timescales are long, capital costs of projects arehigh, and market forces are weak and slow to respond.Considering policy approaches for destabilisation of the incumbent regime,Turnheim and Geels (2012) highlight the importance of “cultural criticisms andpolitical contestations of the existing systems” (p.49). In the case study, this couldtranslate to a clear articulation by the UK Government on the future of the gasnetwork and when and where change needs to take place, as well as greaterstimulation of political and public debates about the future of gas-based heatingsystems. Stronger government intervention would mark a significant change in thepolicy approach for contexts such as Great Britain, where liberalised markets havebeen favoured over strong government intervention.
8.6. Chapter conclusionsThis chapter has explored the political narratives used by actors in the case studyto support niche empowering processes for a ‘fit and conform’ or ‘stretch andtransform’ transition. The analysis showed how these narratives supported arange of different transition approaches. Some argued that DH could 'fit andconform' into the incumbent regime, and focused their activities on new-build
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developments as catalysts for scheme expansion in the longer term and using localplanning policy to encourage this approach. Others argued that a 'stretch andtransform' transition was required with local authorities taking on new leadershiproles to enable strategic coordination of DH development for large-scale schemesto enable the multiple types of benefits to the energy system and local area(economic, environmental and social). However, in practice, different forms ofregime resistance worked to undermine the agency of both public and privateniche actors to take actions to realise ‘stretch and transform’ approaches totransition.By also analysing aspects of regime resistance, this chapter has demonstrated thelimited agency of niche actors seeking to facilitate empowering processes. Regimeresistance influenced actors' choices of translation approaches and their ability todeliver them by creating challenging institutional structures and practices, as wellas presenting alternative narratives to low carbon heat transitions thatundermined the argument for DH.The work supports findings of Turnheim and Geels (Turnheim and Geels, 2012)that support for niche processes needs balancing with support for destabilisationprocesses of unsustainable parts of the regime. For Great Britain, it is argued thatthis would be supported by the UK Government policy approach moving beyondmarket-based approaches to policy, and moving towards introducing DHregulation that supports national, regional and local governments to take astronger coordinating role. Alongside this, destabilisation processes could besupported by beginning to stimulate political and public debates around the needto move away from the existing gas-based heating supply, with eventual specificcommitments for actions and a time frame from the UK and Scottish Governments.The work therefore argues that, without an increased intervention approach at thenational government level, a transition to widespread integration of DH systems isunlikely to materialise in Great Britain at the scale required to offer wider energysystem benefits of flexibility and security of supply.This brings to an end the empirical results section of the thesis. The next chaptermoves on to discuss the empirical findings and conclusions of the thesis as whole,
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synthesising the empirical findings to consider lessons for governing a transitionto DH. The findings are discussed in relation to the theoretical literature and thewider policy implications of the work. Finally, the chapter discusses where there isa need or opportunity for further research.
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9. Discussion, further work, and
conclusions
9.1. Chapter introductionThis thesis has explored lessons for governing a transition to district heating (DH).Drawing on a case study of Great Britain, it has examined specific governingmeasures as well as the influence of regime resistance over actors’ agency togovern a transition to DH. This chapter now draws together the lessons from thepreceding empirical chapters to consider the overall contribution from the thesis.The chapter is structured as follows: Section 9.2 discusses four key themes arisingacross the empirical chapters and considers both their applied implications foractors seeking to govern a transition to DH, and their theoretical implications forthe socio-technical transition literature. Section 9.3 discusses the limitations of thework in relation to application of the methods in practice and the scope of thefindings. Section 9.4 then highlights areas where further research would bebeneficial. Finally, section 9.5 concludes the thesis by summarising thecontribution of the work to the overarching research question:What lessons can be drawn from a case study of DH development in GreatBritain for actors seeking to govern a transition to DH as part of a low carbonenergy system?
9.2. Applied and theoretical implications of the thesis
9.2.1. Nurturing processes for establishing local strategic development of
district heatingA key challenge for actors looking to govern a transition to DH is how to achievedevelopment of systems that are sufficiently flexible to be able to utilise multiple,and sometimes intermittent, low carbon heat sources. A form of local strategiccoordination of DH development is likely to be required to achieve these types ofsystems (Chittum and Østergaard, 2014). The analyses in chapters 6 and 7
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discussed examples of how governing measures designed primarily to supportniche nurturing processes also had the potential to set the foundations to enableniche actors to support empowering processes. For example, informingstakeholder engagement with evidence from a heat map or sharing learning andbest practice between actors can also be used by local authorities to take on astrategic coordination role. However, support for empowering processes relied ongoverning measures being designed to support development of actors’ agency totake on this type of long-term role. The measures studied did not yet seem to besupporting these processes in the case study.For example, Chapter 6 showed how heat maps had the potential to be used to helplocal actors develop DH beyond niche-based delivery in small, stand-aloneschemes, by providing an evidence base for local strategic planning for large-scalescheme developments. However, heat maps were not yet commonly applied forthis purpose in the case study because local authority actors lacked long-term andembedded resources, skills, and accompanying powers to take on this coordinationrole. Instead, use of heat maps was primarily limited to early niche creationactivities such as providing an evidence base for identifying commercially viableprojects. Funding was available for local authorities to commission technicalconsultants to carry out heat mapping and energy masterplanning studies.However, these support measures were not complemented by measures to buildlocal actors’ long-term capacities for applying heat mapping evidence to informstrategic heat plans. These governing activities, focusing on nurturing processesfor delivering schemes in the short-term with commercial rates of return, did notdevelop niche actors’ agency to take on a coordination role for strategic DHdevelopment for a low carbon energy system.Chapter 7 also showed the potential of intermediary activities for supporting nichenurturing processes that built up actors’ agency to take on a local coordinating rolefor a strategic response. This required multiple activities by different actors acrossdifferent geographical scales. However, in the case study these different activitieswere not recognised or resourced equally. The analysis showed regime-embeddedactors had capacities to deliver long-term, systemic intermediary activities tosupport the formation of a ‘global’ niche – enabling establishment of norms and
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best practice across multiple niches. For example, national-level actors such as theHeat Network Delivery Unit within the UK Government and the Heat NetworkPartnership in Scotland played important roles. However, their activities alonewere not enough to enable effective delivery of large-scale projects. Localintermediary activities were necessary, alongside activities at regional andnational scales, for building local understanding and developing actor networks toenable local delivery of projects. The study suggested that niche actors such aslocal authorities often did not have access to sufficient resources to deliverconsistent forms of intermediary activities and this kept their agency low forfacilitating development of large-scale, strategic projects.A lesson to draw from these examples is that governing measures which aim tosupport DH niche nurturing processes can be designed to also support nicheempowering processes by building up the longer term capacities of niche actorsfor offering strategic coordination to DH development activities.For example in the case study, the governing measures analysed in the empiricalchapters could be supported by a long-term commitment of resource within localauthorities to enable local capacity building (or potentially for regional authorityactors where they exist). This could be in the form of a local (or shared regional)energy planner, responsible for strategic heat planning and coordinating deliveryof such a plan. This could be supported or mandated from the national level with astatutory obligation on local authorities to develop strategic heat plans fordecarbonisation, with associated powers to incentivise or mandate localstakeholders to comply. However, given the existing context of energy regulationsand set up the energy market, these measures represent a radical step-change inthe role of government in coordinating energy development. The austerity agendawithin Great Britain also creates a significant political barrier to this type ofapproach, which would require additional resource allocation to local authorities.An alternative approach observed within the case study for achieving this long-term dedicated resource was the setting up of a dedicated energy service company(ESCo) for the purposes of delivering low carbon heat and energy efficiencyprojects. Although this required investment of existing local authority staff and
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resources for the initial set up, establishing a sustainable model of operation forthe long-term could mean a dedicated staff resource that did not need to competewith other local authority priorities.
Theoretical implications and suggestions for further theoretical workIn their definitions of shielding, nurturing and empowering processes, Smith &Raven (2012) argue that niche processes are iterative, rather than taking place in alinear sequence. Taking this a step further, the examples above suggest that theseprocesses could be more than iterative, and in fact form feedback loops. This isimportant to recognise, since activities to support particular forms of nicheprocesses early on in a transition have the potential to prevent realisation ofcertain transition trajectories in the long-term. For example in Chapter 8,examination of political narratives as a form of niche empowering process showedthat multiple niche actors articulated a need for greater local authority capacitiesto take on a stronger local coordination role in order to enable a transition to DHon a sufficient scale to realise its full benefits. However, without support fordeveloping local authority capacities from a reasonably early stage, it is unlikelythat local authority actors will be able to take on this new role. Any transition toDH would therefore need to take place without this local strategic coordination.This suggests that the timescales and order of governing measures used by actorscould be an important aspect of governing transitions that would benefit fromfurther research.
9.2.2. Coordinating governing measures across geographical scales and
locationsAnother key challenge for actors looking to govern a transition to DH recurringwithin the empirical chapters was the challenge of co-ordinating governingmeasures across geographical scales and locations.
Coordinating transitions across geographical scalesThe case study highlighted some tension around the balance between devolutionof powers to local level delivery actors vs. coordination of activities fromcentralised institutions, which had historically led energy system development.Local actors had a key delivery role since they held detailed local knowledge andcould build relationships with key stakeholders to enable successful delivery of
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projects by adapting delivery approaches to the local context. For example,Chapter 5 showed how local authority actors tailored their visions for DHaccording to local concerns and political priorities, offering a strategy for gettinglocal stakeholders to commit to involvement in a project through dedication ofresources or investments. Chapter 6 also showed the importance of locally adaptedapproaches, such as reflecting local decision criteria within heat mapping tools toenable better evidence for demonstrating the potential benefits of DH and use instakeholder engagement for establishing new actor networks within the niche.However, solely local level perspectives on DH development had the potential tofail to address other wider energy system challenges.Changes in the wider energy system have implications for the locations and natureof the type of DH that is required. For example, national planning can identifylocations that might benefit from interaction between DH and the electricitysystem, to offer flexibility for integrating intermittent renewables through use ofthermal storage. On the heat supply-side of DH design, national-level planning canmake decisions about how to prioritise the use of biomass within the energysystem as a limited resource. Should its use be restricted for transport, or is itacceptable to use it for electricity and heat generation in some circumstances?Approaches to governing decarbonisation in other areas of the energy system canalso have implications for the viability of DH. For example, national energy policydecisions on issues such as managing away the use of natural gas and the role ofthe existing gas network infrastructure going forward has implications for theviability of local DH development plans. This suggests that, alongside local-leveldelivery actors, there is also an important role for national (and / or regional) levelactors to support coordination of governing measures across geographical scalesto facilitate delivery of wider energy system benefits with DH.Practical measures to achieve this might be a requirement for integrated localenergy plans; combining planning for energy efficiency, heat, electricity, andenergy network management, or associated nationally agreed methods for projectassessment. This type of integrated approach enables consideration of the impactof projects on other parts of the energy system. For example, Norway uses alicensing system for DH, and proposals for new projects are only granted
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permission after they have been assessed to be the lowest cost option againstother technology options (Bush et al., 2015). These types of planning andassessment approaches enable consideration of national energy policies withinlocal activities, whilst also providing data that can inform national level policymakers about the mix of energy supply seen as viable at the local level.There are also opportunities for policy measures that support business models andenergy markets to better reflect the value of energy system flexibility provided bylarge-scale district heating networks with dimensions such as integrated short-term and seasonal storage, and multiple heat sources. For example, the existenceof an established market for demand response services could incentivise theexpansion and interconnection of DH networks.
Coordinating transitions across multiple geographical locationsCoenen et al. (2012) discussed how transitions can take different forms acrossgeographical localities within what is perceived as the same socio-technicalsystem. To some extent, these geographical differences are necessary to allow fordifferences in local contexts and challenges. However, variation can also resultfrom actors in some areas having less access to key resources, skills andknowledge. In the case study there were multiple local ‘niches’ explored whereactors were seeking to develop DH projects in various local contexts from largecities to small towns and sometimes even villages. These local actors had varyingaccess to resources, knowledge and experience, as well as different physicalcontexts to contend with. This led to differences in actors’ agency to take ‘stretchand transform’ approaches to their work on DH projects. For example, Chapter 8showed how actors responded to regime resistance differently according to theirlocal context, where the attractiveness of an area for developers impacted on localauthorities’ perceived influence to impose planning policies which requiredconsideration of DH. Chapter 7 also showed the potential positive influence ofregional authorities in supporting DH development with intermediary activitiesand pooling resources. However, although some regions had formed partnershipsaiming to facilitate low carbon investment across multiple local authorities, othersdid not have such support. Supporting the arguments of Coenen et al. (2012), thiswork suggests that without some form of coordination from regional or national
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level actors, there is potential for geographical unevenness in transitions whereareas with potential for DH do not have local actors with the capacities to facilitatedevelopment (Coenen et al., 2012).Examples of activities that could help national or regional actors to deliver thisimportant role could be training programmes or funding to support access to anddevelopment of expertise, particularly targeted at areas that are struggling todeliver on strategically identified project opportunities. In the case study, the UKGovernment used the Heat Network Delivery Unit to provide aspects of this type ofsupport. In Scotland, the Heat Network Partnership played a similar role, and alsoran a series of training workshops focused on DH strategy development.Furthermore, national technical standards for projects, and customer servicestandards, ideally embedded within regulation are another example of ways todevelop some consistency in how a technology is delivered across differentgeographical localities.An overall lesson to draw from these discussions on geographies in transitions isthat governing measures for DH can benefit from coordination across geographicalscales and locations. At the time of this study, the UK had no formal means ofcoordinating local heat planning and delivery of projects to meet national systemchallenges. Local authorities also had differing levels of resource and capacity,which resulted in patchy and uneven activities for DH development, andsometimes no activity at all.Achieving more consistent and strategic development across different localities islikely to require local authorities to possess not only resources and capacities, butalso powers to incentivise or to enforce delivery of strategic plans for DH (whetherthey are driven by local or national priorities). This could be in the form of‘enabling’ regulations; for example, the Danish Government’s Heat Law grantsDanish municipalities the power to require consumers to connect to DH networksin specified heat zones (Danish Energy Agency, 2005). In the long term, it is likelythat it would also be necessary to create a formal link between local deliveryapproaches and national strategic energy plans, to ensure that delivery at the locallevel also meets national energy challenges.
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However, a key question arising from this suggestion is how is a balance achievedbetween local and national visions? How are compromises reached if local andnational actors’ transition visions are not compatible? Does coordination acrossgeographies need to take place throughout all of the transition process, or couldgeographical unevenness of transitions be useful for demonstrating the potentialof an innovation in the early stages? These questions bring out the inherentpolitics of governing transitions and the imbalance of actors’ agency between theniche and regime. Achieving coordination across geographical scales and locationsis likely to require cooperation and compromise between niche actors and actorsembedded within the incumbent regime. However, actors do not enternegotiations with equal access to resources and power (Shove and Walker, 2007)and this could lead to watering-down of niche-actor transition visions. Theseissues are discussed in more detail in the next section.
9.2.3. The role of compromise and cooperation in governing of transitionsThe previous two sections have discussed lessons about the design of DHgoverning measures: (i) that governing measures can be designed to support nicheempowering processes by building up the longer term capacities of niche actorsfor offering strategic coordination to DH development activities; and (ii) thatgoverning measures for DH can benefit from coordination across geographicalscales and locations. However, both of these statements raise questions about whoand what influences the design of these measures. Where do resources to supporttheir implementation come from and who decides where resources are allocated?The design of governing measures is a political process and actors require forms ofpower and agency to argue their case, which in many ways are determined by theincumbent regime and regime actors (Hodson and Marvin, 2010; Smith et al.,2005). There is an inevitable compromise between different actors’ transitionvisions. However, it is important to recognise that compromise in niche actors’transition visions could undermine the ultimate goal of creating a low carbon,affordable and secure energy system and mitigating climate change. Finding a wayto increase niche actor agency in this process of compromise is thereforeimportant.
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This section discusses two key dimensions to actors' agency that recurred asthemes throughout the study: (i) actors' practical capacity to govern for a radicaltransition; and (ii) actors' freedom to express visions for a radical transition.Within the case study, actors’ practical capacities were distributed unevenly acrossdifferent actors. For example, local authorities had capacities to connect with localcontexts and to enable cooperation between the local actors needed for delivery.However, most did not have access to sufficient skills and resources, which wererequired to enable both short-term delivery of DH projects and strategic long-termdelivery. Skills and resources resided primarily with private sector actors whopossessed greater experience of energy project delivery and energy supplyactivities. National government also held key capacities such as abilities to setpolicy incentives or taxes, as well as powers of regulation (both to supportstrategic DH development, and also over the terms of operation of the gas sector).A combination of these practical capacities is required for successfully delivery ofDH. It could therefore be beneficial for governing measures to focus on developingpractices that encourage cooperation between these different actors. However,achieving this cooperation between public / private, and local / national authorityactors is likely to require some form of power struggle and compromise betweenactors' visions, objectives and their political freedom to support more radicalvisions.The empirical studies revealed how actors expressed varying levels of radicaltransition visions. Local authorities were new actors in the energy system and theyhad the freedom to present a radical transition vision without undermining anyexisting activities or responsibilities. Private sector and national governmentactors, on the other hand, were more embedded in existing practices. Chapter 8showed how the established business models of private sector energy companies,as well as the project financing options available to actors within these institutions,prevented them from investing in DH projects for long-term development of thesector if they did not offer commercial rates of return in the short-term. Nationalgovernment actors had not yet seriously tackled the politically sensitive questionof the future of the gas industry within heat supply. They were also restricted bythe austerity agenda and cuts to public budgets. Achieving cooperation between
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these ranges of actors necessarily requires an element of compromise between themore radical transition visions, such as those held by some local authority actors,and the less radical visions of actors who hold key resources and capacities tosupport delivery.There is not a general lesson that can be drawn from these discussions forgoverning a transition to DH. However, this case study shows how governing atransition to DH in the context of liberalised and privatised energy markets islikely to require some form of cooperation across the public, civic and privatesectors to enable access to skills and resources for delivery of projects, whilst alsoembedding capacities for long-term strategic development of the system. In thecase of Great Britain, there were clearly opportunities for greater cooperationbetween local authority and private sector niche actors that might help toovercome certain elements of regime resistance. These actors shared many of thesame elements of ‘stretch and transform’ visions for DH, but had not yetestablished trusting ways of working together for mutual benefit.Enabling these sets of actors to work together on project delivery, could supportstronger delivery of ‘stretch and transform’ actor visions. For example, forms of DHregulations that de-risk project investment and enable development could be away to establish these necessary cross-sector working relationships.An approach to incentivise the private sector to lead on development mightinvolve granting local authorities the powers to require connection to DHnetworks in strategic locations, thereby reducing the risk associated withpredicting heat sales over the long financial payback periods for many projects.This could open up the capacity of private sector actors to lead on development,with local government retaining the influence to drive development beyond themost commercially attractive sites.Alternatively, an approach to support local authority ownership could be throughestablishing trusted approaches to procurement, as well as trusted business andownership models for DH. In the case study, work on establishing a DHprocurement agency had begun, led by Greater Manchester Authority. Bestpractice in DH business models has also been a key area of interest, for example,
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the Scottish Futures Trust published guidance on DH business models (ScottishFutures Trust, 2015). However, a local authority’s willingness to take on financialdebt was still a key issue in the case study. Some local authorities were limited onthe amount of debt that they could take on within each financial year (based uponpolitical policies of their authority area), so were restricted in their opportunity totake forward an investment. Grants and low interest loan schemes could provide ameans to overcome these issues in local authorities, or alternatively reduce theinvestment risk associated with projects with longer payback periods for theprivate sector.Finally, as was discussed in Chapter 8, regime destabilisation processes (Turnheimand Geels, 2012) offer another policy objective which could reduce the powers ofregime actors in this process of negotiation. In the case study, national governmentactors have a crucial role to play in facilitating commitments to more radicaltransition visions by starting public debates around the future of the gas networkin a low carbon energy system. Beginning the process of destabilisation of theincumbent gas-based regime therefore offers an important opportunity to removesome of the key barriers to DH development.
Theoretical implications and suggestions for further theoretical workThe roles of transition visions have been explored in various guises throughout thethesis. The first pilot study conducted for the thesis, presented in Chapter 5, beganby exploring the transition visions held by local authorities within the case study.The themes of actor agency and political negotiation in defining transition visionsand corresponding approaches to governing transitions have now been discussedas part of this chapter. Many of these themes support the existing innovationliterature on visions in transitions. Visions are seen as ‘bids’ for political supportand allocation of resources (Berkhout, 2006) and actors pragmaticallycompromise through the process of delivery – potentially losing many of thesustainability benefits offered by the original vision (Eames et al., 2006). However,one aspect that has not already been considered within this section of literature isin relation to the influence of the wider regime dynamics and destabilisationprocesses.
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As discussed in the previous section, creating debate around visions fordestabilisation of unsustainable parts of the incumbent regime offers anopportunity for alternative actors’ visions to gain support and increase nicheactors’ agency for driving a more radical transition (Turnheim and Geels, 2012).Cooperation between different actors who hold complementary capacities alsooffers an opportunity to increase niche actors’ agency. In these scenarios, nicheactors are adapting their visions to respond and capitalise on regime dynamics andtensions. More radical transition visions have a greater chance of being realisedwhen they exploit existing tensions in the regime (Smith et al., 2005). Geels andSchot (2007) presented a typology of transitions using the multi-level perspectivethat recognised specific situations where regime and landscape dynamics couldenable a transition to take place. Through this typology, they argue that the contextof the regime and landscape influences the most effective approach to governingniche processes. This suggests a potential area for further development of theliterature on visions for innovations could focus on how actors can use visions tostrategically respond to opportunities presented by developing regime tensions, orto further magnify these tensions elsewhere in the system.
9.2.4. Relevance for governing low carbon transitions beyond district heatingAlthough the focus of the thesis has been on governing a transition to DH, theselessons have relevance to wider aspects of governing of low carbon transitionsmore generally. The characteristics of the case study are shared by a multitude ofother technologies and contexts. For example, the decentralised nature of DH iscritical to many of the lessons on governing to build capacities for long-termstrategic coordination of technology development. This is relevant to technologiesand programmes that require a form of coordinated local delivery to achieve theirmaximum impact. Examples might be delivery of household energy efficiencyschemes, developing local transport solutions, and behaviour change campaigns. Inall of these examples, similar tensions of governing across geographical scales areapparent, where there needs to be a balance between empowered, locally-connected delivery actors and nationally coordinated action to meet nationalenergy challenges and ensure even delivery.
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The characteristics of DH as an infrastructure technology with high upfront capitalcosts and a potential need for alternative business and financing models also makethe findings relevant to other infrastructure delivery within low carbon energy.For example, the key role of local, regional and national governments in providinga form of strategic coordination role has been recognised in another study byBolton and Foxon (2015). They argued that governing of infrastructure transitionsmore generally requires a stronger government coordinating role, moving beyondmarket-based approaches to policy, and regulating to reduce the risk associatedwith projects. A beneficial area of further study would be to explore in more detailthe relevance of the lessons drawn here for some of these other technologies, andhow the transition pathways of these other low carbon energy innovations mightco-evolve and influence one another.
9.3. Limitations of the thesisThis section discusses the limitations of the research approach used within thethesis, and the implications of this for the findings overall. Reflecting upon theresearch process as a whole, the following key limitations have been identified andshould be borne in mind when considering the thesis results:
Scope of the case study- The use of a single-country case study as the empirical basis of the researchmeans that theoretical contributions drawn from analysis of the case studywould benefit from wider empirical testing for their relevance to differentcontexts. As was discussed in the methodology, the focus on the UKprovides an example of a developed country with a highly centralisedenergy system and a liberalised energy market. The findings of a similarstudy in a developing country or a more coordinated or decentralisedenergy market may suggest alternative perspectives for the literature.
- Similarly, the case study examines only one technology - DH. As wasdiscussed previously in section 9.2.4, the findings are potentially relevant toa much wider group of innovations for low carbon energy. However, theywould benefit from further testing with technologies beyond DH.
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- Perhaps most importantly, the focus on a single energy technology withinthe case study considers the challenges of integrating one new type ofinnovation into the energy system. However, the single-technology focusalso does not enable consideration of interrelations between technologieswithin the energy system. For example, developing local authoritycapacities for coordinating strategic delivery of energy efficiency measuresor low carbon transport innovations, could also support delivery of DHnetworks. Alternatively, focusing on hydrogen or biogas fuels suppliedwithin existing gas network infrastructure could undermine the case for DHin many areas. There is a significant potential to draw further lessons forgoverning low carbon transitions by considering how development of aparticular combination of innovations, or actor capacities, could mutuallysupport one-another.
Analytical focus at niche-level- This work has focused on niche level governing processes. Although it hasconsidered the influence of regime resistance over actor agency in thedelivery of niche empowering processes, greater consideration of theinfluence of both regime and landscape dynamics from the multi-levelperspective would be beneficial. Suggestions for further work on this aspectof the study are included in section 9.4.
Selection of research participants- The majority of research participants were local or global niche actorsinvolved in supporting the development of DH projects. For example,interviews were not conducted with local authorities’ actors who were notactively engaged in DH development (of which there were many across theUK). This approach had the potential to miss key challenges to a DHtransition, such as what happens for geographical areas where there are nolocal actors in a position to lead the delivery of niche processes. Therefore,the work has only considered certain aspects of governing niche processesfor transitions, and the findings should not be considered as comprehensiveor sufficient to drive a transition on their own.
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- The research methodology set out to consider specifically how a transitionto a specific technology could be governed (DH in this case). This set upmeant that the study did not consider the full range of alternative lowcarbon transition visions for decarbonisation where DH was not featured.Alternative visions were restricted to those identified as providing directresistance to the effective delivery of niche processes within the case study,represented by the gas distribution company actors. The influence ofcompeting decarbonisation visions could present a significant resistance togoverning processes for a transition to a specific technology, and this wouldnot necessarily be reflected within data predominantly focused on nicheactors. Therefore, as was noted in chapter 8, the study does not reflect allforms of regime resistance influencing transition processes, but reflectsthose articulated by the actors interviewed.
- In addition, there were a number of key actor perspectives that were notreflected directly in this study. In particular, housing developers anddomestic heat users were not included. Both of these actors were identifiedwithin actor interviews as sources of risk where a transition to DH might beundermined. Although interviews were sought with housing developers,actors did not respond to invitations to participate in the research. In thecase of domestic heat users, these actors were excluded from the study dueto limitations of time and resource. This dimension is highlighted as animportant area for potential further work. Given these restrictions in datacollection, therefore, interpretation of the results should take into accountthat some key actor voices have not been directly represented.
9.4. Suggestions for further applied workConsidering the reflections made within the previous sections, the followingsuggestions for further work are made:
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Consideration of how niche processes can be governed for multiple, interrelated
technologiesAs mentioned previously, it would be valuable to expand the focus of this study onDH to consider multiple low carbon technologies, and their inter-relations acrossthe energy system. Even the single-technology focus of this case study hashighlighted potential system-wide benefits offered by DH by enabling use ofthermal storage for managing challenges of electricity grid capacity and balancingwith intermittent renewable electricity generation. Given that multiple technologytransitions need to happen simultaneously for climate change mitigation, a usefulresearch question for further work would be: How can multiple technologytransitions be governed together? (as previously noted by Geels (2011)).
Technology user perspectivesThis study did not explore the influence of heat user perspectives in governingtransitions. However, several actors identified this as a key risk to the futuredevelopment of the industry. A valuable dimension of further work wouldtherefore focus on user perceptions of the technology and how these might bemore explicitly factored into governing of niche processes for DH. Foxon (2011)highlighted this need for greater consideration of technology users within themulti-level perspective conceptualisation of transitions. Applying Foxon’s co-evolutionary framework might be a potential theoretical approach for givinggreater consideration to technology users in transition governance.
Governing for radical regime changeA key criticism of the socio-technical transitions literature has been the treatmentof actor agency and politics within transitions. Although the present work hasmade some contributions to this area of the literature, there are still more aspectsto address. A key area highlighted in this work was the issue of compromisebetween different actors’ visions for a transition. It is possible that incrementaltransitions will be too slow to decarbonise global activities on the time-scalesrequired to mitigate the most dangerous effects of climate change. Therefore,understanding how it is possible to influence this balance to enable faster andmore radical transitions is important for mitigating climate change. As chapter 3outlined, the literature to date has highlighted the potential of cities or regions fordemonstrating the potential of more radical transition pathways, adding
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legitimacy to that transition vision for the wider system (Hodson and Marvin,2010). This could also be possible at the country-scale, where a national-scaletransition could act as a successful example for supporting other nationaltransitions16. A significant area of further work would be to explore options forgoverning transitions to enable more radical versions of transition pathways.
9.5. Thesis conclusionsThis thesis contributes lessons for actors seeking to govern a transition to DH aspart of a low carbon energy system. Joining the debates in the literature around thegoverning of transitions, this work has taken the approach that a transition to lowcarbon energy will not happen within the timeframes required for mitigating themost dangerous effects of climate change without some form of governing fromactors within the system. The work has considered the roles of actors from acrossthe sectors; recognising that governing of a transition cannot be led by governmentalone. It has drawn on theories of socio-technical transitions to enableconsideration of the interactions between the complex social norms and practicesthat develop and embed around an incumbent technological configuration, and theresulting resistance that forms to the introduction of new technologicalinnovations. Given the chosen case study of Great Britain where DH is still in theearly stages of development, analysis focused on developing relevant lessons forgoverning niche level processes.The thesis has explored three aspects of governing a transition to DH, building onthe findings of an initial pilot study examining the visions and delivery approachesof key local authority actors within the case study. The work interrogated the roleof heat mapping tools in supporting niche nurturing and empowering processes,connecting the literatures on tool-use in policy making and governing transitionsfor the first time. It showed that the functionality designed into heat mapping toolscould better support niche nurturing processes by reflecting the priorities of local
16 The Danish Government attempted this approach through a programme run by the DanishEnergy Agency. As a country with widespread DH and wind power integrated into their energysystem, the government ran a project which attempted to share experience and expertise withother countries seeking to make a similar transition to using these technologies.
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niche actors to support value demonstration and establishment of new actornetworks. The tools also had the potential to inform strategic planning for DH andsupport niche empowering processes, but only when systematically embeddedinto use by actors with associated resources and powers.The role of intermediaries in supporting niche nurturing and empoweringprocesses across geographical scales was also explored, showing that the role ofintermediary actors across geographical scales evolves as an innovation developsand becomes established; potentially supporting both nurturing and empoweringprocesses. Activities at different geographical scales served different purposes insupporting a transition, but these were not recognised or resourced equally acrossthe case study. In particular, local authority niche actors did not have access tosufficient resources to deliver consistent forms of intermediary activities and thisprevented them from playing a role in facilitating strategic development ofprojects.In the final empirical chapter, the work explored some of the impacts regimeresistance on actors' agency to determine their approach to governing transitions.Picking up on discussions in the previous chapters and previous literature on therelationships between niche and regime actors and access to resources, thischapter explored the political narratives used by public and private actors acrossthe case study to support their particular transition visions. It showed that actors'choices on governing approaches were influenced by the context of the resistantregime and agreed with Turnheim and Geels (2012) that successful governing of atransition required not only support for innovations through niche processes, butalso needed balancing with incumbent regime destabilisation processes. Atransition to strategic, large-scale delivery of DH systems in Great Britain isunlikely to materialise within the timeframe required for mitigating climatechange without some form of government intervention to destabilise theincumbent regime alongside support for niche processes.Drawing together some of the key themes that arose across the empirical chapters,this chapter has considered the overall lessons from the thesis for governing atransition to DH. As has been recognised previously in the literature on governing
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transitions (Schot and Geels, 2008), focusing on niches alone is not sufficient togovern a transition. For example, it has already been discussed how destabilisationof unsustainable parts of the incumbent regime has a crucial role to play. For DH,one way to drive this process of destabilisation could be by establishing a narrativeabout the need to manage away existing fossil fuel-based heating technologies inorder to create tensions in the incumbent regime for niche actors to exploit. In thecontext of liberalised markets, this is likely to need national governments to take aleading role in this process.The role of DH governing activities to support niche processes is therefore todevelop the readiness of niche actors across geographical scales to exploit tensionsin the incumbent regime – particularly the readiness of actors at the local level.The capacities of local actors are a crucial part of being able to successfully adaptDH delivery models to suit differing local contexts. Regional and national actorscan support local delivery, but cannot replace the need for some form of locally-ledstrategic coordination for achieving the benefits offered by large-scale DH systems.Niche-focused governing measures need to support systemic embedding of keyresources, skills and actor networks at the local level.In the context of liberalised energy markets, delivery of DH is also likely to requirea means of enabling more effective and trusting cooperation between public,private and civic actors to combine the distinct capacities held across thesedifferent sectors. Establishing mechanisms and processes that allow thiscooperation to take place in an effective manner that does not undermine thecapacity for local strategic coordination of DH is likely to be a significant challenge,and one that would benefit from further research.In summary, governing a transition to DH requires a combination of governingactivities to support niche processes, alongside governing activities to bring aboutdestabilisation of unsustainable parts of the heating regime. Local strategiccoordination is critical to enabling development of schemes at sufficient scale andin appropriate locations to access many of the benefits offered by DH to a lowcarbon energy system. Therefore, niche processes need to simultaneously developlocal capacities and agency for strategic coordination, as well as enabling cross-
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sector cooperation between actors, who hold key skills and capacities to supportdelivery. The inherent politics of designing and delivering governing measures willundoubtedly require pragmatism and compromise from niche actors to achievecooperation and access key resources. However, too much compromise away fromlocal 'stretch and transform' visions for DH could restrict the scale of DH that canbe achieved and undermine the whole function of DH within a low carbon energysystem. For DH to make a significant contribution to a low carbon energy system, aclear and long-term commitment from national governments is likely to be neededto offer local resourcing, and implement enabling regulations and policy to supportboth niche processes and destabilisation processes.
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Appendices
Appendix A List of industry events attended during the
course of this research- Association of Decentralised Energy – Annual Heat Conference 2012, 2013,2014- EcoBuild Green Building Conference, 5-7 March 2013, London- Vanguards Network Workshop: - Next steps in financing district heating, 21November 2013, Glasgow- UKDEA conference, 12 November 2013, Coventry- National Energy Action National Conference 2013, 2014- Global Energy Systems Conference, 26 – 28 June 2014, Edinburgh- Euroheat & Power District Heating Summer School, July 2014, Helsinki,Finland.- DHC+ conference, September 2014, Stockholm, Sweden.- Stratego Project coaching sessions – October 2014 (Edinburgh), September2015 (Aalborg, Denmark).- All Energy conference, 4-5 May 2015, Glasgow- Scottish Government / Danish Energy Agency study visit for local authorityplanning officers, 18 – 20 May 2015, Copenhagen, Denmark.- Scottish Heat Network Partnership Strategy Support ProgrammeWorkshops, June, 2015, Inverness and Edinburgh.- iBUILD Project (Infrastructure Business Models, Valuation and Innovationfor Local Delivery) Stakeholder Event, November 2014, Newcastle
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Appendix B Ethical consent forms
Phase 1 of data collection
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Phase 2 of data collection
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Phase 3 of data collection
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Appendix C Interview questions – Phase 1 data collection
Interview questions – Phase 1 data collectionBackground:
 Consent
 Aims of project
Visions and approaches to development
 Tell us about your role.
 How does district heating feature within your organisation’s strategicoutlook?
 To date, what DH projects have you been involved in developing?
 Who led/facilitated these projects?
 What was your involvement?
 How were these financed?
 Who else is involved?
 Are you considering any district heating projects at the moment?
 What partners do you work with when you develop DH projects?
 How are links made with stakeholders who own key properties andheat loads?
 What are the motivations / concerns of these people for beinginvolved in DH projects?
 What resources (e.g. staff, tools, time) do you have available fordevelopment of district heating projects?
 Are they seen as a priority for the organisation?
 How does / would financing of DH projects (or other high investmentprojects) happen?
 What criteria do you consider within the decision-making process forchoosing a project?
 Minimising capital investment
 Carbon reduction targets
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 Timeframes
 What are the barriers that you face to developing district heating?
Heat mapping tools to support project development
 What criteria do you look for when identifying locations suitable for adistrict heating project technically?
(For those seeking funding support)
 What data is used to decide eligibility for the funding (e.g. ECO)?
 Do you have any experience of using tools to support decisions on districtheating / energy efficiency improvements?
 What was useful?
 What was felt to be lacking?
 Do they support targeting for fuel poverty alleviation?
 Do they focus on households eligible for ECO / social housing or thecity as a whole?
 If we were to develop an easy and quick-to-use mapping tool aimed at localauthorities that would be able to highlight areas with potential for districtheating development and high fuel poverty levels, would this be useful?
 What information would you want it to be able to deliver?
 What features would be useful from such a tool? (e.g. number of fuelpoor households that could be supported, average fuel bill reductionas a result of a not-for-profit scheme).Thanks! Is there anything we haven’t covered that you feel is important?Follow-up:
 Would you like to be kept informed about the outcomes of thisproject?
Appendix D Semi-structured interview questions used to
interview local authority actors in relation to heat mapping
tools (Chapter 6)
Introduction:
 Tell us about your role.
Motivations
 What are the main motivations of your local authority for facilitating DHproject development?
Modelling tools
 What are your thoughts on use of modelling tools to support planning ofdistrict heating including identification of suitable sites and/or feasibilitystudies?
 Is the use of modelling tools effective?
 What other support is needed for local authorities
 What do you feel is lacking from existing modelling tools?
 Are there any data restrictions that you would like to see improved?
 Do modelling tools play a role in enabling project financing?
Decision making criteria
 What criteria are considered within the decision-making process forprojects? (e.g. Minimising capital investment, Carbon reduction targets,Timeframes, Cost effectiveness of measure, Social criteria, What propertiesare targeted? Why certain areas?)
 Which criteria are the most influential?
 How are assessment criteria determined?
 Politically?
 Nationally? / Individually by each local authority?
Resources
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 What resources (e.g. staff, tools, time) are available for development ofdistrict heating projects in local authorities across Scotland?
 Are they seen as a priority?
Existing projects
 Where has activity with district heating taken place to date in your localauthority area?
 Who led / facilitated these projects?
 Who else was involved? (Partners? Funders?)
 How were they financed?
 Have they reduced energy bills for residents?
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Appendix E Leeds Heat Planning Tool method
Method for selecting relevant indicatorsThe interview data was analysed to identify decision criteria used by actors whenat the planning stages of a DH project. The identified indicators were furthervalidated with notes from discussions at a relevant stakeholder workshop whereindicators were discussed explicitly (p.4, Vanguards Network, 2013). Theindicators were then categorised into three areas: techno-economic, governanceand social indicators.
Data selectionData sets were selected to represent these indicators from official census data andUK Government statistics. The lowest available spatial resolution of ‘census outputarea’ (approximately 125 households per area) was used, with the exception offuel poverty data and indices of multiple deprivation that were only available atlower super output area (LSOA). This offered sufficient resolution for early stagedistrict heating planning to identify general areas of potential. The data sets usedwithin the Leeds Heat Planning Tool are detailed and referenced in Table 13.Where publically available data sets did not exist to represent a key indicator, thetool was designed so that tool users could easily represent key factors within theirarea with minimal data collection work.Notable areas where data was not publically available consisted of:
 Potential heat sources (other than existing CHP plants),
 Large heat demands such as hospitals or swimming pools.Gaining access to detailed versions of relevant data sets can be difficult and timeconsuming. However, local authorities often already knew general informationabout the existence of these resources, including their location. At the early stagesof project prioritisation and stakeholder engagement, this work suggests thatdetailed figures about available heat supply and heat demand are not required toinform the process. The analysis within part 1 of this chapter has shown that at theearly stages of the development process, building understanding and trust withstakeholders about the potential of a project is important. The tool is therefore
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designed to allow users to input postcodes for these key features and this isreflected within the score for the relevant output area.
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Table 13: Detailed data information used within the Leeds Heat Planning Tool
Data category Data source DataresolutionTechno-economic Existing CHP plants DECC CHP database (CHPQA Programme, 2012) PostcodeHeat sources User-added PostcodeLarge heat demands User-added PostcodeHousehold density(number of householdsper km2)
Area of LSOA calculated using ArcGIS. Densitycalculated using the 'number of households'from the census divided the area of the OA togive the number of houses per km2 (CensusData, 2011a)
Super outputarea
Flats, maisonettes orapartments (number) Census data - accommodation type by OA level(Census Data, 2011a) Super outputareaTerraced households(number) Census data - accommodation type by OA level(Census Data, 2011a) Super outputareaGovernance Social rented households(number) Census data - accommodation type by OA level(Census Data, 2011a) Super outputareaCouncil owned socialrented households(number)
Census data - accommodation type by OA level(Census Data, 2011a) Super outputarea
Social No central heating system(number of households) Census data at OA level of central heating(Census Data, 2011b) Super outputareaNo gas central heating(number of households) Census data at OA level of central heating(Census Data, 2011b) Super outputareaOil central heating(number of households) Census data at OA level of central heating(Census Data, 2011b) Super outputareaSolid fuel central heating(e.g. wood, coal) (numberof households)
Census data at OA level of central heating(Census Data, 2011b) Super outputarea
Electric heating (includingstorage heaters) (numberof households)
Census data at LSOA level of central heating(Census Data, 2011b) Super outputarea
Off-gas households(Centre for SustainableEnergy)
CSE website (Xoserve, 2013) Super outputarea
Fuel Poverty households10% measure (number ofhouseholds)
DECC (DECC, 2013a) Lower superoutput area
Fuel Poverty householdsLIHC (number) DECC (DECC, 2013b) Lower superoutput areaIndex of MultipleDeprivation Department for Communities and LocalGovernment, 2010 data (Department forCommunities and Local Government, 2011)
Lower superoutput area
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Welsh Government 2011 data (WelshGovernment, 2011)Eligible for CSCO funding(ECO) DECC – Sourced from Centre for SustainableEnergy website (DECC, 2012a) Super outputarea
Data referencesCHPQA PROGRAMME 2012. CHP database. Published by: Department of Energyand Climate Change.CENSUS DATA. 2011a. Accommodation type - Households, 2011 [Online].Available: http://www.nomisweb.co.uk/census/2011/qs402ew [Accessed28.03.2014 2014].CENSUS DATA. 2011b. Central Heating Type, 2011 [Online]. Nomis. Available:http://www.nomisweb.co.uk/census/2011/qs415ew [Accessed 28.03.20142014].DECC 2013a. Fuel poverty 2011 detailed tables - 10 per cent measure.DECC 2013b. Fuel poverty 2011 detailed tables - Low income high costs indicator.DEPARTMENT FOR COMMUNITIES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 2011. Statistics -English indices of deprivation 2010 [Online]. Available:https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/english-indices-of-deprivation-2010 [Accessed 28.03.2014 2014].WELSH GOVERNMENT. 2011. Statistics - Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation(WIMD) [Online]. Available: http://wales.gov.uk/statistics-and-research/welsh-index-multiple-deprivation/?lang=en#/statistics-and-research/welsh-index-multiple-deprivation/?lang=en [Accessed 28.03.2014 2014].XOSERVE. 2013. GB postcodes off the mains gas grid [Online]. Centre forSustainable Energy,. Available: http://www.cse.org.uk/resources/open-data/off-gas-postcodes [Accessed 28.03.2014 2014].DECC. 2012a. Energy Company Obligation - Carbon Saving Community Obligation:Rural and Low Income Areas [Online]. Available:
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http://www.cse.org.uk/resources/open-data/energy-company-obligation-data-[Accessed 28.03.2014 2014].
Representing heat demandIn the absence of a data source specifically for heat demand in the UK, buildingdensity was used as a proxy for heat density. This was particularly important in thedomestic sector when considering potential for fuel poverty alleviation sincehouseholds in fuel poverty often under-heated their homes. A proxy based uponreal energy consumption of gas and electricity could therefore under-represent thepotential demand for heat in a given area with a scenario of more affordable heatprices such as a not-for-profit DH scheme.Data availability was still problematic when using a proxy of building density forheat demand since there were no data sets available for non-domestic buildings.The tool therefore relies at present on input of key non-domestic heat demands bythe user.
Aligning lower super output area data to super output area resolutionScoring within the tool was assigned at census output area resolution. However,fuel poverty data and indices of multiple deprivation data was only available atlower super output area (LSOA). A score was generated for each census outputarea based upon the lower super output area to which it belonged. Figure 15illustrates how scoring for these data sets were assigned to each census area, usingthe example of fuel poverty data. When a lower super output area had a high levelof fuel poverty, all the census areas contained within that lower super output areawould receive a score to indicate a high level of fuel poverty.
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Figure 14: Description of the process for assigning a score to each census output area for data only
available at lower super output area (LSAO) resolution – using the example of fuel poverty data.
Scoring census output areas
Figure 15: The percentile cut-off point for data setsCharacteristics that are binary in their nature (i.e. where the characteristic is eitherpresent in an area or it is not) are assigned a score if the characteristic is present.For example, the presence of an existing CHP plant and large heat loads such as a
LSOA - A
a1 a2
LSOA - B
a3 a4LSOA - C LSOA - D
Data sets representing a characteristic
Selected percentile cut-off pointe.g. census areas with fuel povertyin the highest 10%
Areas in percentiles abovethe selected cut-off point
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hospital or swimming pool are binary characteristics. No percentile cut-off point isrequired for these characteristics.For characteristics represented by a continuous data set, a percentile cut-off pointis used to determine when an area exhibits a ‘high’ level of a characteristic (Figure15). The percentile cut-off is selected by the user, and is calculated using the datasets within the local authority area in question (as opposed to data sets acrossEngland and Wales). An increased score is assigned to the census areas withcharacteristics in these top percentiles.
Weighting of characteristicsThe can weight each characteristic by rating it between 1 and 5. This enables theuser to explore and compare the impact of different weightings; for example,where social factors are weighted very heavily compared to techno-economicfactors.The user can enable and disable characteristics according to their preferences. Theweighted scores are assigned as a percentage of the activated characteristics toensure scenarios are comparable. The scores received for each activatedcharacteristic are then added up to give the total score for each area. Thiscalculation is described algebraically by the following equation:
௜ܵ=෍ ( ܹ௝∑ܹ
௝
∗ ܺ௜௝)
Where:ܵ
௜is the total score attributed to census output area ݅in the selected localauthority;
ܹ௝ is the individual weighting given to the activated characteristics ;݆
ܺ௜௝= 1 when the activated characteristic i݆s above the percentile cut-off point inthe given area, .݅ Otherwise ܺ௜௝= 0.
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Appendix F Scenario settings used in the application of the Leeds Heat Planning Tool
Table 14: Variables selected for two scenarios of the case study city of Leeds (presented in section 6.3.3)
Scenario 1 – Techno-economic criteria Scenario 2 – Social criteria added in
Categories Activate? Percentile
cut-off
point?
Individual
weighting
(1 : 5)
Overall
weighting
%
Activate? Percentile
cut-off
point?
Individual
weighting
(1 : 5)
Overall
weightin
g %
Techno-
economic
Existing CHP plants Yes n/a 5 100% Yes n/a 2 44%
Heat sources Yes n/a 5 Yes n/a 2
Large heat demands Yes n/a 5 Yes n/a 2
Household density (#households per
km^2)
Yes 0.9 3 Yes 0.9 5
Flats, maisonettes or apartments
(number)
No 0.9 n/a Yes 0.9 2
Terraced households (number) No 0.9 n/a Yes 0.9 2
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Scenario 1 – Techno-economic criteria Scenario 2 – Social criteria added in
Categories Activate? Percentile
cut-off
point?
Individual
weighting
(1 : 5)
Overall
weighting
%
Activate? Percentile
cut-off
point?
Individual
weighting
(1 : 5)
Overall
weighting
%
Governance Social rented households (number) No 0.9 n/a 0% Yes 0.9 3 9%
Council owned social rented households
(number)
No 0.9 n/a No 0.9 n/a
Social No central heating system (number
households)
No 0.9 n/a 0% No 0.9 n/a 47%
No gas central heating (number of
households)
No 0.9 n/a Yes 0.9 5
Oil central heating (number of
households
No 0.9 n/a No 0.9 n/a
Solid fuel central heating (e.g. wood,
coal) (number of households)
No 0.9 n/a No 0.9 n/a
Electric heating (including storage
heaters) (number of households)
No 0.9 n/a No 0.9 n/a
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Scenario 1 – Techno-economic criteria Scenario 2 – Social criteria added in
Categories Activate? Percentile
cut-off
point?
Individual
weighting
(1 : 5)
Overall
weighting
%
Activate? Percentile
cut-off
point?
Individual
weighting
(1 : 5)
Overall
weighting
%
Social
(continued)
Off-gas households (Centre for
Sustainable Energy)
No 0.9 n/a No 0.9 n/a
Fuel Poverty households 10% measure
(number of households)
No 0.8 n/a No 0.8 n/a
Fuel Poverty households LIHC (number) No 0.8 n/a Yes 0.8 4
Index of Multiple Deprivation No 0.8 n/a Yes 0.8 2
Eligible for CSCO funding (ECO) No 0.8 n/a Yes 0.8 5
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Appendix G Interview questions used for semi-structured
interviews with selected actors
Context / Background1. Tell me about your organization and role.
 What type of activities do you do with specific DH projects?
 How long have you been in your role?2. How has your role / organisation changed over time in relation to DH?
 Have you worked on developing schemes previously? Were theysuccessful?
Market3. What are your key drivers for working on DH at present?
 How has this changed over time? Why?4. What are the key barriers for working on DH at present?
 How has this changed over time? Why?5. Has your business model for DH projects changed over time?
 How? Why?
Local institutional / actor networks and influence6. Who do you work with at the local level to get projects delivered?
 How has this changed over time?
 Why?7. Do you spend time sharing your experiences with other organisations toenable more DH schemes?
 What about learning from others? Has this process got easier /harder over time?
 Why? How has this changed over time?8. Do you have a strategic approach to heat / DH? Or are you developing one?
 Why? What should they contain?
 What are your objectives for the strategy?
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Users / social / culture9. Have consumer perceptions had an influence over your approach to DHdevelopment?
 How have they changed over recent years? (Commercial, industrial,public sector, domestic).
 How? Why?
Technologies and infrastructures10. Do you think there are more technological changes required to enablewider uptake of DH? Why?
 Has it changed in recent years? How?
 What has driven this change?11. Has delivering DH got any easier during your time working on the issue?
Policy12. How has the national policy landscape influenced your activity in DH?
 Has it been useful in stakeholder engagement?13. Does the current policy regime in the UK suit certain types of DH more thanothers?
 How has this changed?
 Does your current business model suit the policy regime?14. How do you work to influence the policy direction on DH and heat in theUK?
 What are you advocating?
 Has this changed over time? How? Why?
 Do you work with partners? Trade Associations?
 Influence from organisations internationally? Why?15. What’s the stability of the current policy situation in your opinion? Why?How might it change?
Perceived tensions / risks in the current regime16. What do you see as the challenges or risks facing the DH sector in the next10 – 20 years?
 How are you dealing with these risks?
